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South Asian Americans are one of the fastest growing sub-groups within the 

Asian American population in the United States today. Between 1960 and 1990, the 

South Asian American population witnessed an increase of approximately 900% 

(Leonard, 1997). This increase in population also corresponds with the increase in South 

Asian American students enrolling in institutions of higher education. However, despite 

their physical visibility on college and university campuses across the nation, South 

Asian American students remain invisible in higher education research. Student affairs 

practitioners have a limited understanding of the unique needs and issues confronted by 

South Asian American college students.  

This qualitative study addressed the paucity of research on South Asian American 

college students by specifically exploring the college experiences of South Asian 

American women. In particular, the study examined the central intergenerational issues 
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between first-generation South Asian mothers who immigrated to the United States as 

adults and second-generation South Asian American daughters who are currently enrolled 

at the University of Texas at Austin. Secondly, it investigated the impact of these 

intergenerational issues on the identity development and overall college experiences of 

second-generation South Asian American female college students. Using a postcolonial, 

critical feminist framework, this study attempted to dismantle the one-dimensional, 

dominant narrative of South Asian Americans as the successful, high-achieving, model 

minority and present instead the multi-layered and complex narratives of these 

participants.  

Key findings indicated that the intergenerational issues between mothers and 

daughters were complex with both negative and positive impacts on the mother-daughter 

relationships, identity development, and the overall college experiences of the daughters.  

The transmission of culture and cultural values were primary ways in which mothers 

affected the identity development of their daughters.  South Asian American peers and 

social networks were another significant source of identity development for the students.  

Additionally, narratives of both mothers and daughters revealed that the impact of the 

model minority image on women was qualitatively different than men where women had 

to often strive to fulfill simultaneous expectations of being a successful student and 

professional as well as conforming to the standards of being the model traditional South 

Asian wife and mother.  
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Chapter One - Introduction and Statement of Problem 

Institutions of higher education are becoming increasingly diverse when it comes 

to their student body. From large, public, four-year universities to private liberal arts 

colleges, to community colleges, institutions are attracting a student body from various 

racial, ethnic, religious, and socio-economic backgrounds. South Asian American 

students are one such group of students who are increasingly enrolling, attending, and 

graduating from colleges and universities all across the nation. A majority of these 

students are second-generation South Asian American students whose parents have 

immigrated from various countries in South Asia during one of the largest immigration 

phases from South Asia to the United States.   

The central focus of this study was on first and second-generation South Asian 

women, a group that has largely been understudied and under-researched. Specifically 

this study sought to examine intergenerational issues specifically between first-generation 

South Asian mothers and their second-generation South Asian American daughters. 

Additionally, in examining these intergenerational issues, this study explored how these 

issues also affected the identity development and the overall college experiences of these 

second-generation South Asian American women. The University of Texas at Austin was 

the site of this study since a large number of South Asian American students living in the 

state of Texas attend and aspire to attend this flagship university. Before describing the 

study in more detail, I will provide some important background information including the 

rationale for the study.     
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The growing diversity in higher education is partly a result of the increasing 

diversity of the population of the United States. Since the latter part of the 20th century, 

the United Stated has witnessed a steady increase in the population of various racial and 

ethnic groups. Asian Americans are one of the fastest growing racial and ethnic groups in 

the U.S. According to a Census 2009 report, roughly five percent of the U.S population is 

Asian American, which equals to 15.2 million people. Asian Americans consist of about 

50 different ethnic groups including Americans of Bangladeshi, Chinese, Filipino, 

Hmong, Indian, Japanese, Korean, Pakistani, Sri-Lankan, and Vietnamese descent 

(Leong, Leach, Yeh, and Chao, 2007). While five percent of the total population of the 

United States may not seem like a large number, it is important to understand that the 

Asian American population has experienced the largest growth since the 1980s as 

compared to other racial and ethnic groups with a growth rate of 96.13% between 1980 

and 1990 and 63.24% between 1990 and 2000 (Le, 2010).  

Furthermore, the Asian American population has doubled every decade since 

1950. Between 1980 and 2005, the population grew at the fastest rate out of all groups at 

260%, from 3.6 million in 1980 to 12.8 million in 2005 (Kewalramani, Gilbertson, Fox, 

& Provasnik, 2007). It is estimated that by 2050 the Asian American population will 

triple to 33 million (Le, 2010). Various subgroups within the Asian American community 

have experienced dramatic increases in their population as well. For example, between 

1990 and 2000, South Asians comprised of the fastest growing Asian American subgroup 

(South Asian Americans Leading Together, 2010).  
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The current college population mirrors this trend in population growth among 

Asian Americans. Between 1976 and 2004 Asian American undergraduate enrollment 

increased 461%, the largest among all racial and ethnic groups in the country 

(Kewalramani et al., 2007). For example, in 1990, 41% of the entering freshman class at 

the University of California at Los Angeles was Asian American making their numbers 

higher than even their White peers (Cao & Novas, 1996). Furthermore, 50% of Asian 

Americans 25 years or older have a Bachelor’s degree or higher (as compared to 28% of 

all Americans 25 years or older) and 20% had a graduate or professional school degree 

(as compared to 10% of all Americans 25 years or older) (U.S. Census Bureau, 2009).  

Despite such compelling statistics and trends, many higher education researchers 

have largely ignored the college experiences of Asian American students, especially 

South Asian Americans. For example, Bowen and Bok’s 1998 landmark study in The 

Shape of the River is considered one of the most comprehensive studies on race and 

higher education and the effects of a college education on students from various racial 

backgrounds. However, this book focuses primarily on the experiences of African 

American and White college students with little to no attention paid to Asian American 

students. Other important texts such as The Source of the River (Massey, Charles, Lundy, 

& Fisher, 2003), and Equity and Excellence in Higher Education (Bowen, Kurzweil, & 

Tobin, 2005) have provided a very limited discussion on Asian American students and 

their college experiences. When studies have examined Asian American college students, 

the findings and results have often perpetuated the prevailing myths that portray Asian 

Americans as “the model minority” excelling in education and outperforming other 
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underrepresented groups (Suzuki, 2002; Yeh, 2002). These studies mostly utilize 

aggregated data that present academic achievements of Asian Americans collectively 

instead of examining education related trends of the various subgroups based on national 

origin, ethnicity, religion, and other factors within Asian America.  

Additional studies have found evidence that Asian American students as a group 

have often “out-whited” the whites in academic achievement (Ngo, 2006; Varon, 1966). 

The idea of “out-whiting the whites” emerged out of perceptions of researchers and 

policy makers who argued that many Asian Americans in the country were not only more 

academically and economically successful than most minority groups but were often 

more successful than whites as well (Suzuki, 2002). This description of “out-whiting the 

whites” conveys a message that can be misguided and problematic as it no longer 

considers Asian Americans as a ‘minority’ because of their success and achievement. 

This description of success excludes them from any racial discrimination or barriers that 

are confronted by other underrepresented groups. As a result of their success, they are 

fully “accepted” into mainstream American society and can enjoy all the benefits that 

accompany this status (Nakanishi & Nishida, 1995).  

These perceptions of success and achievement have been reified into the myth of 

Asian Americans as the model minority. The model minority myth emerged in the 1960s 

when a number of articles were published about the success and achievement of Japanese 

Americans in the country (Petersen, 1966). These articles surfaced in the midst of the 

civil rights movement when underrepresented groups were advocating for equal 

opportunities and rights. During this time of heightened attention to race relations and 
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civil rights, Japanese Americans in the country were presented as the symbol of 

assimilation, hard work, and success. As a result, the model minority myth served to 

invalidate the arguments of civil rights leaders that the situation of racial and ethnic 

minorities in the country needed to reexamined and created a division between Asian 

Americans and other communities of color (Prashad, 2000; Suzuki, 2002). Over the 

years, this model minority myth has evolved as the dominant image not just for Japanese-

Americans but all Asian Americans, including South Asians. I will address the 

origination, creation, and perpetuation of this myth as it relates to this study, in more 

detail in chapter two.  

While attention toward Asian American students has increased and more relevant 

research has been conducted on this group (see for example Alvarez and Yeh, 1999; 

Chang & Kiang, 2002; Chang, Park, Lin, Poon, & Nakanishi, 2007; College Board, 2008; 

Hune, 2002; Teranishi, 1995) a major criticism of the existing research is the 

categorization of Asian Americans as one single homogenous racial group obscuring the 

unique issues confronted by a large and heterogeneous group with layers of complexity 

and diversity. For example, Kim, Yang, Atkinson, Wolfe, and Hong (2001) argue that, 

“the increased attention given to Asian Americans in the . . . literature has not translated 

into a significant increase in the number of articles addressing specific Asian American 

ethnic groups as the population of interest” (p. 344). Ngo (2006) further argues that 

research on Asian Americans must take into account differences based on other social 

factors such as ethnicity, gender, socioeconomic status, immigrant status, and 

generational differences. He adds that a majority of research on Asian Americans has 
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ignored the vast differences that exist between the different waves of immigration from 

Asia. For example, immigrants who arrived between 1965 and 1975 were generally 

wealthier and more educated than those who arrived after 1975 and were mostly refugees. 

As a result, the experiences of these two cohorts of immigrants are qualitatively different 

and much of the existing research has ignored the experiences of the latter group. There 

exists not only a need for more research that is inclusive of Asian American college 

students as a group, but also an even more critical need for student affairs practitioners, 

policy makers, and researchers to understand specific ethnic and generational subgroups 

within this overwhelmingly large group.  

One group who has received little attention is South Asian Americans. South 

Asian Americans are one of the fastest growing subgroups within the Asian American 

population; however, they are often invisible or absent from the research on Asian 

Americans (Das & Kemp, 1997; Dave, Dhingra, Maira, Mazumdar, Shankar, Singh & 

Srikanth, 2000). Advocates for South Asian American research argue that for many 

within and outside the Asian American community, the term “Asian American” generally 

refers to individuals of East Asian descent, which has contributed to the invisibility and 

marginalization of South Asian Americans (Han, 2006; Shankar and Srikanth, 1998). 

This invisibility and marginalization is also evident in higher education research and 

practice (Dave et al., 2000).  

Some scholars attribute this invisibility to the racial classification of South 

Asians, which is different than the rest of the groups within Asian America (Kibria, 

1998). The racial classification and assignment of South Asians has been in transition 
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through various points in history. South Asians have constantly been shifted in their 

racial classification moving from being classified as “white”, to “non-white”, to “other”, 

and finally to “Asian” beginning in the 1970 Census. This transition has resulted in 

perceiving South Asians as what Kibria (1996) calls “ambiguous non-whites” where 

South Asians do not neatly fit into one of the “common sense” racial categories of 

“white,” “black” or “Asian.”  Kibria (1996) concludes that this ambiguity then becomes a 

significant point of difference for South Asians from other Asian groups. This 

inconsistency in racial classification and identity along with a shorter immigration history 

than other Asian American groups, contributes to a sense of invisibility of South Asian 

Americans from research topics to policy discussions.  

This study examined the college experiences of South Asian American women at 

The University of Texas at Austin, a large, four-year, public, research-one university in 

the Southwestern United States. Specifically, this study examined the intergenerational 

issues between first-generation South Asian mothers and second-generation South Asian 

American college women, and the impact of these intergenerational issues on the identity 

development and colleges experience on these second-generation women. Through this 

study I hope to shed some light on the experiences of second-generation South Asian 

American females, a group that is increasingly enrolling in institutions of higher 

education but has received little attention from higher education researchers and 

practitioners. My goal through this study is to ultimately contribute and expand the 

limited research on South Asian Americans. Secondly, I hope that this study will provide 

student affairs practitioners with some useful insights to ultimately help them in 
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designing and delivering better programs and services to South Asian American female 

college students.  

The following section provides an overview of the demographics, history, and 

current state of South Asian Americans in the country. Additionally, this second 

addresses some key issues specific to South Asian and South Asian American women in 

the United States. This will be followed by a brief discussion on second-generation South 

Asian Americans. Following these sections will be a more detailed description of the 

study including the purpose and rationale along with the key research questions. Finally, I 

will present some important definition of terms that will be utilized throughout the study.  

SOUTH ASIANS IN THE UNITED STATES 

South Asians are individuals who were born in or can trace their ancestry back to 

the region of South Asia (Gupta, 1998). There is some debate about the exact definition 

of South Asia but most scholars define this region including Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, 

Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka (Lai & Arguelles, 2003). A few scholars also 

include Afghanistan and Burma in this list (Dave et al., 2006; Han, 2006). According to 

the U.S. Census bureau, South Asian Americans comprise of almost 17% of the Asian 

American population and are considered the third largest Asian American group (Dave et 

al., 2000; Le, 2010). In 2001, 0.3% of the total population of the United States was South 

Asian (Morning, 2001) and the 2000 Census estimated that there were 2 million South 

Asians, making them the fastest growing group within the Asian American population 

(South Asian Americans Leading Together, 2010).  
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Between 1990 and 2000, Bangladeshis, Pakistanis, and Asian Indians have been 

the fastest growing groups within the Asian American population (Lai & Arguelles, 

2003; Le, 2010). Sri Lankan and Nepali communities closely follow in terms of 

population growth. Indian Americans make up the largest number of South Asians with 

88.6% followed by Pakistanis at 8.1%, Bangladeshis at 2.2%, and Sri Lankans at 1.1% 

(Han, 2006). Dave et al. (2000) make an important point regarding the pan-ethnic 

characteristic of South Asian Americans. They argue that the term South Asian does not 

represent one single homogenous group and instead there exist a number of differences 

among South Asians including national origin, language, religion, caste, class, and 

generational status.  

As previously mentioned, one reason for the paucity of research on South Asian 

Americans might be due to their shorter immigration history as compared to other Asian 

American groups. South Asian immigration to the United States can be roughly divided 

into three main phases. The first phase occurred from the late 1800s to 1965 and involved 

the immigration of a small number of South Asians. During the 1940s there were roughly 

2,500 South Asian immigrants in the country (Kibria, 2006; Leonard, 1997). Most of 

these immigrants were Sikh men from the region of Punjab, India who arrived in the 

United States and worked mostly on farms in California. The overwhelming majority of 

these men were unable to bring their families with them to the United States as a result of 

restrictive immigration policies.  

In sharp contrast to the first phase, the second phase involved the immigration of 

the largest numbers of individuals from various countries in South Asia including 
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Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan. The second phase is marked as the period beginning in 

1965 with the passage of the Immigration and Naturalization Act of 1965, which reversed 

many of the discriminatory and exclusionary policies against South Asians and allowed 

for family reunification. The 1965 Immigration and Naturalization Act also utilized 

preferential categories for educated and professional individuals especially in the 

scientific, engineering, and medical fields. This led to the largest immigration of 

individuals from South Asia who overwhelmingly belonged to higher levels of education 

and socio-economic status than the immigrants from the previous phase (Kibria, 2006). 

Leonard (1997) compares the numbers of Asian Indian immigrants between the first two 

phases of South Asian immigration. The total number of Asian Indians in the U.S. in 

1960 was 8,746 while the total number of Asian Indians in 1990 was 815, 447, revealing 

the explosion of growth in the South Asian community during the second phase.  

Kibria (2006) describes the third and current phase as one marked by greater 

diversity in immigrants on various levels including socio-economic, religion, and national 

origin. During this period, there was a significant increase in the number of immigrants 

from countries other than India, especially Bangladesh and Pakistan. The current study is 

interested in examining intergenerational issues between first-generation mothers who 

were part of either the second or third phase of immigration and their second-generation 

daughters. Therefore, this study will explore the intergenerational issues of post 1965 

immigrant mothers and their daughters.  

Another unique aspect regarding South Asian immigration into the United States 

is the history and path of the community’s diaspora, which has included immigration 
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from regions other than South Asia. Many South Asian Americans belong to families that 

immigrated to the U.S. from England and countries in Africa and the Pacific Islands. This 

is a direct result of the colonial history of the region that included the relocation of 

thousands of South Asians by the British to other areas of the British empire especially 

Africa and England. These individuals were mostly indentured laborers who were hired 

by the British to work on projects all across the British Empire. It is believed that almost 

5 million individuals left the subcontinent as indentured laborers and were taken to 

various parts of the world as a result of the British (Prashad, 2000).  

Many of the descendants of these laborers made their way to the United States in 

the 1900s and were referred to as the “twice migrants” as they migrated from regions 

outside of South Asia. Many of these individuals came to the U.S. as a result of being 

forced out of these countries due to immigration policies or governmental rules. One 

example of this migration was in 1972 when Ugandan dictator, Idi Amin gave the South 

Asian community 90 days to leave and forced them to resettle in countries such as the 

United States (Cao & Novas, 1996; Han, 2006).  

A majority of research conducted on South Asians has primarily focused on the 

experiences of the immigrants in the second phase who arrived in the United States after 

the 1965 Immigration and Naturalization Act (Purkayastha, 2005) while very few studies 

have examined the experiences of those immigrants in the third phase. Furthermore, there 

is limited research on the experiences of the children of these immigrants – the second 

generation. As these second-generation individuals begin to enter more institutions of 

higher education it becomes imperative for student affairs practitioners and higher 
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education researchers to examine the experiences and perspectives of these students, 

something the present study aims to do. I will provide a brief discussion on second-

generation South Asian Americans in the next section.    

The second-generation   

Pakistani-Americans, Bangladeshi-Americans, Indian-Americans, Sri Lankan-

Americans, Sikh-Americans, Nepali-Americans – these hyphenated identities powerfully 

convey the profound balance that second-generation South Asian Americans constantly 

negotiate and maintain between the culture of their families and the culture of their peers. 

Das and Kemp (1997) argue that like many other second-generation individuals, South 

Asian Americans are socialized in two cultures – the culture of their families and the 

culture of the larger American society. Because they do not always identify racially with 

their designated racial group of “Asian,” many South Asian Americans instead use their 

families’ country of origin as a label for part of their identity.  

On the other hand, they are often stripped away of their American identity due to 

their physical appearance. “Regardless of whether I was born here, I am always 

considered different . . . I’d say I am American and people would go, ‘no but where are 

you really from’”(Purkayastha, 2005, p. 25). This experience is familiar to many South 

Asian Americans who are constantly confronted with this perpetual foreigner myth in 

public settings and institutions such as schools. They are confronted with experiences of 

overt forms of “exclusions based on the reaction to their physical appearance as well as 

more subtle forms of exclusions, such as denigration of ‘their’ cultures” (p. 26).  
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One response of this second-generation of individuals has been to claim both 

sides of their identity by physically and symbolically removing the hyphens of their 

identity. This has been done by the creation of new pan-ethnic terms such as South Asian 

American and “Desi,” a Hindi/Urdu word for someone who is a native of South Asia. 

This adoption of pan-ethnic labels differentiates second generation South Asians from 

their first-generation parents who view the term South Asian with some suspicion. For 

the second-generation,  

The similarities among those who have originated from anywhere on the “South 
Asian” subcontinent seem to overcome the national and cultural walls that their 
parents knew “back home” and they are thus able to envision forging coalitions 
among themselves. (Shankar & Srikanth, 1998, pp. 2-3)   

 
In addition to the reluctance of embracing the pan-ethnic label, first-generation 

parents also worry about the “American” part of their children’s identity and how this 

identity might overshadow or completely replace the cultural identity of being Indian, 

Pakistani, Sikh, Nepali, and so forth. Dasgupta (1998) points out “since survival of the 

community as a distinct ethnic group is dependent on the children’s faithfulness to 

traditions, tremendous efforts are being expended to inculcate them with certain beliefs 

and customs” (p. 967). These efforts of passing on the cultural values of their country of 

origin has sometimes led to tensions between parents and children since many of their 

cultural values might be in opposition to traditional American values and beliefs. This 

intergenerational tension is one of the key themes that the current study aims to explore 

in relation to its impact on the college experiences for second-generation South Asian 

American women.  
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The responsibility of preserving and promoting the culture and traditions is 

largely placed on the shoulders of women. Kibria (2006) argues that, “it becomes the 

Indian American women rather than men who become focal points in the immigrant 

battle to maintain ‘Indianness’ in the face of ‘Americanization’ and disproportionately 

bear the burden and costs of the community’s efforts to preserve tradition in the United 

Stated” (p. 221). As a result, South Asian American women find themselves trying to 

balance multiple roles and expectations from both their ethnic and American identities. 

The focus of the current study is South Asian American women in college and their 

efforts to negotiate these multiple roles as they make important decisions in college 

including major and career choice along with choosing to engage in social and romantic 

relationships. The following sections will describe in detail the purpose and significance 

of the current study.  

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

While South Asian Americans are one of the fastest growing groups in the United 

States, they remain largely invisible in higher education research on college students. 

Kibria (1996) argues that with the increasing numbers of South Asian Americans in the 

United States, “there is a need for a dialogue about questions of South Asian American 

identity” (p. 77). A majority of research in education that has examined diverse groups of 

college students has placed South Asian American students under the aggregated Asian 

American category that reveals an academically successful, high achieving group of 

students and not much else. These types of research studies have served to promote the 
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prevalent stereotype of Asian Americans, including South Asian Americans as the ‘model 

minority,’ or the successful and high achieving group (Hune, 2002). This myth of the 

model minority is problematic because it homogenizes a very diverse community of 

Asian Americans, ignoring the heterogeneity that exists within the group, and dismissing 

the individual and unique needs of subgroups. An additional limitation with the existing 

research is the failure to address and recognize the role of gender, ethnicity, religion, 

immigration status, and other factors on the experiences of South Asian American college 

students.  

Another limitation of the existing research on Asian American students is that it 

mostly focuses on East Asian American college students once again making South Asian 

Americans invisible in their discussions. Hune (2002) points out that higher education 

practitioners must begin to consider Asian American students as “a diverse population 

with ethnic-specific and need-specific concerns” (p. 18). South Asian American students 

have specific experiences and needs shaped by their ethnicities, religions, gender, and 

immigration status, which are largely ignored. There is a significant gap in higher 

education research on the experiences and needs of South Asian American college 

students. I attempt to address this gap in research on South Asian American college 

students through this study by examining the experiences of second-generation South 

Asian American female college students.   
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PURPOSE OF STUDY 

The purpose of the study is to first explore the intergenerational issues that exist 

between first-generation South Asian mothers and second-generation South Asian 

American daughters. This study examines how these intergenerational issues shape the 

identity development and college experiences of the second-generation South Asian 

American daughters. I will utilize a postcolonial, critical feminist theory framework to 

deconstruct the simplistic, often one-dimensional dominant narrative of South Asian 

Americans as a model minority and present instead the multi-layered and complex 

narratives of first- and second-generation South Asian women as they negotiate their 

multiple identities through their college experiences at a predominantly white institution.  

By examining these issues, I aim to address some important distinctions that exist 

between first- and second-generation South Asian Americans and highlight some critical 

issues and concerns faced by second-generation South Asian American female college 

students that are currently going unnoticed. In addition to addressing a gap in the 

literature, I hope that this research enhances the understanding and practice of student 

affairs professionals with South Asian American students.  

This research will be conducted at The University of Texas at Austin. My 

rationale for choosing this institution is because of its location in the state of Texas. A 

majority of research studies conducted with South Asian Americans have been located 

predominantly on either the west or east coast with large South Asian American 

communities.  
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At this highly competitive and elite institution, many South Asian American 

students are for the first time dealing with their own ethnic and racial identity along with 

being confronted with decisions about majors and careers. Many of these students 

experience tremendous pressure to succeed academically and earn professional statuses 

that meet the expectation of their first-generation parents. Chung (2001) studied the 

impact of career and educational expectations of Asian American parents on their college 

students and found that these expectations were often a primary reason for 

intergenerational conflict between Asian American college students and parents. 

Additionally, it is during college that many are challenged between their desires to 

engage in romantic relationships and their parents’ disapproval and prohibition of dating, 

sex, and romantic relationships. Chung’s (2001) study revealed that Asian American 

students, especially women, experienced high levels of intergenerational tension with 

their parents in this area. As a student affairs professional working with South Asian 

American students I have acquired a lot of anecdotal information that indicates that 

intergenerational issues have a large impact on the higher education experience of 

second-generation South Asian American students. This impact is sometimes positive 

and at other times negative and harmful for these students. Some of the negative 

outcomes include a variety of mental health issues such as depression, eating disorders, 

and anxiety disorders. Student affairs professionals have various opportunities to interact 

with students and are often the first people who might identify a student struggling in 

their academic, social, and personal development. My goal for this present study is to 

contribute to the practice of student affairs and provide professionals with insight and 
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information to effectively work with these students in the academic, social, and 

developmental contexts of higher education.   

During the course of the study, I conducted in-depth individual interviews with 

second-generation South Asian American college women and first-generation South 

Asian mothers whose daughters were currently enrolled in college. Due to a small sample 

and the concern about confidentiality, I chose to interview unrelated sets of mothers and 

daughters. In others words, the mothers and daughters who were individually interviewed 

were not from the same family. I also conducted a focus group with second-generation 

South Asian American female college students after the individual interviews. The focus 

group included women whose mothers were individually interviewed. The goal of the 

focus group was to ask follow up questions after analyzing the data from the individual 

interviews along with conducting a preliminary testing of initial themes with focus group 

participants. A detailed description of the methodology is provided in chapter three.  

Research questions 

In examining these intergenerational issues, I answered the following research 

questions regarding second-generation, South Asian American female college students:  

1. What role do first-generation South Asian mothers play in the identity 

development of their second-generation South Asian American daughters? 

2. What are the central intergenerational issues that emerge between first-generation 

South Asian mothers and second-generation South Asian American daughters and 

in what ways do these intergenerational issues affect the overall college 
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experiences of second-generation, South Asian American female college students 

at a large, public, and predominantly white university? 

In order to answer these research questions I utilized a hybrid conceptual 

framework that focused on the concept of the model minority myth and its unique 

implications on South Asian and South Asian American women through a critical 

postcolonial feminist perspective. I will describe this framework in more detail at a later 

point. The following section addresses the significance of such a study.  

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

This study focused on first- and second-generation South Asian women and 

explores the intersections of gender, race, and ethnicity within their lives. Additionally, 

this study sought to address the various levels of invisibility that exist in higher education 

research on South Asian Americans. Finally, this study focused on the experiences of 

South Asian American college women, a population that is understudied and under 

researched despite its increasing numbers in institutions of higher education. This study 

also attempted to shed light on the experiences of women with different immigration 

statuses thereby contributing to the literature on intergenerational issues with South Asian 

and South Asian American women. Finally, this study deconstructed the model minority 

myth as it applies to South Asian American women and provide readers with a rich, 

complex, and multi-dimensional perspective into the experiences of South Asian 

American women.  
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Bannerji (1993) comments that the dominant narrative of South Asian women has 

typically included descriptors such as “passivity, docility, silence, illiteracy, smell of 

curry and fertility” (p.147). These descriptors serve to silence the voices of South Asian 

women along with providing a one-dimensional and simplistic description of their roles 

and identities. Inman (2006) argues that second-generation South Asian American 

women confront some significant challenges as they are expected to serve as the primary 

transmitter of their cultural values and traditions as well as facing the stereotype of the 

model minority who excels academically and professionally. Maramba (2008) 

investigated the experiences of Filipina American female college students to explore their 

experiences of negotiating the different values and traditions of their parents as well as 

mainstream American society. Using a feminist approach, Maramba presented narratives 

of these students that revealed important information about their unique experiences as 

Filipina Americans. Similarly, this study examined the expectations and values placed on 

second-generation South Asian American women, often by their first-generation mothers 

and how these expectations and values affect their identity development and college 

experiences. A postcolonial feminist framework proved to be a useful tool in analyzing 

and synthesizing these themes in the present study.  

Prominent research on South Asian Americans has focused on their professional, 

educational, and economic success and has failed to go deeper to examine the effects and 

implications of this professional, educational, and financial success story on South Asian 

Americans as individuals and as a community. Moreover, much of the existing research 

contributes to the perpetuation of the model minority myth on the second- and third-
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generations. Another problematic aspect in examining much of the current research is 

that this story of success, educational, and financial attainment cannot be generalized 

across communities since many of the newer immigrants from South Asia have lower 

educational and socio-economic attainment than their previous cohorts. The current study 

aims to delve deeper into how the model minority stereotype affects both first-generation 

South Asian mothers and second-generation South Asian American women in college. 

By utilizing a postcolonial feminist lens, the study will investigate whether the model 

minority myth of success and achievement is one of the central values that are passed 

down by mothers to their daughters. Furthermore, this study will explore how these 

values affect the academic, professional, and social aspects of the college experience of 

second-generation South Asian American females.  

Despite significant increases in population, South Asian Americans remain 

largely invisible from research and policy issues in a variety of areas including education. 

This invisibility exists on many levels starting from an absence in the larger body of 

research and policy issues to specific discussions of Asian Americans. Shankar (1998) 

remarks,  

[South Asians] want their unique attributes to be recognized and their unique 
issues to be discussed; and some of them want this to occur, at least initially, 
within the Asian American paradigm, for they think they must surely belong 
there. Yet they find themselves so unnoticed as an entity that they feel as if they 
are merely a crypto-group often included but easily marginalized within the house 
of Asian America . . . Ultimately South Asians ask why they are a part, yet apart, 
admitted, but not acknowledged? (pp. ix-x) 

  
 Thus, South Asians are invisible both within and outside Asian America as a 

result of many factors including a shorter immigration history, a marginalization based on 
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their racial status as “ambiguous non-whites” (Kibria, 1996), and an overarching and one-

dimensional stereotype of the highly successful and accomplished ‘model minority’ 

group. Dave et al. (2000) call for a greater integration of South Asian American issues in 

order “to understand the complexities of intra- and inter-community relations and 

demographics in order to speak of Asian America in a representative manner” (p. 91). 

Another reason for conducting this study is to demonstrate that South Asian Americans 

are simply not the successful, highly accomplished ‘model minority’ but rather a diverse 

subgroup of Asian Americans whose issues and perspectives need to be represented and 

addressed.  

An additional need for research and examination of the South Asian American 

community is also crucial in the wake of major social and political events in the United 

States in the 21st century. As a result of the terrorist attacks in September of 2001, South 

Asian Americans have gained a certain visibility that has contributed to their further 

marginalization and oppression. Purkayastha (2005) argues,  

Since the “Muslim” designation applies to a broad swath of phenotypes, 
irrespective of country of origin or actual religious affiliation, all South Asian 
Americans are vulnerable to this social classification . . . Along with the Sikhs, 
Hindus, Buddhists, Christians, Muslims, and Zoroastrian South Asian immigrants 
and their children experienced a series of hate crimes for looking like “Middle 
Eastern terrorists” (p. 43).  

 
This “visibility” due to the terrorist attacks is in stark contrast to the invisibility of 

South Asians from research that was discussed earlier. However, this kind of “visibility” 

still serves to marginalize South Asians in the U.S. as they are perceived as part of a 

group that poses a threat to the security of the country and ultimately contributes to the 
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invisibility of the diversity within the South Asian American group. This new “visibility” 

has forced many South Asian Americans to closely examine issues of race and ethnicity 

in ways they had not done previously. Additional research about the experiences of South 

Asian Americans, including South Asian American college students, might help in 

providing more information and knowledge about the diversity within this group along 

with the need to find ways of reducing discrimination and oppression of members of this 

community.   

The theme of invisibility of South Asians permeates into South Asian America as 

well. A majority of the existing research on South Asians in the United States has focused 

on the experiences of Asian Indians (Agarwal, 1991; Bhatia, 2007; Khandelwal, 2002; 

Kurien, 1999; Rayaprol, 1997) instead of other South Asian communities. One of the 

main reasons for this may be attributed to the fact that Asian Indians make up the largest 

part of South Asian America and thus are more convenient as a population to study. 

However, in recent years, the numbers of other South Asian communities has grown 

exponentially and thus attention must be paid to these groups as well. While many of the 

themes that emerge from research on Asian Indians may be generalized to other South 

Asian individuals, there are also many unique issues that are confronted by other South 

Asian communities that need to be examined. There is a need for more inclusive research 

that examines the experiences of members of the South Asian American community as a 

whole. The current study strives to examine the experiences of South Asian and South 

Asian American women from various subgroups within the larger South Asian American 

group to provide a more representative view of the South Asian American community.       
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Finally, a majority of the existing literature and research on South Asian 

Americans has focused on first-generation South Asians and their assimilation and 

acculturation to the United States. Research on the South Asian diaspora and the 

transnational identity of South Asians in the U.S dominated most of the social science 

literature in the 1980s and 1990s. A number of studies (Agarwal, 1991; Rajagopal, 1997) 

examined the experiences of these immigrants and narrated their stories of adapting to a 

new country while preserving the culture and traditions of their homeland. Because the 

majority of South Asian immigrants arrived after 1965 there have not been many 

opportunities to study the children of this generation of immigrants who are currently 

coming of age to enter colleges and universities. As a result, newer research must focus 

on exploring the issues faced by this generation of students. Since there are crucial 

differences in the experiences of the first- and second-generation such as ways of 

identifying racial and ethnic identity, negotiating bicultural identities for the second-

generation, it is imperative that additional research be conducted to articulate key 

differences between these two generations. My research was interested in looking at this 

second-generation in college in relation to the expectations and values transmitted from 

their first-generation parents and how these expectations and values create tension or aid 

in negotiating higher education.  
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DEFINITION OF TERMS 

This section provides definitions of some relevant terms that will be useful for the 

reader. While there may be some debate about the specific definitions of some of these 

terms, I have framed my study in the context of the definitions presented below.   

1. South Asian – Individuals whose countries of origins include Bangladesh, Bhutan, 

India, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and the Maldives. This term also includes 

individuals of the South Asian diaspora whose ancestors may have settled in other 

parts of the world including Africa, the Caribbean, Canada, and Europe.  

2. Asian American – individuals and descendants of individuals who immigrated to 

the United States from countries in Asia. The origins of this term can be found in 

the social reform efforts of the 1960s when activists were attempting to create a 

pan-ethnic label to advocate an end to racial discrimination. Since this time, 

additional terms have been introduced to create a more inclusive identity by 

acknowledging marginalized groups such as Pacific Islanders and South Asians. 

These terms include but are not limited to Asian Pacific Islanders (API), Asian 

Pacific Americans (API), Asian American and Pacific Islanders (AAPI), Asian 

Pacific Islander Desi Americans (APIDA). There are many definitions and 

debates around these and other terms. In this study, I have chosen these terms 

interchangeably in an effort to be inclusive as well as informing the reader about 

the different terms.  
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3. First-generation – Individuals born outside of the U.S. and who immigrated to the 

United States as adults (typically 25 years or older). In this study, first-generation 

will be primarily used to describe South Asian immigrants who immigrated to the 

United States as adults. This study will only examine the experiences of first-

generation immigrants who arrived in the United States after 1965. Description of 

the pre-1965 immigrants is provided only for historical purposes.  

4. Second-generation – Individuals who were born in the U.S. or immigrated to the 

U.S. as children prior to reaching adolescence implying that their primary 

socialization occurred in the U.S. In this study, the second-generation will be 

mostly used to describe South Asian Americans.  

5. Intergenerational – In the current study, the term intergenerational will be 

specifically applied when comparing first-generation South Asian and second-

generation South Asian American women. This concept is central to the current 

study since it focuses on first-generation South Asian mothers and second-

generation South Asian American daughters who are college students and the 

intergenerational issues between the two immigration generations and their 

influence on the identity development and college experiences of South Asian 

American female college students.  

6. Immigration Phases – This study will provide some historical description of the 

various immigration phases or waves of Asian and South Asian immigration. 

Mention of Asian immigration along with the first phase of South Asian 

immigration is provided for historical purposes only. The focus of the study is on 
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the experiences of first-generation mothers from the second (1965-1980) and third 

(1980 – present) South Asian immigration phases.  

7. Model Minority – a term coined in the 1960s to describe the success and 

achievement of Japanese Americans (Petersen, 1966). Over the years, this term 

has been used to describe other Asian American subgroups including South 

Asians, as highly successful ‘minorities’ with an underlying assumption that due 

to their success and achievement, they do not confront discrimination and other 

adverse effects of being an underrepresented population. The term, model 

minority is a central concept in this study’s conceptual framework.  

8. Invisibility - The notion of invisibility of South Asians and South Asian 

Americans is another central theme of the study. This study investigates the 

various levels of invisibility that exist for South Asian American women. South 

Asians are invisible from discussion, research, and policy-making as a group, both 

within and outside the Asian American community. Furthermore, within the 

South Asian community, there exists a level of invisibility for groups other than 

Asian Indians or Indian Americans who are often the only group considered in 

discussions about South Asian Americans. Another layer of invisibility exists 

regarding the intergenerational issues between first and second-generation South 

Asian Americans and the effect of these intergenerational issues on the second-

generation. Finally, there is a lack of higher education research that focuses on the 

experiences of South Asian American students, especially female South Asian 

American college students.  
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9. Desi – A Hindi/Urdu word derived from Sanskrit whose literal translation is 

“someone from our country.” This term has become popular among South Asian 

scholars, activists, and individuals to describe an individual who is South Asian or 

South Asian American, typically from the Indian sub-continent. This term is often 

used as an expression of solidarity between the various South Asian communities. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY 

 In the next chapter, I will provide a review of the relevant literature from various 

academic disciplines to provide the reader with the background and context of the current 

study. Chapter three will focus on the methodology of the study including a discussion of 

the research design, details about the subjects including recruitment and interview 

protocol. Chapter four will present the findings of the research organized by the major 

themes that emerged from an analysis of the data. Finally, chapter five will offer a 

discussion of the key findings, implications and recommendations for future research and 

practice.  
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Chapter Two - Literature Review 

The purpose of the study was to examine the intergenerational issues that exist 

between second-generation South Asian American female college students and their first-

generation parents, specifically their mothers. In addition, this study was concerned with 

how these intergenerational issues influence the identity development and experiences of 

South Asian American female students in college as they make decisions about majors, 

careers, and intimate relationships. This chapter provides a review of relevant research 

from a variety of academic fields and disciplines including student affairs, counseling 

psychology, and sociology. Due to a lack of relevant research on South Asian American 

female college students, I also reviewed a series of recent dissertations that examined 

different aspects of South Asian American college student experiences.  

I begin with an overview of the history of Asian Americans and South Asians in 

the United States. This historical overview is crucial in providing a context to the 

following section that addresses some relevant issues facing the South Asian American 

community and the experiences of South Asian and South Asian American women. This 

will be followed by relevant literature on the experiences of Asian American and South 

Asian American college students, student identity development, racial, and ethnic identity 

development. Additionally, I will provide an overview of studies conducted on the role of 

families and parents in college student transition, adjustment, and development with 

specific studies focused on Asian American college students. Finally, I will present the 

conceptual framework that I utilized in the current study, which is a hybrid framework 
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that utilized the core ideas of postcolonial feminist theory to critically analyze the myth 

of the model minority and its influence on first- and second-generation South Asian 

women.  

SOUTH ASIAN AMERICANS: HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 

Research focusing on South Asian Americans is a fairly recent phenomenon with 

some of the earliest studies being conducted in the 1980s. Most of this early research 

focused primarily on the history and patterns of immigration of the South Asian 

community (Traxler, 2009). This paucity of research can be partly attributed to the 

history of South Asian immigration to the United States. Despite the fact that South 

Asian immigration began as early as the 19th century, the numbers of immigrants have 

been very small until recently in large part due to the exclusionary immigration policies 

of the United States (Dave et al., 2000). Various scholars have presented historical 

perspectives and accounts of Asian and South Asian immigration. The following section 

will describe this history beginning with a brief overview of the Asian immigration 

followed by a more in-depth discussion of South Asian immigration.  

Asian immigration to the United States 

Ong and Leung (2003) state, “the fate of Asian America has always been 

intertwined with U. S. immigration policy, which has determined its population size, 

shaped its ethnic composition, and defined its socioeconomic character” (p. 7). The 
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following section provides an understanding of the nature of immigration policies, their 

evolution, and their impact on the immigration and history of Asian America.  

The annexation of California in 1848 and the discovery of gold resulted in one of 

the first and largest waves of immigrants arriving from Asia to the United States (Cao & 

Novas, 1996). Chinese laborers comprised the first significant wave of immigrants 

arriving in the United States. There are estimates of 20,000 Chinese laborers immigrating 

per year by 1852 and by 1870 close to 63,000 Chinese were living in the United States. 

Most of these immigrants fled wars and adverse economic and political conditions in 

China to obtain work in the railroad industry. During the peak of its construction, 90% of 

the laborers working for Central Pacific Railroad were Chinese (Gross, 2008). While 

these laborers were welcomed at first due to a shortage of cheap labor available within 

the country, this positive sentiment gradually abated and was replaced by racism and 

discrimination that ultimately resulted in legal and legislative actions.  

Despite the ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment in 1868, which edited the 

statute of naturalization to include “persons of African descent,” Congress refused to 

include Asians in this category. The Naturalization Act of 1870 excluded Asians, and 

denied them the right to become citizens. In 1878, the California Supreme Court heard 

the first racial prerequisite case where a Chinese immigrant, Ah Yup, argued for 

citizenship on the grounds that he was white, which was the prerequisite for citizenship. 

The court ruled that Yup was not eligible for citizenship since “a native of China, of the 

Mongolian race, is not a white person” (Lopez, 2006, p. 39).  
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There followed a series of restrictions and legislation against the Chinese 

community including the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 that banned Chinese 

immigration in addition to rendering the Chinese immigrants already in the United Stated 

ineligible for citizenship, land ownership, and intermarriage across racial lines. All these 

prohibitions were then applied to all other Asian immigrant groups in the country 

including the Sikh Indian farmers who worked in the fields in California at the turn of the 

20th century. As the United States began to witness an increase in Asian immigration, the 

laws and legislation against these groups also began to multiply in number and increase 

in their restrictions.  

At the turn of the 20th century, the Asiatic Exclusion League was formed (Takaki, 

1998). This group’s primary goal was to restrict the rights of Asian immigrants and limit 

their numbers. The group’s efforts resulted in the enactment of the Alien Land Law of 

1913 in California that prohibited the ownership of property by anyone who was not a 

citizen of the country. This law was soon replicated by many states throughout the 

country. The Alien Land Law was soon followed by the passage of the Immigration Act 

of 1917, which was also known as the Asiatic Barred Zone. This legislation identified 

regions in Asia from where immigration to the U.S. was banned. In the next several 

decades, this barred zone increased in size and included Japan during the Second World 

War. Other countries affected by this barred zone were India and Korea. Thus, as a result 

of these legislative actions, federal law limited or restricted immigration for nearly 100 

years starting with the Chinese Exclusion Acts to the end of these restrictions in 1965 
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with the passage of the Immigration and Naturalization Act (Cao  & Novas, 1996; Gross, 

2008; Lopez, 2006). 

The primary characteristic of the first wave of Asian immigration was that the 

majority of immigrants were laborers and unskilled workers who worked in farms, 

plantations and railroads. These immigrants, whether they be Chinese, Korean, Indian, 

Filipino or Japanese were treated with animosity and racism, which forced them to stay in 

poverty without access to resources. Japanese immigrants were the only group who were 

allowed to bring families in large numbers and were, therefore, successful in creating the 

second generation in significant numbers. Other groups of Asian immigrants were 

prohibited from bringing their families to the U. S. until the mid-1900s or later. As a 

result, Japanese Americans were the largest Asian American group in 1965 when the 

second wave of immigration emerged. I will now examine the history of South Asian 

immigrants to the United States.  

South Asian immigration  

South Asian immigration to the United States can be traced back as early as 1750 

(Han, 2006). However, the number of immigrants was very small and it was not until the 

late 1800s that there was a substantial number of South Asians immigrating to the U. S. 

During this period more than 6,000 Sikh men from the Punjab region of India arrived in 

California and began working on farms and in the timber industry. This “tide of turbans,” 

as they became known did not bring with them their families from India. As a result, they 
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married women who had arrived from Mexico and settled down in the area (Cao, & 

Novas, 1996; Leonard, 1997; Prashad, 2000; Takaki, 1998).  

 These early immigrants faced discrimination, poverty, and a lack of resources. In 

1908, new immigration laws with a very clear anti-immigrant sentiment banned all 

immigration from South Asia. Furthermore, the Alien Land Law of 1913 essentially 

created barriers to land ownership and financial resources for these early immigrants. 

During these early years of the 20th century, the U. S. system of racial classification had 

included South Asians (who at this point were mostly Asian Indians) in the category of 

“Caucasian” since they found that Scandinavians and Asian Indians were linguistically 

and racially related. Historical accounts supported this classification as many Asian 

Indians can trace their ancestry to the Aryans who had settled in the region of Northern 

India thousands of years earlier.  

However, this classification came under attack in 1923 when the United States 

Supreme Court heard the case of U. S. v. Bhagat Singh Thind (1923). Thind, a Sikh, 

Asian Indian farmer argued that since he was classified as a Caucasian, the laws and 

restrictions under the Alien Land Law did not apply to him and that he be allowed to 

become a citizen and subsequently be eligible to own land. The Supreme Court rejected 

his argument and refused him citizenship by declaring that it “may be true that the blond 

Scandinavian and the brown Hindu have a common ancestor in the dim reaches of 

antiquity, but the average man knows perfectly well that there are unmistakable and 

profound differences between them today” (Lopez, 2006, p. 63). As a result of this ruling, 
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many Sikh farmers suddenly found themselves without their land and denied any rights 

protecting their property.  

The state of South Asians in the U. S. took a positive turn as a result of the Filipino 

Naturalization Act in 1946 when the U. S., in an attempt to gain support for its efforts in 

World War II, passed legislation that granted naturalization rights to Asians in the 

country along with lifting the ban against immigration to the U. S. from Asia. As a result, 

South Asians in the U. S. were granted citizenship along with millions of other Asian 

Americans in the country. According to Cao and Novas (1996), 1,772 Asian Indians 

became naturalized during this period.  

The 1946 legislation also lifted the Asiatic Barred Zone policies that were 

restricting immigration from Asia and it is estimated that between 1946 and 1964, 6,000 

immigrants from India were admitted to the U. S. and close to 1,300 were admitted from 

Pakistan and Bangladesh (Han, 2006). These numbers were very small compared to the 

numbers of immigrants who would arrive under the next wave of immigration policies. 

Moreover, those South Asians who did immigrate during this time were similar to South 

Asians from the earlier wave of immigration in that most were laborers seeking 

employment in the agricultural and industrial sector. But all this would change as soon as 

the first man orbited the earth from space.  

The South Asian American story: 1965 and beyond   

When Soviet cosmonaut, Yuri Gagarin went into space in 1961, the United States 

began to immediately enhance its own space and weapons program. This urgency was 
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directly tied to President John F. Kennedy’s wish to overhaul the immigration system of 

the country to make it appealing for highly trained professionals from around the world to 

work in the United States. As a result, on October 3, 1965, President Lyndon B. Johnson 

signed the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 or the Hart-Celler Act. Its aim was to 

“attract highly skilled aliens whose services were urgently needed [who were] highly 

trained or skilled . . . [and did not need to] secure employment without emigrating” 

(Prashad, 2000, p. 74). There was also a need for doctors and medical personnel to 

respond to the increase in medical resources as a result of the establishment of the 

Medicaid and Medicare programs. This social and political context became the backdrop 

for the largest wave of immigration from Asia to the United States (Takaki, 1998).  

Between 1965 and 1980 the number of South Asian immigrants drastically 

increased across all groups. Asian Indians witnessed the most dramatic increase from a 

mere 582 immigrants arriving in 1965 to 22,025 arriving in 1980 (Han, 2006). The South 

Asian immigrants who arrived into the U. S. after 1965 were drastically different than 

their peers who had been residing in the country before. One of the primary differences 

was the educational level and the corresponding socioeconomic status. The South Asian 

immigrants before the Immigration Act of 1965 came to the U. S. with little or no 

educational attainment. Their primary purpose in coming to the United States was to 

obtain employment and make enough money to support their families back home. Their 

primary employment was as laborers in farms or in industry. In contrast, the individuals 

arriving from South Asia and other parts of Asia after the signing of the Immigration and 

Naturalization Act of 1965 were mostly professionals with undergraduate and graduate 
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degrees in technical and scientific fields including engineering and medicine. Takaki 

(1998) makes another distinction between earlier immigrants and post-1965 immigrants, 

naming the former sojourners and the latter as settlers. While the earlier wave of 

immigrants came with the hope of earning money and returning to their homeland, the 

second-wave immigrants came to the U. S. to settle down. Due to policies allowing 

immigrants to bring their families, the post-1965 cohort of immigrants brought their 

immediate family members at the time of immigration. A final distinction lies in the 

regions of settlement for each wave of immigrants, with the first wave of immigrants 

mostly settling in rural parts of California while the second wave scattered around the 

country in various urban settings such as New York and San Francisco. Today, the top 

four states with the highest South Asian American populations are New York, New 

Jersey, California, and Texas. 

Moreover, many of these newcomers came from middle-class or upper-class 

backgrounds, had higher educational attainment, and were fluent in English (Bhatia, 

2007; Takaki, 1998). Prashad (2000) reports that out of the Asian Indians who migrated 

during this time, there were “roughly 20,000 scientists with Ph.D.s, 40,000 engineers, and 

25,000 doctors” (p. 75). He adds how these numbers contributed to the narrative of the 

“model minority” as people assumed “that Indians are genetically predisposed to the 

scientific and medical professions” (p. 75). Some also argued that South Asians were 

“culturally predisposed to socioeconomic achievements” (Han, 2006, p. 8).  
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In her book, American Karma: Race, culture and identity of the Indian Diaspora, 

Bhatia (2007) comments on the negative implications of this model minority myth. She 

points out,  

The myth of model minority, which positions the Asian community, as a highly 
qualified, professional, and successful group of immigrants, also can work against 
them. Both professional and nonprofessional Indian immigrants tend to be 
ambivalent about the racial and ethnic discrimination they face at work and in 
their daily lives, an ambivalence also experienced by other members of the Asian 
American diaspora. . . One important part of this model minority discourse is that 
it reifies the idea that through hard work, family values, and educational 
qualifications, some migrant communities are able to rise above their 
circumstances. (pp. 19-20)  

 
The story of the post-1965 South Asian immigration is one of success and hard 

work that fails to acknowledge the role of U. S. immigration policies and their 

contribution in the creation of this myth. It ignores the fact that a majority of the 

immigrants arriving from South Asia after 1965 came from middle-to-upper- class 

socioeconomic backgrounds with an education that was largely entrenched in a 

postcolonial educational system that in many cases provided a seamless transition to the 

West. The model minority myth affected not just first-generation immigrants from South 

Asia but continues to play a large role in the development and identity of second-

generation South Asian Americans today.  

The immigration period after 1980 witnessed an increase in the number of 

immigrants arriving under the family reunification provision rather than the occupational 

provision. As a result, immigrants in this third phase of immigration represent a greater 

socioeconomic diversity than the previous cohort of middle to upper socioeconomic 

class. The third phase of South Asian immigration also indicates a higher level of 
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national diversity with increased numbers of immigrants arriving from countries other 

than India including Bangladesh, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka. This trend is partially 

attributed to a decline in labor opportunities in the Middle East that had previously 

attracted many individuals from these countries. Finally, the third phase of South Asian 

immigration is also marked by an increase in immigrants arriving as refugees and asylum 

seekers along with gaining entry into the U.S. through the Diversity Visa lottery, a 

program initiated in 1990 with the purpose of achieving diversity from countries with low 

immigration numbers such as Bangladesh and Sri Lanka (Kibria, 2006). 

Following this review of the immigration phases for South Asians to the United 

States, it is important to briefly examine the impact of these immigration phases on the 

perceptions and attitudes towards South Asian immigrants and second-generation South 

Asian Americans in the United States. With their growing numbers, it is important to 

notice the presence of South Asians in mainstream U.S. culture especially in the media. 

The following section will briefly examine the primary ways South Asians and South 

Asian Americans are represented in the mainstream U.S. media and how these 

representations contribute to the invisibility or visibility of South Asians in the United 

States.  

Media Representations of South Asians and South Asian Americans 

 British sociologist Stuart Hall (1981) points out that media often serves as a 

powerful tool to promote certain ideologies. He argues that media becomes a site of 

ideological production, reproduction and distribution and results in reifying certain 
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attitudes and social meanings about people, places and phenomenon. He provides the 

example of the ideological representation of Black people in Britain as a ‘problem 

population’ transmitted and perpetuated by the media. Hall’s argument can be applied to 

other social identity groups including South Asians in the United States. Sharma (2007) 

makes this point with the argument below:  

The majority culture in the US ‘whitens’ or ‘blackens’ ethnic minorities in 
proportion to their economic placement within society . . . Factors contributing to 
‘whitening’ are those judged desirable by majority white norms, such as economic 
success, public adherence to white cultural norms, social mobility and high 
achievement in education, and conspicuous consumption of high-end cultural 
products. This taxonomy marks Desis as becoming whitened. (p. 188)   
 
Therefore, while blacks and Latinos in the country are ‘blackened’ as a result of 

their lower economic placement in society, Asian Americans including South Asians are 

‘whitened’ as a result of their economic placement, which is closer to that of the 

dominant white society.  

According to a 2005 report produced by the National Asian Pacific American 

Legal Consortium, a majority of representations of Asian Americans in popular media 

reinforce the model minority myth by portraying characters who fit the prevalent 

stereotype of the highly educated professional. The report included findings of a content 

analysis of major primetime shows and found that 100% of the Asian American 

characters in these shows were in professions that were in technical and medical fields. 

While the survey focused on the larger group of Asian Americans, examples of South 

Asian characters that fit this particular representation include Parminder Nagra’s 

character of Dr. Neela Rasgotra in the hit NBC series, ER, Kal Penn’s character, Dr. 
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Kutner in Fox’s House, and Kunal Nayyar’s character, Dr. Rajesh Kutrapali in CBS’s Big 

Bang Theory.  

Furthermore, Taylor and Stern (1997) conducted a content analysis of over 1300 

television advertisements on primetime and found that most of these advertisements 

portrayed Asian Americans in business related roles and “associated with products and 

services that were related to affluence or professional lifestyles (banks, 

telecommunications, electronic goods). Advertising with South Asian Americans for 

products related to affluence and professional lifestyles might also be a direct result of the 

socioeconomic status often associated with South Asians. According to Oullette (2008), 

South Asians have quickly become a “highly desirable media target . . . and what they 

lack in size, they make up for in purchasing power” (p.12). It is estimated that as a group, 

South Asians have a disposable income of over $90 billion (Allied Media Corp., 2010). 

Again these patterns amplify the model minority image that is generated, reproduced, and 

distributed through the media.  

While the media representations of the model minority image continue, what is 

equal significance are the simultaneous existence and perplexing rise of certain negative, 

dangerous, and non-assimilative images of South Asians and South Asian Americans in 

media. One category of representation perpetuates the perpetual foreigner myth and what 

Puar and Rai (2004) term as “less assimilative” images such as the character of Apu in 

The Simpsons or the numerous images of heavy-accented South Asian characters in 

shows and advertisements who are often the source of ridicule and humor. More 

dangerous are images and representations of South Asians as terrorists after the 
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September 11 terrorist attacks. Rastogi (2010) argues that many South Asian actors who 

can “pass” for Middle Easterners “have gotten a boost from the flurry of terrorist type 

roles” that followed after 9/11. These representations once again serve to separate South 

Asians as the ‘Other’ especially as a ‘dangerous other.’ Furthermore, it points to the 

problem with the dominant, Western discourse and media production that fails to 

acknowledge the differences between Arabs, South Asians and Central Asians (Rajgopal, 

2010).  

 This conflation between Arab and South Asian cultures by the western media is 

also evident in the portrayal of both Arab and South Asian women. Rajgopal (2010) 

describes the prevalent images of these women are consistently “subservient, traditional, 

exotic, dangerous, veiled, and inhabiting a separate sphere  . . . the sensual woman who is 

there to be used by a man” (p. 146). Furthermore, South Asian women, along with Arab 

women are portrayed in the media, as Gayatri Spivak (1988) notes, as victims of the 

brown men and being saved by the white men. In these depictions what is lost is “the 

humanity of Asian and Arab women as daughters, sisters, and mothers, and often as 

professionals—doctors, lawyers, and teachers” (p. 150).  

 There have been some changes in media representations of South Asian women and 

characters in recent years. These changes indicate a positive trend of portraying South 

Asian characters who are not merely defined by their ethnicity. Kelly Kapoor, Aziz 

Ansari, and Archie Panjabi are important examples of South Asian and South Asian 

American actors who are portraying complex characters on television shows that are 

more than simply cultural caricatures that perpetuate stereotypes about South Asians or 
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South Asian Americans.  

  Following a discussion on media representations of South Asians and South Asian 

Americans in the mainstream U.S. media, I shift the discussion of literature to the 

primary focus of this study - South Asian and South Asian American women. The 

subsequent section will present some relevant literature on first and second generation 

South Asian women.  

WOMEN AND GENDER ROLES 

I conclude that I am a woman, Muslim, American, and Pakistani. I am an 
amalgamation of all of these. All identities flowing together to create a whole. At 
work, school, and on the street I am an American; at home in the community, I 
am Pakistani; overall I am a woman and a Muslim. It has never been difficult for 
me to play so many roles, for they are each a part of me and have a place in my 
life . . . I feel that I am fighting two battles: one dealing with religious and racial 
prejudices within mainstream American society and the other, at home and in my 
community, wrestling to keep my rights granted by Islam and denied by a 
patriarchal cultural system. According to the older generation in the Pakistani 
community one is either a good Muslim girl or an “Amreekan” (American). In 
reality, one can be both. (Hasnat, 1998, p. 39) 
 
This statement richly captures the complexity of the South Asian American 

woman’s experience as she negotiates her identity and attempts to integrate multiple 

cultures and worlds. It reflects the simultaneous interplay of national, religious, and 

gender identity in everyday experiences. This theme of navigating and integrating, to 

varying levels, multiple identities has continually emerged in literature focusing on South 

Asian American women. Before examining this literature, it is important to point out that 

there is a substantial lack of research studies that have been conducted on South Asian or 

South Asian American women. Many scholars have written essays and narratives 
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describing the experiences of these women, however the number of formal research 

studies is extremely limited, thereby demonstrating a need for formal scholarship on 

South Asian and South Asian American women. Furthermore, the majority of research 

studies conducted have focused on the experiences of Asian Indian women (S. D. 

Dasgupta, 1998b). While some of these findings may be generalized to other South Asian 

American women, it is important to acknowledge that the experiences of other South 

Asian American women are not completely represented, which creates a significant gap 

in the literature on the experiences of all South Asian and South Asian American women.  

These studies on South Asian women, while limited, are diverse in their focus, 

ranging from examining the experiences of first-generation women to those of the 

second-generation. Recent studies have also focused on intergenerational similarities and 

differences in the experiences of South Asian women. A central theme of the literature 

deals with the role that women play in the preservation and transmission of their ethnic 

cultures (Dasgupta, 1998). This theme affects both first- and second-generation South 

Asian women and influences their identities and experiences in powerful ways. I will first 

provide an overview of studies that examine the experiences of first-generation South 

Asian women.  

First-Generation South Asian women   

Kibria (2006) points out that there is a debate in scholarship on South Asian 

women regarding the effects of immigration. Some scholars (Rayaprol, 1997) argue that 

as a result of immigration, South Asian women are empowered and liberated while others 
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argue that immigration results in isolation and restrictions for these women. Other 

researchers (Kurien, 1999; Prashad, 2000) assert that women experience both 

empowerment and oppression simultaneously as they are expected to preserve their 

traditions while also contributing financially to the household by participating in the 

workforce, which might be perceived as non-traditional.  

Dasgupta (1998) provides an account of South Asian immigrant women and 

argues that the lives of these women are far more complex than the simplistic 

stereotypical images of the quiet, submissive, traditional, asexual, and socio-politically 

unaware woman whose central role is to take care of her husband and children. She 

recounts the story of Kanta Chandra Gupta, one of the first South Asian women in the 

United States, who arrived in San Francisco from Delhi, India in 1910 at the age of 19. 

Gupta was one of the first women allowed to join her husband in the United States and 

she eventually became the first Indian woman to apply for citizenship. Gupta’s story is 

also remarkable in that she was a chiropractor who opened her own business in San 

Francisco becoming the first of many immigrant wives to contribute to their households 

not just in the traditional gendered ways but also through their professions. While a 

majority of South Asian women immigrated to the United States as a result of their 

husbands’ pursuit of academic and professional goals, many of these women ended up 

pursuing professions themselves.  

Leonard (1997) points out that many of these immigrant women who work in the 

United States would not have worked in their homelands. While many might work in 

professional settings as doctors, engineers and other in professional settings, a large 
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number of them are employed in service sectors and are often used as a cheap resource in 

their families’ businesses. For example, there are countless women who manage their 

families’ grocery stores, restaurants, or motels, which is “a new strategy to maximize 

economic security and family income” (p. 86). There is also a group of immigrant women 

who open up small businesses of their own that address the needs of the Indian 

community around them. These women often make Indian food and cater it to restaurants 

and families or are teachers in educational centers and programs that promote South 

Asian culture for children of immigrants.  

While many immigrant women actively contribute financially to the family and 

operate outside their traditional gender roles, Dasgupta (1998) points out that women 

disproportionately bear the burden of maintaining the culture of their homeland and 

ensuring its transmission to future generations “by perpetuating anachronistic customs 

and traditions” (p. 5). This responsibility of sustaining the ethnic culture, traditions, and 

practices is a direct result of the South Asian immigrant community’s goal of presenting a 

positive image of the South Asian culture that is impervious to corruption and 

westernization. Dasgupta further argues that the need to project such an image is also 

related to the internalization of the model minority stereotype, which presents South 

Asians as a successful community that is immune to social problems such as 

unemployment, poverty, and crime – issues that are confronted by other communities of 

color.   

In addition to contributing to this positive image of the South Asian community, 

there is also placed on women the rather heavy weight of preserving family honor or izzat 
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(Urdu word for honor), a crucial aspect for many South Asian cultures. Izzat is a precious 

element for the South Asian family and the actions, especially of the female members of 

the family, can either increase or decrease its izzat. As a result, the actions of women are 

closely monitored to ensure that they are constantly aligned with their cultural values and 

practices and to prevent any behaviors that would mark them as “American” or 

“Westernized” (Dasgupta, 1998, p. 6).  

Kurien (1999) studied Indian immigrant women and examined the effects of 

gender in preserving a Hindu Indian community in California. Hinduism is one of seven 

major religions in India. The majority of the Indian population is Hindu, and a majority 

of immigrants from India are also Hindu. Kurien argues that religion plays a central part 

in the lives of South Asians and is “a vehicle for the transmission of culture and also 

provides the institutional framework for community formation” (p. 649). The 

responsibility of preserving the religion and its practices is often placed on women who 

are considered the main agents of cultural transmission, which includes religious 

practices and traditions.  

Kurien (1999) describes the role of the traditional Hindu woman as to constantly 

support the success of her family through her unselfish behaviors that prioritize the 

happiness of her husband and children over her own needs and wishes. This role is 

articulated through the stories and imagery of Hindu gods and goddesses themselves. 

Hinduism also transmits a certain amount of gender egalitarianism. From the mere 

presence of goddesses alongside gods to the stories of goddesses as powerful figures that 

can nurture goodness but also destroy evil, there is a significant presence of women and 
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their contributions in Hindu mythology. As a result of this, many Hindus promote the 

academic and professional goals of the women in their families. Kurien argues that this 

idealization of women as unselfish supporters of their families along with the 

expectations of high academic and professional achievements place enormous and 

unrealistic demands on women. Moreover, not only do women have to strive to meet 

these demands, they are also implicitly, and sometimes, explicitly told to be quiet around 

issues that might portray their families and communities in a negative light. It is often due 

to this suppression of the negative aspects that social issues such as interpersonal 

violence and sexual abuse are not discussed.  

Kurien also makes a distinction between first-generation married women and 

single first-generation women. She states that married women usually arrived in the 

country with their husbands who were either pursuing higher education or had found a 

job. In the 1950s, 97% of students from India were male. This number lowered to 70% in 

the 1970s and in the 1980s there was a significant increase in the number of single 

women arriving in the U. S. as students. Kurien points out that despite the fairly equal 

proportion of male and female Indian students in the 1980s, most male students went 

back to India to get married while most of the female students married non-Indians. She 

explains that the primary reasons for this trend lies in the difference in standards for these 

students on the basis of their gender. Single Indian women are considered 

“unmarriageable” and non-conformist to Indian values and traditions if they immigrate 

on their own. This label typically discourages young woman to immigrate to another 

country without a male figure accompanying her. The underlying implication is that 
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without a man, the young woman could be corrupted in the sexually permissive 

atmosphere of the United States, a culture that encourages premarital intimate 

relationships. As a result of this perception, many single Indian students chose to marry a 

woman from India or have their families arrange a marriage for them in India instead of 

marrying an Indian student in the United States. These women were also less likely to be 

a part of ethnic and religious communities, often in part, due to a lack of feeling 

welcomed in these communities. In contrast, the married women in the study seemed to 

conform to traditional Indian values and cultures and be completely immersed in their 

ethnic and religious communities.  

While Kurien’s (1999) study is informative on various issues including Hinduism, 

the creation and structure of Hindu American religious organizations in the United States, 

and the differences between married and single first-generation Indian women, it is not 

representative of all first-generation South Asian women. Its focus on Hindu 

organizations and the women affiliated with these organizations cannot be generalized to 

other groups of Indian immigrant, much less South Asian immigrant women.  

Das and Kemp (1997) provide some important insight into the mental health 

needs and issues faced by first-generation South Asian women. They point out that first-

generation immigrant families are typically very hierarchical with the power lying with 

the adult males of the household. They also agree with previous research that the majority 

of women who immigrate are married, typically arranged by their families. The authors 

assert that while there are increasing numbers of South Asian and South Asian American 

mental health professionals, it is still an area that few first-generation women access for 
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support. They propose three main reasons for this, including the stigma that is attached to 

mental health both in their countries of origin as well as the United States. Secondly, 

many South Asian cultures and communities strongly discourage the practice of sharing 

private matters with strangers, advocating instead for a resolution within the family. By 

sharing one’s problems with a stranger, one is seen as not just bringing shame to oneself 

but also to the positive image of one’s family. Finally, the internalization of the model 

minority myth by many immigrant families once again prevents and discourages women 

to disclose any problems in their families.   

Das and Kemp (1997) provide what they describe as a profile of the South Asian 

family and provide recommendations for working with first-generation South Asian 

families. They argue that one of the common mental health concerns faced by first-

generation women is depression as a result of isolation and loneliness. Most first-

generation women come from large families and extensive networks of friends back in 

their countries. Many women live and grow up in a large household that may often 

consist of extended family members in addition to immediate family members. Once they 

arrive in the United States, this close family and friends network is often lost and they 

find themselves without a community. Apart from depression, this isolation can be 

extremely dangerous in the cases of interpersonal violence, sexual abuse, and spousal 

substance abuse where women find themselves alone and unable to confide to someone 

close to them.  

Krishnan, Baig-Amin, Gilbert, El-Bassel, & Waters (1998) specifically focused 

on the issues of domestic violence and conducted various focus groups with South Asian 
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women facing forms of domestic violence in Chicago and New York City, both cities 

with large South Asian immigrant populations. They argue that the South Asian 

community as a whole has often denied the existence of domestic violence, including 

physical, psychological and sexual abuse due to a preoccupation of living up to the model 

minority myth. During their research, they asserted that out of the million South Asian 

American immigrants in the United States in 1990, the incidence of domestic violence 

was approximately 20 to 25 percent. They suggest that this number might be an 

underrepresentation of the actual numbers since many cases are not reported. They cite 

various issues that prevent women from reporting domestic and sexual abuse including 

their immigration status, lack of financial and social resources, economic dependency, 

language barriers, concerns of safety for self and children, and concerns about 

perceptions of family and friends.  

Among their findings, Krishnan et al. (1998) found that most women in the focus 

groups were able to define and distinguish between various forms of domestic violence. 

Despite their understanding and acknowledgement of their abuse, they were reluctant to 

seek help or discuss these issues with others and were more hesitant and sometimes 

completely refused to talk about or to acknowledge sexual abuse by any male in their 

family or friend network. It was hypothesized that the reluctance to discuss sexual abuse 

is tied to the cultural norm of perceiving sex and sexuality as taboo subjects. The 

researchers also found that unlike non-South Asian victims of domestic violence, many 

of the women participants in their study did not blame themselves for the domestic 

violence but rather saw their abuse as simply their “bad fate” (p. 150) which was placed 
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on them and that they had to “tolerate” (p. 151). Many participants also chose to continue 

to stay in the violent relationships for their families and their honor.  

In summary, the literature presented in this section is crucial to understanding the 

experiences and issues faced by first-generation South Asian women. They provide a 

glimpse into the complex and rich experiences that first-generation South Asian women 

bring with them from their individual countries and how they infuse these experiences in 

life in the United States and to the future generation of women, the second-generation. 

However, a majority of this literature did not emerge out of formal research studies 

conducted with first-generation women or the scope of their focus was limited to a small 

group of first-generation South Asian women. Another limitation of this literature is their 

focus is overwhelmingly on immigrant women from India and therefore, the findings of 

the studies cannot be generalized to all South Asian immigrant women. In addition to a 

lack of diversity based on national origin, the literature and studies also lack diversity 

along religious and socioeconomic lines, which are significant factors in the experiences 

of first-generation South Asian women.  

Second-generation South Asian American women  

Similar to the literature on first-generation South Asians, most of the literature on 

second-generation South Asian Americans focuses on the experiences of Indian 

Americans, which once again does not fully represent the experiences of all second-

generation South Asian American women. Moreover, many of the studies discussed in 

this section did not focus exclusively on second-generation women but rather on both 
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males and females with some discussion about gender differences. A prevalent theme in 

most of these studies was the negotiation of multiple identities including both ethnic and 

American identities.  

Manohar (2008) conducted a study of second-generation Indian Americans in 

Florida who were from a small cultural group called the Patels. Patels are a group whose 

origins are in the Gujarat region of India. Her argument for focusing on such a specific 

group is to demonstrate the heterogeneity of experiences within the Indian American 

community. The focus of this study was to explore perceptions and practices of dating for 

second-generation Patel Americans. Since much of the existing literature on dating 

practices has focused on the views of the first generation, this study attempted to examine 

the experiences of the second generation. Dating is often considered a taboo subject for 

first-generation South Asians and many discourage their children from dating.  

Manohar (2008) argues that one of the greatest differences between the two 

generations is regarding marriage. For the first generation, marriage is seen as a result of 

a relationship between two families rather than two individuals and notions of love and 

attraction are not at the core of this relationship. However, for the second-generation, the 

definition of marriage is closely aligned to the American or western notion of marriage, 

which is a result of sustained emotional commitment, love and attraction. Findings of the 

study revealed that dating is a far more complex process for second-generation South 

Asians Americans than merely a reaction against the constraints placed by their parents. 

The female participants, especially, reported having to navigate the dating world through 

the utilization of intricate lies and secrecy. They also reported feeling resentful of the 
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double standard that often exists between men and women in their community where men 

are provided more freedom while women are curtailed. Contrasting this, the participants 

in the study felt close emotional bonds with their parents and families, which often 

caused a high level of distress and guilt about their dating.  

In contrast to the majority of studies that portray dating as merely a reaction to the 

restrictions placed by parents, this study places the bicultural identity of second-

generation South Asians as a core aspect of their experience along with describing the 

role of personal agency in dating practices and decisions. This study is limited in its 

scope since it focused on a very specific ethnic sub-group of Indian Americans.  

Dhingra (2008) conducted a study with second-generation Indian Americans in 

Dallas, Texas, specifically examining their ethnic identity and their level of adaptation to 

their American identity. He refutes traditional theories of immigrant adaption and 

acculturation (Gordon, 1964) that argue that the more individuals maintain and surround 

themselves with their ethnic traditions and cultures, the more distant and disconnected 

they will be from mainstream American culture and thus their levels of acculturation will 

be lower and their resistance to “incorporation” into American society will be higher. 

Earlier acculturation theories also regarded diasporic ties and transnational identities of 

immigrants as problematic and argued that these identities indicated that the immigrants 

were favoring their home country over their host country, which in turn, implied a lack of 

loyalty to the U. S. Dhingra suggests that this perspective ignores the role of transnational 

ties as a mechanism of dealing with racism and discrimination.  
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In his study, Dhingra argues that involvement in cultural and transnational activities 

for Asian Indians actually facilitates integration into American society while still 

remaining proud of one’s cultures and traditions. Through these ethnic communities and 

organizations, individuals can learn from one another about how to navigate and 

negotiate American culture. Dhingra provides an example of how religious institutions 

for South Asians serve as a place where individuals teach and learn from one another 

about laws and norms of the country and exchange key information about educational 

access and professional networking. The results of this study indicate that second-

generation South Asians Americans are a unique group because while they are highly 

acculturated to American culture and tradition, they simultaneously maintain ethnic and 

transnational ties to their South Asian culture. 

Dhingra’s study revealed that second-generation South Asian Americans were 

actively involved in ethnic organizations of all kinds including political, social and 

religious to help address their feelings of marginalization in other spaces and find a safe 

space in these organizations. It was also important for the participants in the study to 

create and maintain ties with other “co-ethnics.” Most importantly, Dhingra found that 

for most of his participants it was not a matter of choosing American cultures versus their 

Indian culture but rather attempting to attain the “best of both worlds” (p. 58).  

Purkayastha (2005) conducted a qualitative research study with 48, second-

generation South Asian Americans residing in the Connecticut and New York areas. 

Unlike a majority of studies on South Asian Americans, this study was more 

representative of South Asian America, and included participants of Pakistani, 
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Bangladeshi, Indian, and Nepalese origins. All participants were either born in the U. S. 

or had immigrated here before the age of twelve. Therefore, all participants had primarily 

been socialized in the United States. These participants were also children of parents who 

had immigrated between 1965 and 1980 and were either college students or working in 

white-collar jobs. Purkayastha’s interest in examining the experiences of this particular 

group was due to an absence of research on the children of the post-1965 immigrants who 

were largely considered “a success story” and therefore, the underlying assumption was 

that their children may not experience significant issues related to their identity and 

development. Moreover, Purkayastha argues that most research on second-generation 

South Asians focused on their experiences becoming “American” without paying equal 

attention to their experience integrating both their “American” and “ethnic” identity. This 

study explored how participants addressed issues of identity, faced racism and prejudice 

in schools, and understood their own racial identities. 

The prominent themes of the study included how South Asian Americans 

“negotiate the complex web of social relations, including race, gender, nationality, and 

religion at different levels – transnational, national, and local” (Purkayastha, 2005, p. 

168). Participants in the study discussed the ways in which they tried to form collective 

identities instead of fragmented identities that emphasize all aspects of their lived 

experience. The participants in this study had strong transnational ties with their parents’ 

countries of origin. These transnational ties enabled these individuals to sustain their 

cultural identity. Involvement in cultural organizations in college was another powerful 

way to maintain and enhance their cultural identity.  
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An additional theme that emerged was the perception that being American was 

synonymous with whiteness. Many participants reported experiences where they were 

asked about where they were from implying they were not from the U. S. Others were 

told to return home or “go back to your own country” (p. 36). Some participants 

attributed this foreigner myth to the assumption that South Asian Americans belong to 

cultures that have primitive customs and traditions. Purkayastha (2005) suggests these 

assumptions, “are often based on dichotomizing modern vs. traditional cultures, 

independent vs. subordinated individuals, secular vs. fundamentalist tendencies of 

groups, and ultimately the difference between American and foreigner” (p. 39). 

Therefore, religion and tradition are used as a method of creating boundaries between 

American and un-American.  

A last important finding from this study is that the participants identified more 

strongly with the label of South Asian American instead of Asian American, which 

resonates with previous findings of the invisibility of South Asians from Asian America 

along with the racial divide between South Asians and other Asian Americans that 

creates a significant divide and disconnection. Purkayastha’s study is significant and 

important on many levels. First, this is one of the first large scale research studies 

conducted with a representative sample of second-generation South Asian Americans. 

Instead of focusing on Indian Americans, this study’s sample included participants from 

various other South Asian ethnic groups. This study is useful in informing the proposed 

study since it included a sample of second-generation college students and their 

experiences in college.  
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In summary, the research studies conducted with second-generation South Asian 

Americans have attempted to capture the experiences of a diverse group of South Asian 

Americans than those conducted with first-generation. However, most of these studies 

have examined the children of immigrants who arrived here during the second phase. As 

a result, this second-generation largely belongs to a higher socioeconomic status than the 

children of immigrants from the third phase. There is a lack of research on the children of 

the third phase immigrants. Another criticism of the existing research on the second-

generation is that there are limited studies that have focused exclusively on the 

experiences of college students. Therefore, the proposed study will attempt to fill this gap 

in literature by exploring the experiences of second-generation South Asian American 

college females whose parents immigrated to the United States either in the second or 

third phase, thereby attempting to include the experiences of the third phase which is 

limited in the existing research.  

In addition to research studies exclusively focused on one generation, there are 

also intergenerational studies and literature that have emerged, which examine the 

experiences of both first- and second-generation South Asian women. I will provide some 

relevant examples.  

South Asian women and intergenerational issues 

Agarwal (1991) conducted one of the first intergenerational studies to explore the 

“cultural chasm” (p. 3) between first- and second-generation Asian Indians. The two 
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quotes below from participants in her study powerfully capture the realities of both 

generations.  

What we immigrants care about most is what will become of our children. Will 
they keep their Indian culture? Do I care about putting an Indian in Congress or 
finding a suitable Indian boy for my daughter to marry? I obviously care more 
about my children. (Agarwal, 1991, p. 28) 
 
I did not ask to be born here. When my parents first decided to come here, I don’t 
think they stopped to think about how their kids would develop. (Agarwal, 1991, 
p. 31)   

 
The first statement captures the deep concern that many first-generation 

immigrants have about preserving their culture and ensuring the continuity of that culture 

through their children and their families. On the other hand, the second statement 

conveys a tone of helplessness and expresses pressure that many second-generation Asian 

Indians and South Asians experience regarding the roles and expectations of their 

families. In describing themselves, many of the second-generation participants in the 

study used descriptors such as “guinea pigs,” or “the experimental generation” (p. 4) 

indicating an absence of role models who might be able to model the negotiation between 

the Indian and western cultures. Another participant described the second-generation as 

coconuts, “brown on the outside, white on the inside” (p. 33). In addition, Agarwal found 

that many second-generation participants in her study utilized the strategy of 

compartmentalization where they act more traditionally at home with their parents, 

families and communities while being more American with their peers in school and 

other institutions. Agarwal argues that this practice could be psychologically damaging to 

some who might live in a very fragmented manner.  
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The study also revealed the nature of parenting practices of first-generation 

immigrants. Many parents were promoting standards and practices that they themselves 

experienced growing up in India decades earlier. As a result, their image of their 

homeland and its standards, norms, and values are captured as a “static image,” which 

completely ignores the “increasing liberalization of India” (p. 37) since their departure. 

Rules about dating and marriage especially have changed in India over the years; 

however, first-generation immigrants often promote outdated standards in order to 

preserve the culture and traditions in the United States.  

Agarwal’s study revealed both differences and similarities between the 

generations. Similarities included a concern for preserving and promoting Indian culture 

and traditions, valuing education, and experiencing isolation and discrimination due to 

religion. Some of the main differences existed on views regarding marriage and dating 

with the second-generation viewing dating as more acceptable than the first-generation. 

Another difference between generations was in their level of interest and involvement in 

political and civic activities where the second-generation reported higher levels of civic 

involvement such as volunteer work along with political engagement. Agarwal’s study is 

important to the current study due to its focus on intergenerational issues between 

mothers and daughters. While this study addressed some of these intergenerational issues 

such as marriage and dating, it did not address the impact of these intergenerational 

differences on the identity development of the second-generation daughters. Nor did it 

specifically focus on second-generation college women and the influence of these 

intergenerational issues on their experiences in college.  
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Roy (1998) conducted various case studies of Asian Indian immigrant mothers 

and their second-generation daughters. She was particularly interested in the 

communication patterns between mothers and daughters and the problems reported in this 

communication. Roy argues that while every culture and every generation of parents 

experience what is called a “generation gap,” it is more prominent in immigrant 

communities, especially between South Asian mothers and daughters because immigrant 

mothers often fail to fully understand the complexity of their daughters’ lives and their 

constant negotiation between their ethnic culture and American culture. Mothers also fail 

to acknowledge the role of peers in their daughters’ lives and the importance for the 

daughters to build a social network with their Western peers. She adds that daughters are 

dealing with a variety of confusing and contradictory messages from both cultures about 

issues such as autonomy versus dependence on one’s family and obedience versus 

assertiveness among others.  

Sexuality is another arena where a second-generation woman receives powerfully 

contradictory messages. It is considered a taboo and unspoken subject in her household 

but is often the center of conversations among her peers. While mothers in other cultures 

might be the agents of sex education for young daughters, South Asian mothers go to 

extreme lengths to avoid discussion of sex and sexuality. The only message they receive 

from their culture is that women are the chief agents of preserving family honor and the 

primary way to preserve this family honor is to preserve oneself for sex after marriage.  

This tension regarding sexuality for young South Asian American women becomes 

extremely significant during the college years when they might be seen as an exotic sex 
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object due to prevalent stereotypes about South Asian women. When confronted with this 

attention, which is often perceived as positive, South Asian American women might 

experience conflict between being a good girl and withdrawing from any sexual activity, 

or on the other hand engaging in sexual behavior without accurate knowledge or role 

models.  

Roy (1998) suggests that conflict between mothers and daughters around 

sexuality and relationships often results in daughters feeling a deep sense of guilt for 

becoming too westernized while the mothers experience a deep sense of failure for not 

preventing their daughter from becoming “Americanized.”  These feelings often suspend 

any meaningful communication between mothers and daughters. In addition to this, there 

exists a preoccupation that the social self be always portrayed in a positive light. Often 

this need for approval by others especially their own ethnic community, overshadows the 

problems experienced within the family and these issues are simply pushed aside.  

Dasgupta and Dasgupta (1998) presented similar conclusions in their essay 

regarding mother-daughter relationships within the South Asian American community. 

They argue that sexuality is the central issue of intergenerational conflict between South 

Asian mothers and daughters. The notion and practice of repressing sexuality and 

avoiding any direct communication regarding sex and sexual behaviors is extremely 

problematic and leads to creation of myths and attitudes that are damaging and serve to 

“effectively silence and divide the women in our community” (p. 111). Due to the fact 

that the responsibility of raising children and passing on the traditions falls on mothers, 

they often find themselves in conflict with their daughters. This results in a lack of a 
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strong and healthy relationship between mothers and daughters that carries profound 

implications for both groups.  

Inman (2006) also conducted an intergenerational study of South Asian women. 

She was specifically concerned with uncovering factors that influenced cultural value 

conflict. She defined cultural value conflict as “negative affect from dealing 

simultaneously with values and expectations internalized” (p. 307) from both the South 

Asian culture as well as the dominant American culture. She measured participants’ level 

of religiosity, ethnic and racial identity and the effect of these variables on cultural value 

conflict. Results of the study indicated that there was a difference between generations in 

terms of racial identity. Inman found that first-generation women tended to identify along 

ethnic, religious, national, and class identities and were not concerned with their race. 

Second-generation women, as a result of growing up in the U. S., had more experiences 

based on race and carried a stronger sense of their non-white status and therefore were 

more likely to identify racially. Inman also found that cultural value conflict was 

experienced very differently between generations.  

In summary, the relevant literature on intergenerational issues between first- and 

second-generation women uncovers some areas of potential conflict and tension 

including sexuality, relationship, and dating. These studies mostly identify the areas of 

intergenerational differences and similarities and fail to explore the ways in which these 

issues manifest themselves in the experiences of second-generation women, especially in 

college, when many of them are confronted with these issues for the first time. None of 

these writings and studies are a part of student affairs or higher education literature. 
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Hence, they do not provide any concrete recommendations for student affairs 

practitioners about delivering effective and appropriate services to second-generation 

South Asian American female college students. There still exists a large gap in research 

about this group within student affairs and higher education research.  

The current study will attempt to address this gap in literature by exploring 

intergenerational issues between first-generation mothers and second-generation 

daughters who are college students. In addition to identifying these intergenerational 

issues, the proposed study will also attempt to examine the relationship between these 

issues to identity development and all aspects of the college experiences.  

GENDER, RACIAL, AND ETHNIC IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT AMONG COLLEGE STUDENTS 

In this section, I will briefly provide relevant literature on college student 

development in general. This will be followed by an overview of prominent racial and 

ethnic identity models. I will then present relevant literature on the experiences of Asian 

American and South Asian American college students. Finally, I will discuss relevant 

studies conducted on the role of parents and families in relation to college students.     

Student development theories 

Student development is a crucial concept in student affairs practice. It is defined 

as “the ways that a student grows, progresses, or increases his or her developmental 

capabilities as a result of enrollment in an institutions of higher education” (Rodgers, 

1990, p. 27). Theories on student development aid student affairs practitioners in 
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identifying and addressing student needs, developing policies, and in creating programs 

and interventions that provide opportunities for student development. A large number of 

student development theories are rooted in the works of theorists from the field of 

psychology, including Sigmund Freud, Carl Jung, and Erik Erikson. The foundational 

student development theories emerged in the 1960s when early theorists like Nevitt 

Standford, Douglas Heath, and Arthur W. Chickering conducted research with college 

students and theorized various ways in which students’ development occurs in college 

(Evans et al., 1998). One of the major criticisms of these theories lies in the fact that they 

emerged out of research conducted mostly on white males in college. As a result, these 

theories are often not relevant or effective in explaining the development process for 

students from underrepresented backgrounds.  

One exception was Ruthellen Josselson who focused her research on the identity 

formation process of college women. Influenced by the work of Erik Erikson, Josselson 

argued that the process of identity development for women was different than men and 

that connection with others was a central factor in the identity development of women. 

Another theorist who provided some crucial insight into the development of woman was 

Carol Gilligan. She proposed a theory of women’s moral development that placed care 

and responsibility at the core of women’s moral reasoning process instead of justice. 

Gilligan’s model consists of three levels and two periods of transition.  

While some theories have focused on the development of women in college, 

Patton, McEwen, Rendón, & Howard-Hamilton (2007) argue that most of the prominent 

student development theories disregard the role of race and racism in the lives of 
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students. They further assert that student affairs practitioners and scholars have made 

little effort to incorporate race and other social identities into the most widely used 

developmental theories.  

While a majority of student development theories address race and ethnicity in 

marginal ways, there are some foundational theories that began emerging in the 1970s 

and 1980s that addressed the developmental processes of students from various 

underrepresented groups. These theories have created the foundation of current theories 

of racial and ethnic identity development. I will provide a brief overview of some of the 

most relevant theories.  

Theories on racial and ethnic identity development   

Omi and Winant (1994) assert that since the creation of the Unites States, “race 

has been a profound determinant of one’s political rights, one’s location in the labor 

market, and indeed one’s sense of identity” (p. 1). As a result of this centrality of race, 

many theorists began to question traditional models of identity development as useful 

tools for underrepresented populations. Subsequently, models of racial and ethnic identity 

began to emerge in order to address the cultural and racial influences on identity 

development for people of color. It is important to define racial and ethnic identity and to 

acknowledge that these two concepts, while related, are not interchangeable.  

Janet Helms, one of the prominent racial identity theorists defines racial identity 

as, “a sense of group or collective identity based on one’s perception that he or she shares 

a common racial heritage with a particular racial group” (1993, p. 3). Furthermore, racial 
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identity is a “dynamic, developmental process that occurs over the lifetime of an 

individual” (Wijeysinghe & Jackson, 2001, p. 1). Ethnic identity is the identification with 

a group based on common cultural aspects including language, food, religion, and 

national origin. This distinction is crucial in the discussion of Asian Americans and 

especially South Asian Americans as they negotiate defining themselves both racially and 

ethnically (Alvarez, 2001).   

Wijeyesinghe & Jackson (2001) suggest that there are some central assumptions 

that exist in many of the prominent racial identity development models that are important 

for student affairs practitioners to understand. Firstly, individual identity development is 

influenced by his or her membership in a larger group and that group’s culture and place 

in society. Secondly, racism affects the racial identity of both people of color who are 

often the targets of racism along with white people who benefit from it.  

Cross’ model  

The earliest racial identity models were mostly examining identity development 

issues for African American and black individuals. Although their focus was limited, 

these early models provided a springboard for theories for other groups such as Latino 

Americans, Asian Americans, and Native Americans.  

One of the earliest models of racial identity was developed by Cross in 1971. This 

theory was constructed in the context of the racial movements of the 1960s when scholars 

and researchers began exploring the concept of Nigrescence which is defined as the 

process of resocializing one’s identity from a non-Afrocentric identity to one that is 
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Afrocentric (Cross, 1995). Cross proposed a five-stage sequential model. The stages 

were: pre-encounter stage, encounter, immersion-emersion, internalization, and 

internalization-commitment.  

The pre-encounter stage is marked by a certain absence or minimization of race 

from an individual’s worldview. Individuals in this stage view the world from the 

dominant Anglo-normative perspective and perceive whiteness as the “preferred racial 

status” (Evans et al., p. 74). This worldview confronts a certain amount of incongruence 

during the encounter stage when an individual is confronted with an event that causes 

instability to their identity. This leads to the third stage of immersion-emersion when an 

individual immerses oneself in the black community and culture and rejects everything 

related to whiteness. In the next stage of internalization one becomes more grounded in 

one’s black identity along with opening up to a more pluralistic worldview where one can 

once again start reconnecting with whites and the dominant culture in some ways. In the 

final stage of internalization-commitment, the individual experiences not only their own 

black identity but also experiences an awareness of the marginalization of other groups 

and actively seeks to promote a pluralistic perspective (Cross, 1995).  

People of color racial identity development model   

Cross’ model has influenced other racial and ethnic identity development models 

including the people of color racial identity model (Helms, 1995). This model identifies 

five stages or statuses that people of color experience. Helms’ use of status instead of 

stage is important because she argued that the concept of stage is limiting as it implies 
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that individuals can only be in one stage at a time. Statuses are more effective in 

describing the experiences of those who are experiencing multiple stages at one time. 

Status then helps capture the “dynamic interplay of cognition and emotion” (Evans et al., 

1998). The five statuses in the people of color racial identity model are: conformity; 

dissonance; immersion-emersion; internalization; and integrative awareness. The 

characteristics of each status are closely related to Cross’ five stages.  

Phinney’s ethnic identity development model 

Jean Phinney (1990) proposed a model of ethnic identity development that 

combines the concept of ego identity and ethnic identity formation. Phinney’s model is a 

three-stage model consisting of the following stages: unexamined ethnic identity, ethnic 

identity search, and achieved ethnic identity. Phinney argues that individuals from racial 

and ethnic groups approach adolescence with either a poorly defined ethnic identity or 

one that is simply passed on to them by their parents (Cross, & Fhagen-Smith, 2001). The 

first stage of unexamined ethnic identity examines this concept closely. During this first 

stage an individual is either described as diffused, where one is not interested about one’s 

ethnic identity or an individual is foreclosed which is characterized by one’s 

understanding of their ethnicity based solely on the perception of others such as family 

and community members. During the second stage of ethnic identity search one becomes 

immersed in their own ethnic identity while simultaneously rejecting the dominant or 

majority group identity. An individual may engage and seek out activities and 

relationships that are related to their ethnic identity and culture. Finally in the third phase 
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of achieved ethnic identity, an individual reaches a more integrated understanding of their 

ethnic identity.    

Theories of racial and ethnic identity development have been useful in studying 

the process of development for Asian American. While new models are emerging and 

existing models have been modified to describe the experiences of Asian Americans, it is 

important to acknowledge that due to the heterogeneity of groups within Asian America, 

not all models will be applicable to all groups. Therefore, some of the models of Asian 

American identity development may be limited in their usefulness with South Asian 

Americans. With this limitation in mind, I will now present some models of Asian 

American racial and ethnic identity development.  

Racial and Ethnic identity Development for Asian Americans  

The earliest models of Asian American racial and ethnic identity development 

emphasized cultural and ethnic factors that influence racial and ethnic identity 

development process (Sue & Sue, 1990). These models compared and contrasted Asian 

and western cultural values such as collectivism versus individualism, interdependence 

with family versus independence and autonomy, and so forth (Chen, LePhuoc, Guzman, 

Rude, & Dodd, 2006). Newer models of identity development are also examining the 

impact of discrimination and racism on Asian Americans and their racial and ethnic 

identity development.  

Kodama et al. (2002) propose a model of psychosocial development for Asian 

American students. Their model emphasizes the relationship between two external 
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factors: western values and racism from U. S. society and Asian values that are passed 

down from community and family. They argue that these two external factors often 

impose opposing pressure on the student, which may influence their identity 

development. The degree of tension between these two factors will vary based on an 

individual’s level of acculturation, generational factors, and interaction with peers, 

among other factors. The authors point out that like other non-white groups, Asian 

American students may experience “psychosocial dominance” (p. 46), which is defined 

as the process by which racially underrepresented groups internalize the racism and 

prejudice that is directed at them by the dominant culture and also accept the values and 

norms of the dominant group.  

Kodama et al. (2002) also use Chickering’s seven vectors in their identity 

development model, though they assert that Asian American students might approach and 

resolve these vectors very differently. For example one of the vectors is related to moving 

from autonomy to interdependence. While Chickering’s model shows a movement from 

autonomy to interdependence, for Asian American students, the movement might be 

reversed where they may begin by being interdependent and may need to learn to be 

more individualistic in college. Due to the fact that interdependence with family is a 

critical experience for many Asian American students, they might need to learn to see 

themselves as individuals outside their family groups.  

Kim (2001) proposed a five-stage model of Asian American identity development 

that  “provides insight about how Asian Americans resolve the racial identity conflicts 

they face as Americans of Asian ancestry in a predominantly White society” (p. 67). Kim 
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states that in order to truly understand the AAID model it is first crucial to understand 

some underlying assumptions regarding racial identity development. The first assumption 

is that identity development is tied to white racism and the concept of power and 

privilege. Secondly, Asian Americans, like other underrepresented groups carry negative 

messages about their race that become internalized racism and it is through active and 

conscious decision-making that they can “unlearn what [they] have learned about 

themselves” (p. 71). Finally, in order to acquire a positive racial identity, an individual 

must “transform the negative racial identity they experience as a result of identity 

conflict” (p. 71).     

The five stages proposed in the Asian American Identity development (AAID) 

model are: ethnic awareness; white identification; awakening to social political 

consciousness; redirection to an Asian American consciousness; and incorporation. These 

stages are sequential but not linear and progression to the next stage in not automatic. 

One may progress through the stages dependant upon a variety of social factors.  

During the ethnic awareness stage, an individual begins to learn about their 

ethnicity and heritage through family and community. The white identification stage 

usually occurs as a result of a negative experience when one is confronted by negative 

messages about their culture. Oftentimes, this is a period when one might engage actively 

with the white culture and distance oneself from their Asian culture. During the third 

stage of awakening to social political consciousness, one becomes aware of the fact that 

white racism exists and that Asian Americans like other communities of color are the 

targets of this racism. Individuals in this stage begin to distance themselves from the 
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dominant group and begin forming relationships and connections with people from their 

racial and ethnic group.      

The fourth stage of redirection to an Asian American consciousness is similar to 

Cross’ immersion-emersion stage, when an individual immerses themselves in Asian 

American culture and issues. As one learns more about the experiences of Asian 

Americans one is confronted with a wide variety of emotions ranging from anger and 

outrage toward the dominant group to empathy and connection with other Asian 

Americans.  

Finally, during stage five, the incorporation stage, the individual becomes more 

confident in their own racial identity as an Asian American. This confidence facilitates 

connections and meaningful relationships with people within the Asian American 

community as well as people from other racial and ethnic groups. While individuals 

acknowledge that racism exists, they are able to distinguish between racist structures and 

institutions and individual people. They are able to connect with the dominant group 

without losing their positive sense of racial identity. During this stage an individual is 

able to blend their Asian American racial identity with other parts of their identity and 

race becomes just one part of their entire social identity.  

 Since the current study is concerned with the experiences of South Asian 

American women currently enrolled in a university, it is important to include an overview 

of literature on Asian American and South Asian American college students.  
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Asian American College Students  

The majority of research conducted with Asian Pacific Islander Desi American 

(APIDA) college students has largely focused on the experiences of East Asian students. 

Though there is a need for more research with other groups of Asian American students, 

findings and results from these research studies may be somewhat helpful in our 

understanding of South Asian American female college students.  

 APIDA student college enrollment has almost doubled every Census since 1970. 

APIDA representation in colleges and universities has dramatically increased from 0.8% 

in 1971 to 8.8% in 2005 (Chang, et al., 2007). While college enrollment for APIDA 

students as a group has experienced steady increases it is important to note that there are 

significant differences in college enrollment and completion within this group. While 

South Asian Americans have the highest percentages of individuals with a bachelor’s 

degree or higher, less than 10% of Hmong, Cambodians, and Laotians have completed a 

Bachelor’s degree or higher. Four-year college graduation rates for Asian Pacific 

American students as a whole were 42.7% in 2000. However, only 6.9% of Cambodian-

Americans graduated from four-year colleges, a rate that is below African American 

students (9.6%), Latino students (7.4%) and Native Americans (9.2%) (Chhoun, Hudley, 

& Macias, 2006). Lew, Chang, and Wang (2005) estimate that approximately 40% of 

APIDA students enrolled in higher education are attending community colleges. The 

APIDA enrollment in community colleges nationwide increased 224% between 1980-

2000. 
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In 2007, the Higher Education Research Institute (HERI) published a report that 

was dedicated to the experiences of Asian American freshmen. This report utilized 

national data from 1971-2005 in order to address issues and dispel myths about Asian 

American undergraduate students. The findings from the report indicated that while the 

numbers of Asian Americans in higher education continue to rise, their higher 

educational experiences are multi-dimensional and far more complex than the prevailing 

stereotype of the smart and successful Asian college student. The report indicated that 

Asian Americans continue to face barriers in both access to and completion of higher 

education related to factors such as college preparedness, financial resources, English 

proficiency, and family educational background. The report urged higher education 

professionals to look beyond the myths and pay closer attention to issues confronted by 

specific subgroups within the larger category of Asian American. This report is highly 

significant because it serves as one of the few higher education studies that provided 

some disaggregated data on Asian American students over an extensive period of time. 

This report also demonstrated the importance of examining the specific issues of various 

Asian American subgroups by demonstrating the disparity among Asian Americans on a 

variety of important factors including socioeconomic status, parent level of education, 

and graduation rates.    

Recent research has begun to examine the diversity within the APIDA student 

group. For example, Hune (2002) provided a comprehensive overview of the diversity 

within the APIDA student community and the implications for student affairs 

practitioners. Among other things, Hune provided demographic information including 
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immigration patterns, numbers of foreign versus native born Asian Americans, income, 

educational attainment levels, and labor participation. She also pointed out there are 

crucial differences between international students from Asia and Asian American 

students, and that student affairs professionals must recognize these differences in order 

to work effectively with both groups. While Hune’s article is significant in helping 

student affairs professionals see the importance of considering Asian Americans as a 

heterogeneous community, it still fails to point out the unique needs of South Asian 

American college students. While Hune provides important examples of diverse 

communities whose needs are not addressed such as Hmong and Cambodian Americans, 

she does not provide similar examples within the South Asian American community.   

Hune (2002) found that more APIDA women earned bachelor’s and master’s 

degrees than men, while more APIDA men earned doctoral and professional degrees. The 

top educational fields for APIDA students were business, engineering, biological and life 

sciences, and social sciences. Kodama, et al.(2002) also discuss APIDA students’ choices 

of majors and areas of study in their research. They found that their choices of majors 

were strongly influenced by their families and communities that emphasized success with 

economic achievement and therefore considered only certain majors as prestigious. While 

it might seem like APIDA students come to college with a clearer sense of their majors 

than others in reality this could be more attributed to their families’ expectations. They 

argue that this expectation may be challenging for those students who are not interested 

in these fields or are unable to be academically successful in these majors.  
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Research on APIDA students in higher education has also examined the issue of 

affirmative action admissions policies. Ng, Lee, and Pak (2007) discuss the complexity of 

the role and perception of APIDA students in the debate over affirmative action 

admissions policies.  

By 1989, the image of the model minority reemerged as the debate turned to 
affirmative action admissions as the real culprit for Asian American rejection…as 
Asians were lauded as the new victims of affirmative action, they became an 
important political tool used by those who sought to repeal race-conscious 
policies. During the admissions controversy, the image of Asian Americans as 
models separated them from other minority groups, grouping them with Whites as 
victims of affirmative action. At the same time, the image of Asian American 
students as foreign and the yellow peril taking over campuses also was evoked in 
the discourse of Asian American overrepresentation, which implied that Asian 
American student numbers had to be limited because they did not contribute to 
diversity because they were all the same…Asian Americans were constantly 
depicted as victims of affirmative action, claimed by the political Right and 
abandoned by the Left who did not know what to do with a minority group that 
did too well…this representation is the result of a limited…framework in which 
“minority” and “high achievement” seem to be incompatible concepts (pp.110-
111).  

 
This process of being “de-minoritized” has had a powerful impact on APIDA 

college students who feel caught between the majority and the minority without fully 

belonging to either side and as a result feeling invisible. This oftentimes leads to a self-

segregation to one’s own group in order to feel a sense of belonging and identity.  

The perception of APIDA students as the model minority that is “out Whiting the 

Whites” has a profound influence on APIDA students. Many students internalize this 

myth and experience the pressure to outperform their non-APIDA peers and follow the 

academic and career paths deemed successful by the myth. This internalization often 

happens at a very early age due to parental, teacher, and peer expectations, and comes 
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with social and psychological costs including anxiety, depression, studying longer hours 

and giving up social interactions, dealing with feelings of loneliness and isolation (Wong, 

Lai, Nagasawa, & Lin, 1998). The implications of not performing to the model minority 

standards are even more challenging for APIDA students and often lead to feelings of 

shame, guilt, and feeling ostracized by one’s own parents, teachers, and other APIDA 

students. Due to the model minority myth, students are also less likely to seek help with 

tutoring, counseling or advising programs (Ng, et al., 2007; Traxler, 2009). The 

implications of not performing to the model minority myth have not been specifically 

addressed with South Asian American college students. As a result, this study hopes to 

address this issue of the model minority myth with South Asian American female college 

students.  

Research on South Asian American college students 

Research on South Asian American students in college has slowly emerged in the 

past few years as researchers have started to examine the experiences of these students in 

higher education. A number of research studies on South Asians have also been 

conducted in Britain where there is a large South Asian population. While many of the 

characteristics such as immigration patterns and history and demographics are different 

between the South Asian communities of Britain and the United States, it is helpful to 

briefly describe a few relevant studies in this section.  

Abbas (2002) conducted a qualitative study of South Asian students in 

Birmingham, England, to investigate what factors contribute to the educational 
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attainment of students in schools and colleges. Abbas conducted over 100 interviews with 

students, parents and teachers and gathered their perspectives on what factors influenced 

educational attainment. Abbas’ study explored factors such as socioeconomic status, 

parental educational background, and religion as factors contributing to the educational 

attainment of South Asian students. Results from the study revealed differing levels of 

educational attainment based on religion and socioeconomic status. Abbas found that 

Muslim students experienced lower levels of educational attainment due to 

socioeconomic factors and faced with more negative perceptions and discrimination from 

the majority. On the other hand, Hindu and Sikh students reported that religion and 

culture at home had less impact on their educational attainment. As a result Abbas 

concluded that the experiences of Muslim students in terms of educational attainment 

were very different from Hindu and Sikh students.  

Hussein and Bagulley (2007) also conducted a study in England that explored the 

higher education experiences of second-generation South Asian women. The focus of this 

study was to expand the scholarship on South Asian women by specifically examining 

issues faced by Bangladeshi and Pakistani women as compared to Indian women. The 

researchers suggest that women of Indian origin have higher levels of educational and 

professional attainment than Pakistani and Bangladeshi women, who have lower rates of 

attending and completing higher education and had some of the lowest wages in the labor 

market. These differences point to the vast diversity among South Asian groups and the 

impact of multiple identities such as religion, class and national origin on educational 

attainment.  
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Hussain and Bagulley (2007) were interested in how Muslim women negotiate 

cultural expectations and their education. They conducted 100 interviews with women 

while they were in the university and upon graduation. The researchers were particularly 

interested in examining ethnic identity and the experiences of these women in light of the 

recent political climate of Islamaphobia and its impact on the participants. Results of the 

study revealed that for the participants, family support for their education was crucial and 

in most cases families were very supportive and often expected their daughters to pursue 

higher education. Most participants reported that their parents viewed education as an 

extremely important factor and expected their children to pursue higher education 

because they did not have the opportunity. This was true especially for the mothers of the 

participants. Participants of the study further reported that one of the primary reasons that 

parents often encouraged their daughters towards education was its relation to marriage. 

For the South Asian families of the participants, higher education attainment directly 

increased the marriage prospects of these women.  

Both of these studies provide an important context for the current study as they 

explore the experiences of South Asian college students along with emphasizing the 

importance of understanding the diversity within the South Asian community and the role 

of religion among other factors in educational attainment. Due to a lack of research on 

South Asian American college students, newer researchers in the field of education and 

psychology are examining these issues. The next section provides an overview of a few 

relevant dissertations that have focused on South Asian American college students.  
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Dissertations on South Asian American college students  

While a number of dissertations and theses in recent years have focused on 

second-generation South Asian Americans (see Bannerji-Stevens, 2009; John, 2009; 

Kapadia, 2009; Sobhan, 2009), only a few have focused on second-generation South 

Asian American college students. Out of these, a smaller number have examined 

intergenerational issues between students and parents or focused on the identity 

development of South Asian American college students.  

Hamid (2007) studied a total of 61 second-generation South Asian college 

students and young adults between 18 and 27 years of age. The focus of this study was to 

examine the relationship between perceived parental acculturation to the psychological 

wellbeing of the students. Among other measures, this study also examined acculturation 

dissonance and intergenerational conflict between first-generation parents and second-

generation children. It utilized various quantitative measures to assess variables such as 

family acculturation, perceived social support, perceived discrimination, and self-esteem 

of participants among other things. The findings of the study indicated that when 

participants and their parents differed significantly in their acculturation orientation, it 

resulted in intergenerational conflict. Specifically, the study showed that the greater the 

acculturation of the parents to American culture the less family conflict existed and vice 

versa.  

Kapadia (2009) examined the impact of acculturation, ethnic identity and 

worldview on the choice of friendship and intimate relationships for South Asian adults 

between 21 and 36 years of age. The participants in Kapadia’s study included both first- 
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and second-generation South Asian men and women. Results of the study indicated a 

majority of the participants identifying themselves as bicultural subscribing to both South 

Asian and American values. The bicultural participants reported engaging in more 

mainstream, American dating behavior but their long-term and marriage decisions were 

more influenced by the ethnic identity and values. This study contributes to the area of 

mental health practice and provides practitioners with a framework for understanding the 

bicultural identity of many South Asian Americans. This study is useful for my study 

because it explores the decision-making process for choosing dating partners. The 

process of decision-making around dating and intimate relationships is an important 

aspect that is examined in the current study in relation to intergenerational issues between 

South Asian mothers and daughters. For many South Asian Americans, college might be 

the first time when they might engage in dating. Since my study focuses on students’ 

experiences during this phase of their lives, my study has some useful implications for 

student affairs practitioners.  

Nakiboglu (2005) conducted a qualitative research study with second-generation 

Indian American students at the University of Pennsylvania to study the Indian American 

collegiate youth culture. The goal of the research was to examine how participants’ ethnic 

identity was shaped and influenced by the campus climate. Through individual 

interviews, observations and focus groups Nakiboglu concluded that the participants in 

the study “skillfully” managed their multiple identities along with many of the 

participants reporting a strengthening of their ethnic identity as a result of their college 

experiences. This study also engaged the participants in their perceptions about the model 
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minority myth and their experiences with racism and discrimination after 9/11. 

Furthermore, Nakiboglu provides useful recommendations to practitioners in their work 

with Indian American students. This study is useful in the context of the present study 

since its focus is on the South Asian American college student in relation to the campus.  

Replogle (2005) studied intergenerational and cultural conflict and their effect on 

the mental health and identity of young second-generation South Asian Americans. Her 

sample consisted of 18 to 28 year-old second-generation South Asians. Some participants 

were asked to complete a survey assessing their mental health and intergenerational 

conflicts with their parents. In addition to the survey, the researcher conducted face-to-

face interviews with 33 participants. The findings revealed that the survey results 

indicated minimal reports of depression and anxiety around intergenerational conflict 

while data from the interviews revealed a higher degree of anxiety and depression in 

participants as it related to intergenerational conflict. Both data sets revealed that the 

most prevalent areas of intergenerational conflict included dating and marriage, 

socializing with peers, and college major and career choice. Replogle (2005) concluded 

that the most prominent instruments to measure mental health variables such as 

depression and anxiety may not be effective with South Asian Americans and other 

underrepresented groups since they failed to capture the cultural layers of these 

participants. Replogle also suggests that more studies need to be conducted both with 

second-generation individuals and their first generation parents simultaneously in order to 

gain an understanding of the parents’ experiences and perceptions. My study contributes 
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to this area by exploring intergenerational issues between South Asian mothers and 

second-generation South Asian American daughters.  

Accapadi (2005) conducted an ethnographic study at The University of Texas at 

Austin of members of a South Asian sorority. This study specifically explored the factors 

that resulted in South Asian American college women joining a South Asian interest 

sorority and how involvement in this sorority affected their identity development. 

Through individual interviews, observations and focus groups, the results of the study 

suggested that involvement in a South Asian interest sorority did indeed have an impact 

on the identity development of South Asian American college women. While this study 

did not necessarily examine intergenerational issues it is important to the current study 

because it examined the identity development issues of South Asian American college 

women at The University of Texas at Austin, the same institution of interest in the current 

study. 

Traxler (2009) examined the process of major choice for South Asian American 

college women. She argued that traditional models of academic advising might not be 

effective with diverse populations such as South Asian American women. Through 

individual interviews and focus groups, Traxler discovered a model of major choice that 

included three primary elements: individual characteristics of the college student; access 

to knowledge; and the influence of second-generation biculturalism; and 

family/community influences. This study is significant for my study since its focus in on 

the second-generation South Asian American female in college and her process of 

deciding on a major. The influence of family in major choice is especially helpful in 
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contextualizing the present research study. However, this particular study focused only 

on the second-generation and did not include the perspective of the parents. The 

perspectives of the parents were transmitted primarily through the participants and as a 

result may or may not be an accurate representation of the actual perspectives of the 

parents. Additionally, this study is limited in scope because the focus is only on major 

choice instead of the whole academic experience of the participants. While major choice 

is a crucial part of the college experience, this study does not address the other important 

aspects of college for second-generation South Asian American females.   

While these studies are crucial in providing the context for the current study, there 

still exists a gap in research including examining the ways in which first-generation 

mothers as transmitters of culture influence the identity development and overall college 

experiences of their second-generation daughters. Furthermore, there has not been a study 

that has examined both the academic and social aspects of the college experience of 

second-generation South Asian American students in relation to the expectations and 

values of their fist-generation parents.  

Role of Parents of Asian American college students   

Since the proposed study is investigating the influence of intergenerational issues 

between mothers and daughters on the identity development and college experiences of 

these daughters, it is helpful to present some relevant studies conducted on the role of 

parents and families on the college experiences of students.  
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Carney-Hall (2008) points out that parental involvement has increased over the 

past few decades. According to a 2006 nation-wide study of student affairs professionals 

in over 120 institutions, 93% of the respondents rated parental involvement and 

interaction over the past five years to have significantly increased (Merriman, 2007).  A 

number of factors may be attributed to this including a parental style of being 

overprotective and over involved along with parents feeling more protective toward their 

children as a result of tragic events such as the Columbine and Virginia Tech shootings 

(Carney-Hall, 2008). 

A number of studies have investigated the role of parents in the college 

adjustment and student development process. Mattanah, Hancock, and Brand (2004) 

conducted a study of over 400 college students to investigate the factors that resulted in a 

healthy college adjustment for students. They were particularly interested in the 

relationship between parental attachment and the concept of separation-individuation. 

Separation-individuation is defined as the developmental process that begins with the 

separation from parents and other family members, extending to individuation where one 

can finally view oneself as a coherent and autonomous self (Mattanah, et al., 2004). 

Parental attachment is defined as a strong and positive emotional bond between the 

parent and child, which facilitates the development of a healthy and positive sense of self 

for the child. Mattanah, et al. (2004) were interested in exploring the relationship between 

a positive parental attachment and the level of separation-individuation for college 

students. The results of their study indicated that students with healthy levels of 

adjustment to college exhibited a combination of secure attachment relationship to their 
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parents and a healthy level of separation-individuation. Based on these findings, the 

researchers concluded that the process of separation-individuation is actually aided by a 

strong level of secure parental attachment rather than hindered by it. An important 

finding of this study was that both male and female college students rated their 

attachment to their mothers as stronger than their fathers and reported their attachment to 

their mothers as an essential factor in achieving autonomy. This finding is particularly 

important to consider for the current study since the mother-daughter relationship is at the 

center of the study.  

Agliata and Renk (2008) investigated the relationship between parental 

expectations and students’ adjustment to college. Along with male and female college 

student participants, the researchers also included a smaller sample of mothers and 

fathers in the study. The researchers were particularly interested in investigating the 

concept of expectation discrepancy, which occurs when a college student’s actual 

performance does not match their parents’ expectations. Results from the study revealed 

that the higher the level of expectation discrepancy, the lower the level of self-worth 

experienced by the college student. While this study shed some important light on the 

relationship between parental expectations and students’ perception of self, it did not 

address differences in parental expectations based on cultural factors.  

Chung (2001) addressed specific cultural factors in her study with Asian 

American college students. She examined the issue of intergenerational conflict between 

Asian American college students and their parents, specifically looking at factors such as 

gender, ethnicity, and level of acculturation. She asked over 300 male and female Asian 
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American college students to complete a measure of acculturation and intergenerational 

conflict. Chung argues that generational differences in values and levels of acculturation 

between parents and children may lead to intergenerational conflict. She states that there 

is a need to explore the differences in the patterns of intergenerational conflict based on 

ethnicity and gender, areas that have been ignored by researchers when investigating 

intergenerational issues with Asian Americans.  

The participants in Chung’s studies were East and Southeast Asian American 

college students. Results from the study indicated that there were differences in the 

patterns of intergenerational conflict over educational and career concerns as well as 

dating and marriage. The differences in patterns were based on ethnicity and gender 

variables. For example, women in the study reported a higher level of conflict with 

parents over issues related to dating and marriage than men. Another significant finding 

of the study was higher rates of intergenerational conflict when rates of acculturation to 

American culture were lower for parents. Lower acculturation rates were associated with 

ethnic groups with a shorter immigration history such as Cambodian Americans than 

those with a longer immigration history and a higher number of native-born individuals 

such as Japanese Americans. While this study is one of the few studies on Asian 

American college students exploring other social factors such as ethnicity and gender, it 

does not address the issues of intergenerational conflict for a larger representative sample 

of Asian Americans including South Asian Americans. Furthermore, while this study 

shows a relationship between acculturation levels and intergenerational conflict, it does 

not directly investigate the differences in acculturation between first and second-
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generation Asian Americans. The current study hopes to address these gaps in Chung’s 

research by investigating intergenerational issues between first-generation South Asian 

mothers and second-generation South Asian American female college students.  

To address a need for further research on subgroups of Asian American college 

students, Maramba (2008) conducted a qualitative research study on Filipina American 

college students and their experiences negotiating family expectations with their college 

experiences. Maramba utilized a feminist approach to study the lived experience of 

female Filipina college students and how they make sense of this college experience.  

Three primary themes emerged from the interview data that participants reported were 

central to their negotiation of family and college experiences. These themes included 

family/parental influence, home obligations/gender differences, and the importance of 

balancing Filipina American identity both within the family and college experience.  

A majority of participants stressed the importance and centrality of their parents’ 

influence on their college related decisions. Secondly, a majority of the participants 

described their relationships as “stressful” due to the constant balancing of their home 

obligations and their parents’ expectations that they succeed academically as well. 

Finally, most participants described their relationship with their mothers as strained. 

Another important factor in the experience of the participants was that a majority 

of these students came from families where their parents had either never attended or 

completed college. Maramba’s (2008) research is important to the current study because 

of her emphasis on women from a particular subgroup within the Asian American 

community and her focus on the influence of family on the identity development and 
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college experiences of Filipina students. This study also serves as an important precedent 

for the proposed study in a few different ways. Due to its utilization of a feminist 

framework, it establishes a model of examining the lives of Asian American women 

through such a framework. Furthermore, this study underscores the importance of 

examining issues relevant to specific subgroups within the larger Asian American college 

student population along with the importance for student affairs professionals to 

recognize the vital connection between college students and their parents and families.  

After this review of relevant research and literature, I would like to discuss the 

conceptual framework utilized for the proposed study. This framework will be utilized 

throughout the study and will provide a foundation for the methodology including 

interview questions as well as the analysis of interview data.  

A DESCRIPTION OF THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

 Maxwell (2005) defines a conceptual framework as “a tentative theory of the 

phenomenon that you are investigating” (p. 33) and provides the reader with a description 

of the crucial concepts and factors being investigated. Miles and Huberman (1994) add 

that a conceptual framework helps in explaining “the main things to be studied – the key 

factors, constructs, and variables – and the presumed relationships among them” (p.18). 

Maxwell (2005) suggests that conceptual frameworks can be created through the use of 

four main sources – “experiential knowledge . . . existing theory and research . . . your 

pilot and exploratory research . . . and thought experiments (p. 37). The current study’s 

conceptual framework incorporates experiential knowledge, and existing theory to 
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explore the impact of intergenerational issues on second-generation South Asian 

American women in higher education.  

This study is positioned within a hybrid conceptual framework that includes the 

theme of the model minority and its interplay between first- and second-generation South 

Asian women. This framework presents the narratives of how the model minority image 

is embraced and contested within the world of South Asian women from a critical 

feminist perspective. I suggest that the model minority myth has gradually become a 

theory of the model citizen, which communicates crucial values that are internalized by 

many first-generation South Asian parents. These values are then passed down to their 

second-generation children who might contest these values as they navigate between the 

ethnic culture of their parents’ countries of origin and the dominant values of the Western 

culture in which they have been socialized. Finally, I attempt to understand how these 

values and the resulting values conflict affect women and serve to either empower them 

or render them powerless.  

Examining the lives of women through a Postcolonial feminist lens  

Feminist theory emerged as a response to the historically entrenched gender 

inequality that was present in all aspects of society (Singh, 1997). Feminist theory has 

studied the lives of women and other subordinated groups, actively exploring ways to 

alleviate the institutional and systemic inequality confronted by these groups. However, 

traditional feminist theory has largely ignored the experiences of women of color and 

failed to explore the intersections of race, ethnicity and gender on the lives of women 
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thereby generating a view of feminism as a “Whites-only” activity (Collins, 1998; 

Goldberger, Tarule, Clinchy, & Belenky, 1996; Joyappa & Martin, 1996). Newer theories 

have challenged traditional feminist notions. For example Singh (1997) states, 

the experiences of racialised, ethnicised women are profoundly different from 
those of white bourgeois women and are manifested in profoundly different 
social, cultural and economic practices. This does not mean however, that under 
some political circumstances the symbolic category `women as a collective' 
should not be evoked to make a strategic, political difference. But the question 
must always be posed - in whose interests is difference and commonality being 
celebrated? (p. 13) 
 
Singh (1997) further argues that the roots of feminism or the “herstory” is situated 

deeply in colonial history and “suffers an historical amnesia” (p.8) by disregarding the 

ways white, European women benefitted from the oppression of the ‘other’ or colonized 

woman. Therefore, an analysis and examination of intersectionality in feminist theory has 

emerged as a crucial concept.  

The concept of intersectionality first emerged out of Black feminist thought when 

scholars argued that women’s experiences were not just shaped by one particular social 

identity such as race or gender. Instead, the interconnection between various social 

identities including race, gender, class, and education among other factors were crucial in 

examining the experiences of women and underrepresented groups (Crenshaw, 1989). 

Mohanty (2003) describes this concept of intersectionality as “the interwoven processes 

of sexism, racism, misogyny, and heterosexism . . . [that] is an integral part of our social 

fabric, wherever in the world we happen to be” (p.3).  

Anthias and Yuval-Davis (1983) argue that when feminist thought has specifically 

engaged with the intersections of race and ethnicity it has done so in a very limited 
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manner and mostly examined the experiences of Black women thereby perpetuating a 

black/white discourse of feminism. This restricted view of black/white feminism leaves 

other women of color unaccounted for. They call for a feminist framework that examines 

the broader construct of ethnic divisions instead of focusing solely on racism. They 

suggest that the broader ethnic framework will allow for an examination of race, 

ethnicity, religion, and immigration status on the lives of women. The ideas of these 

scholars are part of the larger discourse offered by postcolonial feminists who argue that 

experiences of ‘third world women’ who have a history of colonization must be 

examined closely. Postcolonial feminists advocate for the inclusion of the voices of 

women from the third world including Asia, South America, Africa, and the Middle East 

paying close attention to their struggle for liberation, economic development, and 

democratization from the colonial west (Mohanty, 2003).  

Postcolonial Feminism: background and overview 

At the center of the discourse for many postcolonial feminists are the voices and 

experiences of the ‘subaltern’ (Spivak, 1995) women from formerly colonized parts of 

the world. The term ‘subaltern’ was coined by Antonio Gramsci to describe historically 

oppressed groups who were considered inferior by the dominant groups or classes 

(Gandhi, 1998).  

The roots of postcolonial feminism can be traced back to the works of 

postcolonial or third world intellectuals such as Frantz Fannon, Edward Said, Homi 

Bhabha, and Albert Memmi (Mohanty, 2003). Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tiffin (1989) 
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propose a very general definition of the term ‘postcolonial’ as the study of the 

interactions between European nations and the countries that they colonized. Postcolonial 

studies also encompass a vast range of academic disciplines including sociology, 

literature, and anthropology. There are various definitions and debates over the actual 

term ‘postcolonial’ with some scholars choosing to utilize the term with a hyphen and 

others without the hyphen. Gandhi (1998) explains the debate in the following statement,  

Whereas some critics invoke the hyphenated form ‘post-colonialism’ as a decisive 
temporal marker of the decolonizing process, others fiercely query the implied 
chronological separation between colonialism and its aftermath – on the grounds 
that the postcolonial condition is inaugurated with the onset rather than the end of 
colonial occupation. Accordingly, it is argued that the unbroken term 
‘postcolonialism’ is more sensitive to the long history of colonial consequences. 
(p.3) 
 
As a result, many postcolonial scholars argue that postcolonialism is not just an 

academic movement marked by the end of colonization but rather, it is a theory that 

addresses the condition of colonized world and the implications of being colonized and 

dominated by the European nations. Postcolonialism is also a response to the “mystifying 

amnesia” (Gandhi, 1998, p. 4) created by the ‘anti-colonial’ or independent nation states 

such as the United States that often espoused an anti-colonial philosophy but actively 

participated and enacted colonial practices and values in the creation of their own states 

(Gandhi, 1998).  

While the history of postcolonial resistance may be traced back centuries, many 

postcolonial scholars credit Edward Said’s (1978) Orientalism as the seminal 

postcolonial text. In this book, Said describes the process through which a fantastical 

image of the Orient (modern day Middle East region) was created and perpetuated to 
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continue to bestow power on the colonizers and to strip away power from the colonized. 

Said’s work was strongly influenced by other thinkers before him such as Frantz Fannon 

who wrote extensively on the psychological effects of being colonized, especially paying 

close attention to the process of language becoming the oppressor. 

These postcolonial intellectuals questioned the established institutions and 

systems of political and economic power arguing that these institutions were direct results 

of colonialism and imperialism where the practices and beliefs of the Western powers 

were legitimated by the simultaneous repression and erasure of the third world (Mohanty, 

2003). Postcolonial scholars pointed out that colonialism resulted in the discourse of 

Western dominance through the representation of the colonized as savage, barbaric, or 

‘less than’ (Said, 1978).  

While the leading third world intellectuals paid close attention to race and 

colonization, they largely ignored the implications of colonization on women and the 

resulting narratives of the colonized women. As a result, postcolonial or third world 

feminism argues against the hegemonic, singular and monolithic representation of 

women from the third world as “ignorant, poor, uneducated, tradition-bound, 

domesticated, family-oriented, victimized” who have no control over their bodies and 

sexuality (Mohanty, 1988, p. 200). Postcolonial feminists argue that when the third world 

woman has emerged in the dominant discourse, her representation has been largely 

controlled by the patriarchal, western, bourgeois, and imperialist eye who has ‘permitted’ 

her to appear and disappear as the dutiful and asexual daughter, wife or mother, or the 

exotic sexual object available for exploitation, or as the passive but hardworking 
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domestic servant (Mirza, 2009). Mohanty (2003) adds that the third world woman is 

often captured in the U.S. social science research in problematic roles and social 

categories such as  

the ‘matriarchal’ black women on welfare, ‘illiterate’ Chicana . . . and ‘docile’ 
Asian domestic worker . . . Besides being normed on a white, Western (read: 
progressive/modern) or non-Western (read: backward/traditional) hierarchy, these 
analyses freeze Third World women in time, space, and history. . . Momsen and 
Townsend (1987) state that in fact fertility is the most studied aspect of women’s 
lives in the Third World (p. 36). This particular fact speaks volumes about the 
predominant representations of Third World women in social-scientific 
knowledge production. (p. 48)   
 
These representations of the third world woman have emerged as a result of the 

depictions of Western scholars including White western feminists, within a paternalistic 

and colonial framework that has consistently muted and silenced the very voices of the 

women they have attempted to portray. Third world women have been categorized and 

researched on limited indicators, dictated by Western researchers that have led to the 

perpetuation of the simplistic images of third world women.  

Due to this history and pattern of silence, passivity, and marginalization, 

postcolonial feminists argue that the lives of third world women can emerge only through 

their own voices and within the context of their lived experiences, which takes into 

account the historical implications of colonialism and Western domination in their lives. 

These voices of women serve to accurately represent their lives as they struggle and 

navigate through national and transnational institutions that marginalize them on the basis 

of various social identities including socioeconomic class, religion, gender, immigration 

status, and education.  
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At the core of postcolonial feminist discourse is an active engagement of third 

world women in a dialogue about how they make sense of their own lived experiences 

(de Souza, 2010). Some prominent postcolonial or third world feminists include Nira 

Yuval-Davis, Chandra Talpade Mohanty, Cynthia Joseph, and Gayatri Spivak. These 

theorists and intellectuals constantly challenge the process of knowledge production in a 

post imperialist and postcolonial society and argue that this knowledge is predominantly 

that of White, western, colonial intellectuals and does not and cannot include the ways of 

knowing of those who fall outside of this establishment. These theorists, who are mostly 

from parts of Asia, Africa, the Caribbean, and the Middle East, constantly negotiate their 

own transnational identities and experiences while fighting to be considered as legitimate 

sources of knowledge. Mirza (2009) describes these postcolonial feminist scholars as “ 

both situated as ‘insiders’ [of their cultures] but also as academic ‘outsiders’. However it 

is precisely because of their located positionality that they can give a powerful voice their 

hitherto silenced subjects” (p. 4).  

 Racine (2003) offers the following definition of postcolonial feminist theory as, “a 

means to grasp cultural differences by decentering knowledge production, where the 

culturally different Other is heard and understood from standpoints located at the margins 

and not from the centered position – also defined as the culturally dominant position” (p. 

97). This type of critical feminist theory forms a large part of the conceptual framework 

for my study since I am interested in examining the lives of women with roots in the third 

world, especially first-generation South Asian mothers along with inheriting a cultural 

history of colonialism.  
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 Mohanty (2003) argues that the “production of the ‘Third World woman’ as a 

singular, monolithic subject in some (Western) feminist texts” (p. 17) is extremely 

problematic and deep rooted in prominent academic research. This particular concept is 

directly connected to the often simplistic, one-dimensional image that is presented of the 

South Asian woman. The present study strives to create an avenue for the emergence of 

multiple narratives and images of South Asian women that serve to offset the prevalent 

singular image of South Asian and South Asian American women. Through a 

postcolonial feminist framework I will attempt to deconstruct another simplistic and 

monolithic view that is often imposed on South Asians by Western and dominant groups 

– the image of the model minority. By using a framework of postcolonial feminist theory 

I aim to ask how the model minority image contributes to the production and perpetuation 

of the image of South Asian woman. Throughout the study, I will utilize the term 

postcolonial to describe a part of the framework that I will be employing in the study. 

Within the discussion of this framework, I will often use the term ‘third world woman’ to 

describe the category of women whose voices are underrepresented in academic and 

social discourses. The participants of the present study in some ways fit and at the same 

time also challenge this notion of the third world woman as passive, submissive, and 

invisible. 

In addition to utilizing a postcolonial feminist framework, another aspect of my 

conceptual framework focused on the concept of the model minority as it applies to the 

participants of the study. In particular, I was interested in examining how the concept of 

the model minority is internalized, transmitted and translated by both first- and second-
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generation South Asian women. In other words, how does the model minority concept 

and image affect the lives and relationships of South Asian and South Asian American 

women?  The subsequent section addresses the second half of the conceptual framework 

focused on the model minority. The following section provides some background and 

context about the model minority myth and its effect on the Asian American, particularly, 

South Asian community in the United States.  

Model minority myth   

In his book, The Karma of the Brown Folk, Vijay Prashad (2000) presents a 

compelling commentary on the implications of the model minority myth on South Asian 

Americans. He specifically describes the manner in which politicians and leaders 

continually perpetuate this myth and encourages his readers to critically analyze the 

effects of these praises and compliments.  

Both liberals and conservatives have entered a dreary theoretical and moral desert 
in which it is impossible to see the persistence of structural barriers to equality . . . 
that some people of color achieve appreciable levels of success, for whatever 
reason, is used as evidence that racism poses no barrier to success. We obsess on 
these stories of success not to praise the few that make it . . . but to argue that the 
rest fail of their own accord. In the midst of all this, the South Asian Americans 
provide a role model for success, and too many of us uncritically adopt the role 
without conscious reflection on the political and racial project to which it is 
hitched . . . I will offer the karma that has befallen my people as we wind our way 
in the United States, unaware of how we are used as a weapon by those whom we 
ourselves fear and yet emulate. This is our dilemma. (Prashad, 2000, p. 9) 

 
Prashad’s argument powerfully illustrates how South Asian Americans are so 

often perceived as the symbols of the successful and prosperous immigrants who are then 

held up against other communities of color fighting for social justice. As a result of this, 
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not only do South Asian Americans become a one-dimensional stereotype but are 

instantly pitted against other groups instead of being their allies in their fight for equity 

and access. Hence, while African-Americans and Latinos have often been perceived as 

“the problem,” South Asian Americans along with other Asian Americans are placed as 

“the solution,” instantly creating a divide and lack of solidarity between these 

communities of color and the strengthening of white supremacy (Prashad, 2000).  

The term model minority was first introduced in a 1966 New York Times article 

titled, “Success Story – Japanese American Style.” The article was written against the 

backdrop of the civil rights movement where African Americans and other communities 

of color and their allies were fighting for equal rights and treatment. The nation was 

witnessing historic protests, sit-ins, and boycotts all around the country. The author of the 

article was a sociologist named William Peterson who labeled Japanese Americans as the 

model minority due to their hard work, strong work ethic, and strong cultural values of 

harmony and peace. Peterson argued that these factors helped Japanese Americans 

succeed and urged the other “problem” minorities to follow their example. Suddenly, 

Japanese and other Asian Americans found themselves pitted against other communities 

of color, which served to “discredit the protests and demands for social justice of other 

minority groups…Asian Americans [have served] as evidence of the triumph of 

meritocracy in American society” (Wong, et al., 1998, pp. 96-97).  

The model minority myth was further promoted in the 1980s with more articles 

about Asian Americans published in popular magazines such as Time and Newsweek that 

described Asian Americans as the “superminority.” These images persist and are 
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perpetuated by popular media, which depict Asian Americans in the roles of doctors, 

scientists and engineers and all too often as “nerds” or “geeks.” A Newsweek article in 

2000 argued, “In the age of Yahoo’s cofounder, Jerry Yang, traditionally negative 

stereotypes of Asian males as studious and hardworking become positives. They are 

practically turn-of-the-century heroes” (Pan, 2000, p. 45).  

One dangerous manifestation of the model minority myth in educational research 

is the numerous articles that explain Asian American academic success as purely a result 

of culture. Examples include reference to the “math gene” in Asians as being a result of 

Confucian norms or more recently, the emergence of the “spelling gene” in Indian-

Americans. The danger with these types of research is that they completely ignore the 

bimodal performance of Asian American students, ignoring discussion about the students 

who are performing below the norm (Ng, et al., 2007).  

Another unfortunate result of examining only high academic achievement in 

Asian American students results in the creation of an even wider gap in relations with 

other racial groups along with the incorrect assumption of constant underachievement of 

African American and Latino students.  

Yet the implicit and sometimes explicit academic comparisons between high-
achieving Asian Americans and low-achieving African Americans persists and 
only serves to maintain White privilege. This binary erases the experiences of 
those Asian Americans who do not achieve and the experiences of African 
Americans, Latinas/Latinos, and Native Americans who do achieve. (Ng, et al., 
2007, p. 99) 
  
The myth of the model minority continues to play a significant role in the lives of 

South Asians in the United States, both first- and second-generation. Many first-
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generation South Asians embrace this model minority image and encourage their second-

generation children to continue their legacy of academic and economic success (Prashad, 

2000). For second-generation South Asian Americans, the image of the model minority 

has increasingly become a point of tension and pressure. This study investigated how this 

model minority myth manifests itself in the relationship between first-generation South 

Asian mothers and second-generation South Asian American daughters along with its 

role in the overall college experiences and identity development of South Asian 

American female college students.  

SUMMARY 

 The overview of the literature in this chapter provides the research context of the 

current study. A review of the literature reveals a need for more research of South Asian 

Americans in the United States. There exists a great need for research that examines the 

experiences of South Asian groups other than Asian Indians and Indian Americans. 

Furthermore, while research exists on college students and identity development, there is 

an absence of research on South Asian American college students and their experiences 

as well as the interplay between the generations and the role of parents in shaping 

students’ identity development. Finally, much of the research on Asian American college 

students has privileged the perspectives of East Asian Americans instead of South Asian 

Americans.  

 This study addressed some of these gaps in the literature by specifically exploring 

the effect of intergenerational issues on the college experience of second-generation 
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South Asian American women. This research was positioned within a hybrid framework 

that utilized postcolonial feminist theory and the model minority myth construct as it 

relates to the lives of first- and second-generation South Asian and South Asian 

American women. I will describe the specific methodological consideration of this 

research study in the following chapter.  
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Chapter 3 - Methodology 

This study explored the intergenerational issues between first- and second-

generation South Asian mothers and daughters and how these issues may influence the 

social and academic choices along with the identity development of second-generation 

South Asian American college women. In order to develop a rich and in-depth 

understanding of these experiences of South Asian women, I utilized a qualitative 

research design for this study. This chapter will describe the methodology including a 

brief restatement of the research questions introduced in chapter one. Additionally, I will 

provide a description of the analytical framework employed in the study along with a 

description of the crucial components of the research design including site selection, 

participant selection, data collection methods, and data analysis.  

RESEARCH QUESTIONS   

The purpose of the current study was to seek an understanding of the 

intergenerational issues that exist between first-generation South Asian mothers and their 

second-generation daughters and the impact on the identity development and college 

experiences of the second-generation daughters. 

The research questions for the study were informed by current research and a 

central aim of this study was to contribute to the larger research on second-generation 

South Asian American college women. I utilized two main research questions to guide 

the study.  
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1. What role do first-generation South Asian mothers play in the identity 

development of their second-generation South Asian American daughters? 

2. What are the central intergenerational issues that emerge between first-

generation South Asian mothers and second-generation South Asian American 

daughters and in what ways do these intergenerational issues affect the overall 

college experiences of second-generation, South Asian American female college 

students at a large, public, and predominantly white university? 

Snape and Spencer (2003) describe qualitative research as an all-encompassing 

term that includes a variety of methods and designs from numerous academic disciplines.  

They further define qualitative research as  

a naturalistic, interpretive approach concerned with understanding the meanings 
which people attach to phenomena (actions, decisions, beliefs, values, etc.) within 
their social world . . . [It is] directed at providing an in-depth and interpreted 
understanding of the social world of research participants by learning about the 
social and material world of research participants by learning about their social 
and material circumstances, their experiences, perspectives and histories. ” (pp. 2-
3) 
 
Some of the key aspects of qualitative research that make it a unique method of 

research is the flexible nature of the research design, the emphasis placed on the 

participants’ perspectives and worldviews as a legitimate source of knowledge, and the 

depth and richness provided by qualitative data. Qualitative research is conducted 

through a variety of methods including individual interviewing, focus groups, case 

studies, and observations.  

This study examined the experiences and perspectives of first-generation South 

Asian mothers and second-generation South Asian American daughters and the meanings 
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they attach to their experiences of being a South Asian woman, mother, daughter, and/or 

college students.  

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK 

The analytical framework of this study is closely aligned to parts of its conceptual 

framework, specifically postcolonial feminist theory. As a result, the research or 

analytical framework that guided the research design, collection, and analysis was a 

feminist research framework that emphasized the collaborative nature of the relationship 

between the researcher and the participants as well as placing the narratives of the 

participants at the center of the study. While feminist research methods are diverse and 

complex, one of the central goals of feminist research is to examine women’s lives and 

their situation (Bloom 1998; Olesen, 2000; Rayaprol, 1997). This study did this by 

examining the lives of first- and second-generation South Asian women. Nielsen (1990) 

defines feminist research as “contextual, inclusive, experiential, involved, socially 

relevant . . . multi-methodological, complete but not necessarily replicable, open to 

environment and inclusive of emotions and events as experienced (p.6). Olesen (2000) 

further adds that feminist research “gives voice” to underrepresented groups and provides 

a space for these participants to explore their experiences and identities along with the 

intersectionality of these different social identities including gender, race, ethnicity, class 

and so forth. Collins (2000) defines intersectionality as “particular forms of intersecting 

oppressions, for example, intersections of race and gender, or of sexuality and nation” (p. 

18). By exploring the intersections of race, ethnicity, gender and other factors on the 
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higher education experience and identity development of South Asian American college 

women, I ultimately hope to “give voice” to these women and their experience.  

One of the central assumptions of feminist methodology is the role of the 

researcher and researched as collaborative instead of hierarchical (Bloom, 1998). This 

assumption is based on the goal of feminist research to break down barriers and power 

relations that exist in society for women. By engaging in a more relational and equal 

relationship, feminist researchers can facilitate the creation of trust and safety with their 

participants along with creating a space where researcher and participant are both active 

in the creation of knowledge. Therefore, my approach with participants in the study was 

one of a “participant-observer” (Bloom, 1998) and collaborator instead of a detached 

observer.  

POSITIONALITY 

Feminist research often begins from the researcher’s own experience, which then 

positions the researcher in “starting from the standpoint of women”  (Reinharz, 1992, p. 

259). As a South Asian American woman who moved to the U.S. as a first-year college 

student, I find myself not neatly fitting into either the first-generation or second-

generation box. Instead, I find myself between the two generations, identifying strongly 

with the experiences of both generations in different situations. This position of being 

between the generations was beneficial to me as the researcher for this study and enabled 

me to build rapport and connect to the experiences of both the first- and second-

generation women in the study. While I have negotiated and continue to negotiate my 
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own intergenerational issues, I am also aware that there is no universal experience of the 

South Asian woman. Therefore, I constantly ensured that I actively listened to the 

experiences of the participants and was aware of my own biases throughout the process 

of data collection and analysis.  

As mentioned previously, feminist researchers emphasize a more equal and 

collaborative relationship between the researcher and participant (Bloom, 1998). As a 

result, power and its manifestation in the research relation is crucial to examine and 

deconstruct. Due to my professional role at The University of Texas at Austin as a 

student affairs administrator it was important to ensure that this role was separated during 

the research with my participants. While my professional role provided me with greater 

access to a large number of students and potential participants, it could have potentially 

created some power dynamics that might have hindered the research process. I also serve 

as a mentor and advisor to certain students and student organizations. I feel that I 

addressed and reconciled both these areas of potential power dynamics by ensuring that 

especially the student participants in the study understood that their participation was 

voluntary and was separate from my professional relationship with them.  

Finally, Foss and Foss (1989) argue that the ultimate goal of feminist research is 

social change. This goal is important to my study since my hope was to provide student 

affairs practitioners and higher education researchers with crucial information about the 

experiences of the South Asian American college women that might ultimately change 

and refine the services they provide to these students.  
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RESEARCH DESIGN 

A qualitative research design involves a continuous and evolving process that is 

constantly assessed and reviewed by the researcher who might modify it throughout the 

different stages of the research. There are some important aspects of research design that 

need to be carefully considered by every researcher. These are – the research question/s, 

the setting, participants, the data collection process, and the analysis of this data. I will 

address each of these components as they relate to the current study. 

Site Selection   

This research study was conducted at The University of Texas at Austin (UT-

Austin), located in Austin, Texas. Texas is one of the five states with the largest Asian 

American populations. Additionally, it is one of the four states with the largest South 

Asian population, which approximately totals 152,000 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000). 

Finally, Houston and Dallas are in the top ten metropolitan cities with the largest 

numbers of South Asians at 63,814 and 57, 145, respectively. Despite these large 

numbers, very little research has examined the experiences of South Asian Americans, 

much less South Asian American college students in this part of the United States.  

With such large numbers of South Asians in Texas it is no surprise that the 

numbers of South Asian Americans in Texas colleges and universities is also large and 

continually increasing. With its proximity to Houston and Dallas and its reputation as an 

academically elite, highly competitive, and affordable public four-year institution, UT- 

Austin is increasingly becoming the university of choice for many South Asian American 
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students and their families. The institution is considered the flagship institution for the 

state of Texas. It is the largest institution within The University of Texas System. UT-

Austin is a large, public, four-year, research-one institution with a total of 16 academic 

colleges or units including business, education, and engineering.  

In spring 2010, the total student population at UT-Austin was 48,167, which 

included a total of 35,849 undergraduate students. The racial and ethnic breakdown of 

undergraduate students at UT-Austin during spring 2010 was as follows: White, 19,106; 

Hispanic, 6,617; Asian American, 6,546; African American, 1,745; International, 1, 512; 

unknown, 165; and American Indian, 158 (Office of Information Management and 

Analysis, 2010). Therefore, 18.25 percent of undergraduate students at UT-Austin are 

Asian American making them the third largest group on campus after white and Latino 

students. The University does not collect information about subgroups within the Asian 

American group and therefore, there are no official statistics regarding the number of 

undergraduate South Asian American students at UT-Austin.  

Sample Selection  

Qualitative researchers utilize different sampling strategies than those employed 

by quantitative researchers. Qualitative researchers employ non-probability sampling 

strategies where the characteristics of a certain population are used as the rationale for 

selection (Ritchie, Lewis, & Elam, 2003) and are not primarily concerned with having a 

statistically representative sample. Instead, their focus is on small samples of participants, 

“nested in their context and studied in-depth” (Miles & Huberman, 1994).   
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While the student participants for this study were recruited from UT-Austin, the 

recruitment of first-generation mothers was less straightforward. Mothers who were 

eligible to participate in the study had to have daughters who were currently attending 

The University of Texas at Austin at the time of the data collection. However, these 

mothers did not necessarily need to be residing in Austin themselves. Many of the South 

Asian American students who attend UT-Austin come from other parts of Texas, 

especially Dallas and Houston. As a result, the participant mothers in my study all resided 

in the Houston area.   

There are a number of sampling strategies in qualitative research including 

purposive sampling, convenience sampling, and theoretical sampling. This study 

primarily utilized a purposive or judgment sampling procedure, which is defined as the 

method of sampling where there is a certain criterion for choosing participants including 

social and demographic characteristics (Ritchie, et al., 2003). The criteria used for the 

current study included gender, ethnicity, and immigration status along with participants 

either being mothers or daughters. It was also important to ensure that the research 

sample was as diverse as possible given the boundaries of the population that is being 

studied. In the case of this study, it was important to acquire participants from various 

South Asian subgroups based on national origin, religion and so forth instead of focusing 

on only one particular subgroup. Additionally, eligible student participants could be of 

any undergraduate classification (first-year, sophomore, junior, or senior) and major. 

The participants for this study, both students and mothers, were also invited to 

participate using a snowball or chain sampling strategy, which is defined as the process 
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of asking people who have been interviewed for the study to suggest other potential 

participants (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Ritchie, et al., 2003). To address the limitations of 

snowball sampling such as obtaining participants who are very similar to the participants 

who referred them, I also utilized other strategies to obtain potential participants. For 

example, I asked key informants working in organizations and departments on campus 

with frequent contact with South Asian American women. These included students and 

staff members of the Multicultural Information Center, the Office of the Dean of 

Students, and the Center for Asian American studies. In addition, I also contacted 

members of South Asian student organizations on campus including cultural, social, and 

Greek-letter organizations. Finally, I enlisted the help of key informants in the South 

Asian communities in Austin, Dallas, and Houston to find participants, especially first-

generation mothers for the study.  

In order to avoid any potential issues related to confidentiality due to the small 

sample size of participants for this study, I decided to interview unrelated sets of mothers 

and daughters. In other words, if I chose to interview a daughter for the study, I did not 

interview her mother and vice versa. My rationale for this decision was to ensure that 

participants were not concerned that I would share any information they disclosed during 

the interview to the other member of their family. With this strategy my hope was that 

participants would feel free and safe to open up and describe their experiences fully (R. J. 

Reddick, personal communication, May 20, 2010).  

I sent an initial email for recruiting participants to the various groups and 

individuals mentioned earlier in this section (See APPENDIX A for recruitment email). 
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As a result of this initial email, I compiled a list of South Asian American college women 

who contacted me regarding their interest in participating in the study. I then contacted 

these women individually through phone or email and provided them with additional 

information regarding the study. At this point, I also asked them whether they thought 

that their mothers might be interested in participating. Those students who reported that 

their mothers might be interested in the study were asked to provide their mothers’ 

contact information in order for me to contact them and gauge their interest in 

participating in the study. Those students that did not feel that their mothers might be 

interested in participating were then invited to participate in an individual interview. In 

the end, I was able to schedule and complete eight individual student interviews for the 

study.   

I contacted potential participant mothers and explained the study and other 

relevant details. From these conversations, I was able to schedule five interviews with 

mothers. However due to scheduling conflicts and other unanticipated issues, I was able 

to complete four interviews with mothers in the Houston area. Finally, the daughters 

whose mothers were individually interviewed were invited to take part in a focus group at 

a later stage of the data collection period after all individual interviews have been 

conducted.    

Permission to interview all participants, mothers and daughters, was obtained in 

advance from the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of UT-Austin. All participants were 

provided with a consent form for the study that they reviewed and signed indicating their 

consent (see Appendix B for consent form). All student participants for the study were 18 
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years or older and therefore did not require parental consent to participate in the study. I 

will describe the data collection process in the following section including outlining my 

main source of data.  

Data Collection 

The main forms of generated data in qualitative research include in-depth 

individual interviews and group discussions (Lewis, 2003). The research question and 

objective of the research must drive the decision about the most appropriate data 

collection method (Patton, 2002; Seidman, 1998). For the current study, I decided to 

utilize in-depth individual interviews (see APPENDIX C and D for interview protocol) 

and focus groups (see APPENDIX E for focus group protocol) as my sources of data.  

In-Depth Interviews  

For this study I employed semi-structured interviews to achieve an in-depth 

understanding of the intergenerational issues confronted by the participants and the 

impact on their experiences. Lewis (2003) states that in-depth interviews are useful when 

the focus is on gathering the perspective of the individual and that, “they provide an 

opportunity for detailed investigation of each person’s personal perspective, for in-depth 

understanding of the personal context within which the research phenomenon is located, 

and for very detailed subject coverage” (p.58). In-depth interviews also provide the 

opportunity for clarification by the researcher. Legard, Keegan, and Ward (2003) 

describe in-depth interviews as an intentional conversation but add, “in reality although a 
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good in-depth interview will appear naturalistic, it will bear little resemblance to an 

everyday conversation” (p. 138). Kvale and Brinkman (2009) further expand on the 

nature of the qualitative interview:  

It is an inter-view, where knowledge is constructed in the inter-action between the 
interviewer and the interviewee . . . an inter-change of views between two persons 
conversing about a theme of mutual interest.   
 
One-on-one interviews lasting between 1.5 to 2 hours were conducted with each 

participant. The interviews with the college women were held at a convenient location for 

the participant on the UT-Austin campus. The interviews with the mothers took place at 

their homes in the Houston area. Bloom (1998) states that feminist researchers pay close 

attention to the format of the in-depth interview and tend to be more reflexive and 

collaborative with the participant attempting to remove any sort of hierarchy or power 

from the interviewer-interviewee dynamic.  

Feminist researchers suggest that sharing some aspects of cultural background and 

experience with a participant can enhance the interview process and the researcher’s 

understanding of the participants’ accounts and perspectives (Bloom 1998). In addition to 

this, similarity in social identities (including gender and ethnicity) might also help the 

researcher gain access to particular groups and individuals. On the other hand, a 

researcher must be cautious in not transferring one’s own experiences on to the 

participant or making assumptions about what the participant is saying due to a shared 

experience. Therefore, it is crucial for the researcher to fully reflect on how their shared 

experiences with the participants can both enhance and limit the process of data 

collection.  
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 All participants were provided with detailed information regarding the purpose of 

the study, the nature of their participation including the amount of time spent during the 

interview, information about the researcher, the method of data collection, and the 

manner in which the data would be utilized. Participants were informed that every 

attempt would be made to keep their identity confidential including using different names 

to identify the participants when discussing their interviews.  

Focus Groups 

Following the completion of the individual interviews, I conducted one focus 

group with student participants. Participants for the focus group included interested 

students who were unable to meet with me individually for an interview along with the 

daughters of the mothers whom I had individually interviewed. Finch and Lewis (2003) 

propose that focus groups provide an extremely naturalistic environment for data 

collection and are “synergistic in the sense that the group works together: the group 

interaction is explicitly used to generate data and insights” (p. 171). The key 

characteristic of the focus group is the interaction between participants and the dynamics 

of participants influencing and being influenced by one another (Stewart, Shamdasani, & 

Rook, 2007).  

There were two primary reasons for my decision to conduct a focus group. The 

first reason was triangulation of data, which is the process of utilizing different methods 

and sources of data to address reliability along with verifying inferences and themes that 

might be drawn from the data (Ritchie, 2003). By conducting the focus group, I was able 
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to utilize another source of data collection along with verifying and testing out some of 

my main themes that emerged from the individual interviews.  

The second reason for conducting a focus group was to explore the research topic 

in a group setting where second-generation South Asian American females could share 

their experiences and also hear about the experiences of others. My hope was that this 

type of interaction would provide additional information that could ultimately help me in 

connecting themes that emerged from interviews both with college women and first-

generation mothers.  Additionally, since I did not individually interview mothers and 

daughters from the same families, the focus group provided an opportunity for the 

daughters whose mothers were interviewed to be a part of the research study and share 

their experiences in the focus group.  

Participant Profiles 

 A total of 17 students and four mothers were interviewed for the present study. 

All students were enrolled as undergraduate students at The University of Texas at Austin 

including the daughters of the mothers who were interviewed. Out of the 17 students, 

eight were interviewed individually while nine participated in a focus group. Three of the 

focus group participants were the daughters of the mothers interviewed for the study. All 

four mothers participated in individual interviews that took place in their homes.  
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Profiles of Student participants 

 The 17 student participants interviewed during this study included one first-year 

student, two second-years, eight third-years, and five fourth-year students.  The average 

age of the students who participated in the study was 20 years. Their majors ranged from 

business to art history with nine participants pursuing double majors. Eight students were 

majors in the College of Natural sciences including students who were working on 

completing the academic requirements for medical school.  Seven students were majors 

in the College of Liberal Arts.  Out of these seven students, four were also pursuing the 

pre-medical requirements.  Three students were pursuing various specializations within 

the College of Business while two students were majors in the College of 

Communication. Finally there was one major each from the College of Fine Arts and 

Engineering.  Ten students also reported being a part of an academic honors program 

within their respective academic college or unit.  Individual Grade point averages (GPA) 

ranged from 3.0 to 3.94.   

 12 participants reported being actively involved in some sort of South Asian 

organization on campus ranging from South Asian interest sororities to cultural and 

religious organizations.  All participants were current residents of Texas with a majority 

of the participants residing in the Houston area.  14 participants were born in the United 

States while three were born outside of the U.S. The ages at immigration for those born 

outside the United States ranged from six months to nine years.  When asked about their 

families’ country of origin, 11 students reported their families coming from India, three 

from Pakistan, two from Bangladesh and one from Sri Lanka.  Eighteen participants 
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reported varying proficiency is one or two languages other than English, especially Hindi 

and Urdu.  Only one participant reported not speaking any other language apart from 

English. When asked about religious affiliation, all participants identified affiliation with 

some form of religion with a majority of students (nine) identifying as Hindu, while 

seven students identified as Muslim.  Finally one student identified as Christian and one 

as Buddhist.    

Profiles of participant mothers 

 All four mothers interviewed for this study currently reside in the Houston area.  

All women have been living in the U.S. for more than 20 years with their immigration 

years ranging from 1981 to 1988. Two of the participants immigrated from India while 

the other two immigrated from Pakistan and Bangladesh respectively.  All four women 

reported immigrating to the U.S. in order to join other members of family already 

residing here.  Two women immigrated as a result of marriage while another initially 

immigrated to join her brother and his family. The last participant joined her husband 

along with immigrating to do postdoctoral work in the United States.  Their ages at 

immigration ranged from 24 years to 31 years of age.   

Two of the participants currently work as professionals, while one participant is 

primarily a homemaker, and the fourth participant is a homemaker along with 

contributing to the family restaurant business.  Education levels varied among 

participants ranging from a 6th grade education to graduate and professional degree 

attainment.  Three of the participants had two children while one participant had one 
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child.  All participants fluently spoke one or two additional languages other than English 

including Hindu, Urdu, Bengali, and Kannada. One participant was not fluent in English 

and as a result her interview was largely conducted in Urdu. 

Both the individual interviews and the focus group were digitally recorded and 

transcribed for data analysis. Prior to the interview, participants were provided with a 

short demographic form (See Appendix F and G for demographics forms) to complete 

before the interview or focus group. This form included relevant information including: 

age, major/college (for students), ethnicity, religion, age when immigrated (for mothers), 

country of origin, professional background (for mothers), and G.P.A (for daughters). All 

participants were also invited to choose their own pseudonym for the study. If they 

declined, I then assigned them a pseudonym. Tables 1 and 2 depict demographic 

information related to student participants and participant mothers respectively. This will 

be followed by a description of the data analysis. 
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Table 1: Student Participant Demographic Data 

 Ind/F
G 

Major SA 
org. 

Country 
of birth  

Rel./Spir.  Other 
Language 

Saba Ind. Engineering Yes U.S.A Muslim Yes 
Nazia Ind. Liberal Arts Yes Pakistan Muslim Yes 
Nalini Ind. Natural Science Yes India Hindu Yes 
Amy Ind. Liberal Arts No U.S.A Christian No 
Zara Ind. Liberal Arts & PM No U.S.A Muslim Yes 

Ragini Ind. Liberal Arts & PM Yes U.S.A Buddhist Yes 
Deepika Ind. Business Yes U.S.A Hindu Yes 
Rehana Ind. Natural Science Yes U.S.A Muslim Yes 
Natasha FG Business Yes U.S.A Muslim Yes 
Sharmila FG Liberal Arts & PM  Yes U.S.A Hindu Yes 

Farida FG Communication Yes India Muslim Yes 
Vandana FG Liberal Arts & PD Yes India Hindu Yes 

Hema FG Fine Arts &PM Yes U.S.A Hindu Yes 
Aditi FG Business & PM Yes U.S.A Hindu Yes 

Nasleem FG Liberal Arts & Natural 
Sciences  

No U.S.A Muslim Yes 

Reshma FG Communication & PM Yes U.S.A Muslim Yes 
Rani FG Liberal Arts & PM No India Hindu Yes 

 
Note: Ind./FG = Individual interview/Focus group; PM = Pre-medicine; PD = Pre-dental; SA org. = Affiliation in a South 
Asian/American interest organization; Rel./Spir. = Religious/Spiritual affiliation; Other Language = Proficiency in language/s 
other than English 
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Table 2: Participant Mother Demographic Data 

 Imm. 
Yr. 

Age at 
Imm. 

Imm. & 
Marriage 

Reason 
for Imm.  

Work 
status 

Rel./Spir Other 
Language 

Noor 1984 25 13 months (H) live H Muslim Yes 
Kamala 1983 24 2 weeks (H) live W Hindu Yes 

Mumtaaz 1981 27 1 year later Family H Muslim Yes 
Renu 1988 31 3 years (B) work W Hindu Yes 

 
Note: Imm. Yr. = Year when immigrated to the U.S.; Age at Imm. = Participant’s age at Immigration; Reason for Imm. = 
Reason for immigration; Work Status = current working status; (H) live = husband lived here; Family = Family Reunification; 
(B) work = Work opportunities for both husband and wife; H = Homemaker; W= Working part-time or full-time; Prof. = 
professional degree; Bach. = Bachelor’s degree; Rel./Spir. = Religious/Spiritual affiliation.
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DATA ANALYSIS   

Data analysis is an ongoing process where the researcher seeks to “bring order, 

structure, and interpretation to the mass of collected data” (Marshall & Rossman, 1999, 

p.150). While data analysis is often referred to as an exclusive and separate stage, many 

qualitative research scholars argue that it should be a process that the researcher engages 

from the very beginning of the data collection stage (Spencer, Ritchie, & O’Connor, 

2003).  

 A transcription of the interviews yielded what is known as ‘raw’ data, which is 

the rich narrative of the participants. This raw data or analysis was then organized and 

synthesized into meaningful themes or overarching concepts. Qualitative researchers 

refer to this process as coding (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Spencer, Ritchie, & O’Connor, 

2003). Codes are defined as, “tags or labels for assigning units of meaning to the 

descriptive or inferential information compiled during the study” (Miles & Huberman, 

1994, p. 56). The initial codes were examined in more detail to assess their relationship to 

the underlying framework of the study and the research questions. From this analysis, 

known as axial coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1998), I organized these initial codes into 

broader themes and categories.  

RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY 

 While the concepts of reliability and validity were originally applied to 

quantitative research, these issues are important to explore within the context of 
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qualitative research as well. While reliability and validity in quantitative research are 

often used to refer to the instrument being used to assess a phenomenon, in qualitative 

research, the instrument is often a person – the researcher. Therefore, questions regarding 

validity and reliability in qualitative research are centered on the ability of the researcher 

as the primary instrument (Miles and Huberman, 1994). Lewis and Ritchie (2003) 

suggest that certain aspects of reliability in qualitative research to consider include 

ensuring that the participants in the study are “symbolically” representative of the target 

population. I addressed this particular issue by recruiting a pool of participants from the 

various subgroups within the South Asian category.  

 Validity is often defined as the level to which the findings are correct or precise 

(Ritchie and Lewis, 2003). Miles and Huberman (1994) suggest a number of strategies to 

ensure the validity of a qualitative study including member checks or getting feedback 

from respondents. This method was utilized in the current study. Transcripts of the 

interview were shared with participants to ensure accuracy. In addition to this, members 

were invited to review initial themes and codes that emerged from the data.  

DELIMITATIONS AND LIMITATIONS 

 This study is narrow in its scope with its focus on South Asian American female 

college students and first-generation South Asian mothers. In addition to this specific 

population of interest, the participants of the study are affiliated with one single 

institution, further narrowing the focus of the study. The decision to focus on such a 

specific group of students and mothers in one institution was made to provide an 
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opportunity for some in-depth exploration into the lives of these women. While there 

might be other compelling issues and factors to examine, they are beyond the scope of the 

present study but might be the focus of future studies.  

As a result, one of the most significant limitations of the study is its degree of 

generalizability. Since this study will seek to gain an understanding of a very small 

sample of South Asian American college women South Asian mothers, in the state of 

Texas and at one institution of higher education, the findings cannot be generalized to all 

South Asian American college students or college females. Therefore, readers must 

understand that the goal of this study was to examine in depth the experiences of a very 

small sample of college women in one institution. To generalize any of these findings, 

additional research studies will have to be conducted with other samples in other 

institutions and other states.  

 Because this study is focused only on second-generation South Asian American 

female college students and first-generation South Asian mothers, it cannot be 

generalized to other related subgroups such as second-generation south Asian American 

male college students, or first-generation South Asian fathers, or first-generation South 

Asian college students. However, these populations could be used to further explore these 

issues in future studies.   

 Another limitation of the study is its narrow focus on looking at intergenerational 

issues between first- and second-generation South Asian women. These experiences may 

not be generalized to South Asian males or to second-generation mothers and third-
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generation daughters. Therefore the focus of the research is limited based on gender and 

generational status. 

 The potential power dynamic that might exist between the student participants 

and myself due to my role as a student affairs administrator and an advisor is another 

limitation. As a result of my professional role, students might either want to appear 

favorable or agreeable during the individual interviews and focus groups. I addressed this 

limitation by explaining my role as researcher being very different than my professional 

role, along with ensuring that whatever they said would remain confidential and in no 

way affect our professional relationship.  

An additional limitation of this study is related to the use of focus groups as a 

method of data collection. There is a possibility of the phenomenon of ‘group think’ to 

occur where all participants agree with one another and opposing ideas and statements 

are not shared by participants. Since the South Asian American community is closely 

knit, another potential limitation of the focus group could be a tendency of participants 

not to disclose any sensitive information for fear that it might get back to their parents, 

families or peers. To address this I tried to ensure that all participants understood the 

importance of confidentiality and agreed not to disclose information about other 

participants in the focus group.  
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Chapter 4 - Presentation of Results 

The purpose of the present study is to explore intergenerational issues that exist 

between first-generation South Asian immigrant mothers and second-generation South 

Asian American daughters who are currently enrolled in a large, public research 

university. In addition to exploring the types of intergenerational issues, this study 

investigates how the relationships between mothers and daughters ultimately contribute 

to the development of a South Asian American identity and overall college experience for 

the second-generation South Asian American college women. This chapter presents a 

detailed description of the results from an in-depth analysis of the data gathered in this 

study. The results of the study are organized according to themes that emerged from 

analysis of individual interviews of mothers and college students as well as a focus group 

conducted with second-generation South Asian American college women. As the 

narratives of the participants are presented in the discussion of themes, the reader might 

find it helpful to refer to the participant profile tables presented in chapter three for a 

richer context to their words and perspectives.   

The themes presented in this chapter were analyzed, synthesized, and 

conceptualized within the context of the postcolonial feminist framework, the central 

research questions of the study as well as the model minority myth and its manifestations 

in the lives of the participants. As a result, many of the themes directly address one or 

more of the research questions while also interrogating the ways in which the lives of 

South Asian and South Asian American women are affected by the model minority myth. 
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Since this study is deeply rooted in a feminist framework, specifically a postcolonial 

feminist framework, the resultant themes emerging from the data analysis will be 

primarily presented through the narratives of the women who participated in this study. 

Mirza (2009) comments on the importance of presenting the voices of underrepresented 

women and how these voices “[quilt] a genealogical narrative of ‘other ways of knowing’ 

[which] has a powerful meaning for women across cultures and times, and their hidden 

stories to counter . . . normative legitimated knowledge and theory” (p. 2). Similarly, the 

voices of the participants in this study will provide readers with first-hand accounts of the 

experiences and perspectives of first-generation and second-generation South Asian 

women who have been understudied in various areas of academic research including 

higher education research.  

A total of five major themes emerged from the analysis of the data. These themes 

were” 1) the immigration story: struggles and triumphs, 2) critical elements in the 

mother-daughter relationships: closeness, detachment, and transformation, 3) 

intergenerational issues: areas of differences, strength, and silence, 4) manifestation and 

embodiment of the model minority image, and 5) influences and aspects of the Desi 

woman’s identity. Each theme is presented in detail in the following sections. These 

themes help provide a glimpse into the experiences of both first- and second-generation 

South Asian women, the various layers that exist in the mother-daughter relationships, 

and the issues of identity that emerge in college for second-generation South Asian 

American women. The voices and words of both the mothers and student participants are 

presented in the discussion of the five themes. This simultaneous presentation of 
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narratives from both types of participants is intended to provide a richer, more complex, 

and more realistic portrayal of these themes across these two generations of women.  

THEME ONE: THE IMMIGRATION STORY - STRUGGLES AND TRIUMPHS 

In the 1997 Indian Bollywood movie, Pardes (a Hindi word that means foreign 

land), one of the characters named Kishorilal, an Indian immigrant living in Los Angeles, 

is seen singing a song during his visit back to his homeland. In this song he remarks that 

he has been around the world from London to Japan but in all his travels that is no place 

compared to his beloved India. He continues by describing the world as a bride with India 

being the bindi (a forehead decoration originating in South Asia) crowning the center of 

her forehead. The sentiments in this song ranging from deep love and longing along with 

pride for the homeland resonate through many of the stories of immigration told and 

retold by the participants of this study. Within their stories of immigration lie their 

experiences, struggles, and successes along with their accounts of adapting to a new 

country and new life. This theme is crucial to the overall study because it creates a 

foundation to examine the intergenerational issues between immigrant mothers and their 

second-generation daughters.  

 For most of the participant mothers in the study, the process of immigration 

involved the loss of a home in order to provide a better life for their children. For some 

participants like Noor, it was “like slicing my heart and head and leaving my heart back 

home forever and thinking with my head that this country would be better for my 

husband and kids. . . But I feel like I [immigrated] for them not for me. I was perfectly 
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happy in Pakistan.” For Noor then, the act of immigration resulted in a profound sense of 

loss of family, homeland, and community. This loss was countered by an almost 

pragmatic belief that immigrating would eventually benefit her husband and her unborn 

children. Similar to Noor, all the participant mothers described this polarizing aspect of 

the immigration process with a sense of loss of community and family on one side and 

the belief of a better life for the future generation on the other.   

This theme of the immigration story provides a powerful foundation on which the 

concept of the model minority is introduced, actualized, and inherited for both immigrant 

generations of South Asian women. Both mothers and daughters in the study described 

how the process of immigration to a “land of opportunities” while filled for some with 

sacrifices and loss, ultimately resulted in a better life for the children and the achievement 

of the “American dream.” Such ideas are often at the center of the model minority image 

where new immigrants arrive in the country with minimal resources but achieve social 

and economic success as a result of their hard work and perseverance. In sharing her 

parents’ immigration story, Deepika, a student participant, expressed many of these ideas 

as she explained her parents’ reasons for immigration:  

 I think it was the whole American dream thing. A lot of my older family was 
moving over here . . . My dad has a lot of extended family, like his dad had about 
ten brothers and sisters. They were all moving over here, so my parents just kind 
of followed with the trend to find the perfect American job and all that. I think 
everyone in India then was like, go to America and you will get rich. 

 
All participants, both mothers and students reported that the primary reasons for 

immigration were based on greater educational and career opportunities mostly for their 

fathers or husbands as well as the presence of other family members in the country before 
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them. The act of immigrating was something that was not initiated by the mothers 

themselves but rather done for the advancement of their husbands. This closely mirrors 

the immigration trends from South Asia between 1965 and the 1980s as discussed in the 

literature review that point to specific immigration policies allowing for family 

reunifications as well as providing a pathway to permanent residency especially for 

professionals in certain areas such as the sciences and medicine (Kibria, 2006; Leonard, 

1997). As mentioned previously in earlier chapters, these specific immigration policies 

resulted in the creation of a South Asian immigrant community with disproportionate 

numbers of highly educated, middle to upper class professionals, which greatly 

contributed to the model minority myth (Prashad, 2000). A number of student 

participants described their parents fitting into this category of immigrants. Saba directly 

addressed this phenomenon of highly trained South Asian immigrants creating a 

community of successful immigrants:  

My dad was like every other Brown person at that time, coming to the U.S. with 
an engineering degree. My dad came in the ‘70’s. And he came here to UT 
actually . . . So he came here with an engineering degree and got a Master’s and 
then he stayed for, I think about ten years or whatnot, and then he went back to 
Pakistan, got married with my mom and like, she came over in ‘85 . . . But yeah, 
he says that everyone was doing engineering or medicine so that they could come 
over here. I guess that’s what got you in at that time . . . and I guess that still 
happens today since we are all engineers or doctors [laughing]. 
 
Zara recounted what her father said to her about his reasons for immigration,  “his 

brother said ‘come over here, you’ll probably get a better job over here.’ My dad always 

told us that he came so we could all get better education. That’s what he always told us.” 
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Rehana, another student participant, expanded on this notion of immigrating in order to 

provide more opportunities for children:  

Whenever I ask my parents why they came here they both say “for you and your 
brother.” But I am like, “we weren’t even born yet!” But I think over the years I 
understand more that they came here because of the idea of raising a family and 
giving their family a better life. You know, living the American dream and all 
that.  
 
Saba and Nasleem discussed the impact of their parents’ and families’ 

immigration process on their own experiences. Saba talked about how different her 

experience as a college student is compared to her father, who also attended UT-Austin. 

She explained, “I usually say to him ‘what was it like’ like he’s here in college, and so he 

told me like he would work steady and like go to class, and he would just do that non stop 

and so then it makes me guilty, because I don’t do that. I work, study, but I have fun too 

and so I haven’t had a job yet. And he even worked. So it’s really different than his 

experience.”   Nasleem commented,  

I feel pressure, grateful but still have pressure because I know what [my parents] 
sacrificed for us, all of us. I mean not just us but their families back home. My 
mom said she would not buy clothes for herself to make sure she could send her 
family back home clothes. I mean I got to go to piano lessons and stuff like that 
and I know my mom didn’t when she was my age. So yea, I kinda feel guilty 
sometime when I am like slacking off, ‘cause I think of, you know, what she, 
what they gave up. I KNOW that I have to do well in my studies and my career 
because that’s why they came here, you know. Failure is NOT an option. It’s 
hard. I mean not as hard as it was for them. I have everything and they, especially 
my mom gave up a lot for us to have everything. I think about this a lot. 
 
These comments provide powerful examples of how the seeds of expectations 

from immigrant parents regarding their children and their future prospects are planted 

even before arriving in the United States. In addition, the students describe feeling guilty 
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and fortunate at the same time for their lives and seem to carry a deep sense of 

understanding for the sacrifices and choices made by their families.  

In describing the process of immigration, it was important for both mothers and 

daughters to also discuss in detail the lives that the mothers led before immigrating. Their 

lives in their homelands and countries of origin were significant to the story of their 

immigration and once again highlight and underscore their experiences as first-generation 

immigrants.  

Childhood and experiences in the native country 

While the experiences and childhoods of the first-generation immigrant mothers 

were varied there were themes of living in large families and the role of religion and 

culture in many of their accounts. These stories also provide a deeper and more complex 

narrative of South Asian immigrant women that either contrasts or adds to the invisible or 

often simplistic and one-dimensional portrayal of South Asian women in the popular 

literature as the self-sacrificing, submissive, quiet, victim who is uneducated and “trapped 

in the categories of wife, mother, and daughter” (Hussain, 2005, p. 55).  

Saba described her mother’s childhood in Pakistan and the importance of family 

for her as a result of her mother’s experiences.  

I wish I could have seen my mom as a child in Pakistan. Whenever I hear her 
stories, I kinda get a little jealous cause it sounds like they had such a wonderful 
family. You know like the true BIG Desi family with lots of cousins and aunties 
and uncles. And you know they didn’t like have TVs and malls and stuff like that 
but they had a lot of fun. Like one time, my mom told me about a time when her 
and her cousins snuck into this fancy wedding thinking they wouldn’t know 
anyone and it ended up that they knew so many people in the wedding and it was 
all like a big community. I don’t know we don’t really have that here. She just 
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was always around her cousins and other family members and they all were there 
through everything. And I think she really misses that.  
 
As a result of her mother’s stories of childhood and time in her native country, 

Saba expressed a sort of envy at the close and intimate relationships of her mothers and 

her cousins along with the recognition of her mother’s nostalgia and loss over that family 

connection. Saba also expressed her mother’s value on the importance and centrality of 

family in her life. All participant mothers described their experiences growing up in their 

native country as a large part of their immigration story. For example, Mumtaaz, also 

expressed the importance of her family as she described her family’s role in her life in 

Bangladesh:  

Both my parents and grandparents were extremely religious. Extremely religious, 
but not very, I wouldn’t call it very fundamental, you know extremist. But they 
were religious, hence my mother was very religious, but again, not very strict 
fundamentalist. So we learned, actually it’s the norm we get to learn our Arabic 
and read the Koran, then to pray. But we were not forced, like I didn’t do a hijab 
or anything, not that kind of enforcements. 
 
For Mumtaaz, her family, especially her mother played a key role in educating her 

about their culture, language, and religion. Like Mumtaaz, Renu, another participant 

mother, talked about her family in India and the influence of her mother and father, 

especially their emphasis on education.  

Well, I come from a big family I should say because I have four sisters and a 
younger brother. We were six of us and my parents. My mother was a 
homemaker, so obviously she was taking care of all the kids. My father used to 
have some business, my father, he was very, for his time and his contemporary, 
compared to contemporary people, he was very well travelled, so he was very, a 
lot more open that his other contemporary people. And my mother was also very 
open in her mind although she wasn’t very educated, but she wanted all her 
children to be very well educated they should be able to take care of themselves 
and she encouraged a lot of us to be in sciences for some reason. 
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Kamala explained how the importance of education was a direct result of her own 

parents’ educational background. “Mummy taught in the university and Daddy worked as 

a government employee in [an education related agency] so education was a must for all 

of us. We had constant tutors coming in and out of the house. It was very different than 

here. I would come home from school to my math or chemistry tutor. All we did was 

study.” For Kamala and Renu these strong messages about educational attainment 

resulted in both women earning postgraduate or professional degrees.  

Some of the mothers in the study faced losses that had a significant impact on 

their lives as well as their immigration story. For Noor, losing a father at a very young 

age resulted in a closer relationship with her mother. She commented,  

My Abba [father] died when I was very young, maybe nine years old. So it was 
my Ammi [mother] and my brothers and sisters. We lived in a joint family sort of 
way. Lots of uncles and aunts and grandparents. Back then there was not much for 
a girl to do except learn how to cook. But I loved to sew. So I learned how to sew 
and knit clothes and started making clothes. I was selling clothes and stitching and 
fixing other peoples’ clothes when I was 12. So there was some money for the 
family. The Jamatkhana [a place of congregation and worship for Ismaili 
Muslims] was very close to our house and so I spent my mornings and evenings 
there. Even till this day I try to go the Jamatkhana nearby everyday. I helped my 
Ammi in whatever way I could. Took care of the younger children and all that. We 
didn’t have a lot of money but we managed. We were happy. . . so of course 
getting married and coming here was hard for me, you know leaving my Ammi 
especially.  
 
While she coped with the loss of her father by relying on her mother as well as 

other family members and her religious community, the process of immigration resulted 

in a loss of these support systems for Noor. For Mumtaaz, it was the loss of her home and 

her belongings due to civil war in Bangladesh that resulted in her immigration to Canada 
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and eventually to the United States. She explained how she left her homeland of 

Bangladesh to go to Pakistan for medical treatment for a relative. While in Pakistan, the 

war broke out and it prevented them from going back to Bangladesh for a few years. She 

adds, “it was horrible, horrible . . . we were stranded. Everything felt like abandoned, so 

we lost all our, my father lost his business, we lost our house, we lost everything. Some 

of it we did get back, but very little.”  

 Rehana, a student participant, also implicitly brought up the issue of loss as she 

reflected aloud and attempted to understand how her mother dealt with the loss of her 

family and her home country as a result of immigration. She commented: 

I remember asking my mom once whether it was hard to leave her family and her 
country where she was born and she grew up. And I remember that she got 
emotional but didn’t say anything. Later she said, “I didn’t really have much of a 
choice. What was I supposed to do? Tell your dad no don’t go to America where 
there are more opportunities? In the end I think it was for her family that she left 
Dhaka. But what’s ironic, actually really sad is that she also left her family, you 
know her mom and brothers and sisters and extended family because of her 
husband. I can’t imagine leaving everything and coming to a whole new life and 
environment. Not knowing people and even small things like how to do laundry.  
 
Rehana’s account powerfully conveys the dichotomous dynamic that exists for 

first-generation immigrant women where they face a profound sense of loss of family and 

homeland on one side and the promise of a better life for their families on the other side. 

From the latter part of Rehana’s comments above emerges an important sub-theme of 

adjustment and challenges faced by first-generation immigrant mothers within the theme 

of the immigration story. The following section will provide a snapshot into the kinds of 

experiences that were confronted by first-generation women after arriving in the United 

States.  
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Life in America: adjusting and adapting to a new country and a new life  

The accounts of first-generation mothers and families presented in this study 

reflect previous research and literature regarding new immigrants specifically from South 

Asia (Hussain, 2005; Randhawa, 1987; Shekh, 1991). A number of participant mothers 

described the weather and the food as one of the biggest adjustments as a new immigrant. 

For Mumtaaz, Noor, and Renu, the snow and cold weather were new experiences, while 

Kamala and Renu described struggles with adjusting to food since they were both 

vegetarian. Renu commented, “back in those days, I think we didn’t have very many 

vegetarian choices. If you are vegetarian, you either eat cheese pizza or French fries 

[laughing]. That was another step I slowly, slowly got used to. Develop a taste for 

Western food.” 

For Kamala, one of the most powerful differences was how clean things were and 

the new smells she encountered.  

It was VERY clean, it didn’t smell. In India, it takes your breath away, the smell 
because you see so much poverty, even though your house may be very good, 
when you step outside it’s not, it’s not like, I lived in old Delhi, so you just had to 
move two blocks and you would see a lot of poor people, beggars and stuff. This 
happens here too, but you have to go a little bit further, away from where you 
were. But yes, the thing I remember the most was how clean everything was. And 
the smells or the lack thereof. I was just really stunned by it.  

After being married for three weeks, Noor arrived in the United States without 

any family except her husband. She recalled all the new things she encountered including 

being on an airplane when she traveled from Pakistan to the U.S. She described that time 

as one of loneliness and isolation. 
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Noor: It was difficult at first. I was alone and felt very alone. Boston was so 
different than Karachi or any place I was used to. No family, no Asians around. It 
used to be so cold there and get dark so easily. It would be five and it would night 
then. I had never seen that. But slowly, slowly I started getting used to some 
things. I started going to work with [my husband] and helping out. Then I slowly 
learned how to drive. And slowly things, I got used to. 
 
SR: So your husband was already here? 
 
Noor: Yes, he had been here, came here when he was a lot younger than when I 
came here. He came to do some business with his brothers and cousins and then 
slowly he was able to open his own business. And then I came about 10 years 
later. He got out of Pakistan very young and then he was even in Canada so he 
was used to things. 
 
SR: So how did you adapt and get more used to living here? 
 
Noor: Well it just happened. I mean, I had to adjust, there was no choice. But it 
was difficult. [My son] was born and then I got busy with him. And the time 
started changing.  
 
SR: How far after your marriage did you have your son? 
 
Noor: Maybe a year to a year and half and then three years later Gudiya [Urdu 
word for doll as she refers to her daughter] was born and then life just became all 
about the children. Between them and their school and taking them here and there 
I was not lonely in some ways. I just devoted my time to them.  

 
Nazia, a student participant, reflects on her parents’ stories of adjusting to life in 

the U.S. and also talks about the isolation and loneliness experienced by her mother. She 

also comments on the role of women in Pakistan and how that might have influenced or 

shaped her mother’s experience as an immigrant.  

I think it was definitely harder for my mom than my dad. He had his job to keep 
him busy. She didn’t. She told me she was lonely till my brother was born. And 
then he became the thing that just kept her busy. She didn’t have a lot of 
independence back in Pakistan since she was a woman and didn’t really have 
many opportunities like her brothers and such had. And so here I think she was so 
dependent on my dad for everything. Not knowing anyone. Not having a job or 
going to school. I think in some ways she is still adapting. But I also think, at the 
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same time, she probably didn’t deal with too much adjustment since she spent 
most of her time at home in Pakistan and then here too. I don’t know if it might 
have been harder if she was working?  But maybe then she would have been more 
independent and been able to make more friends. I don’t know. 
 

 For Mumtaaz, the adjustment to a new country was initially aided by living with 

her brother and family for the first year. However, she describes her experiences after a 

year, when she was married to her husband.  

Mumtaaz: Oh my God, that was the biggest change of my life. I moved from 
Montreal to Calgary, that’s where he was. And he didn’t have any relatives, I 
didn’t have any relatives, that was the first time I felt like “I’m in a different 
country, I’m in a different world’ and then a husband, all the responsibilities and 
getting to know him, that adjustment, it was hard. Extremely hard. 
 
SR:  What made it easier? How did you, what were some things you did to adjust?  
 
Mumtaaz: A very difficult question, extremely. I met some good friends, some 
people that was a good support. Other than that just cry and go on, try to adjust. 
Cry a little and smile again.  
 
The accounts provided by Noor, Mumtaaz, and Nazia shed light on the isolation 

and loneliness experienced by these first-generation immigrant women as they confronted 

an absence of their families and communities upon immigration. This isolation was 

further exacerbated by being dependent on their husbands and others for daily functions 

such as driving and going to the grocery store. Finally, these accounts also shed light on 

how having children became a way to eliminate some of this isolation and loneliness.  

While some women experienced isolation and loneliness especially those who 

were homemakers, others who were working described their experiences to adjusting to 

their new work environments. Like the homemakers, these women also experienced 

isolation and loneliness. Renu described her experiences as a working mother: 
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I didn’t know how to drive, my husband had come just a little bit before me, so he 
had learned how to drive a car and here, driving is a necessity, especially if you 
are a working woman, you have to learn. That was a big thing for me, to learn to 
drive, because I never drove anything, not even a bicycle, so I didn’t have any at 
all sense. Computers were another thing. We didn’t have any computers in India . 
. . I hadn’t even seen one I think, let alone operate one . . . In personal life, we had 
to start leaving my daughter with day care people . . .We enrolled her in that 
daycare, she was barely less than a year old. It wasn’t easy, it wasn’t easy, the 
whole concept of giving up a child to be raised by someone else, not even of the 
same culture. And you know, you just don’t do that in India. So I also had to 
worry about that and not being a good Indian wife and mom staying home and 
cooking and cleaning and taking care of my daughter.  
 
Therefore, for Renu the isolation and loneliness were especially salient in raising 

her child without her family and the network of caregivers that she was accustomed to in 

India. Additionally, as a professional, she also had to learn certain essential functions 

such as driving and using computers. Renu’s struggle to maintain the role of a wife and 

mother along with being a professional reflect the high expectations placed on women to 

maintain the dual role of homemaker and professional. Her comments indicate her sense 

of guilt and pressure to conform to both Western and Indian traditions at the same time.  

As a new immigrant she had to simultaneously learn to drive and use computers, essential 

functions for her as a professional but also constantly conform and evaluate whether she 

was being a “good Indian wife and mom” who was expected to stay home and take care 

of her children instead of having someone else take care of them. 

Kamala described her experiences in residency and shares this story about advice 

given to her by a friend’s husband.  

He told me I should change my name because nobody will come to a doctor 
whose name is Kamala. You should change your name to Karen because, you 
know, he made his wife change her name. So, I don’t know. I didn’t do that, I 
never felt like I had to give up my name to be accepted in this society. But I 
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definitely had people who had trouble with my name and then with some people 
you could see it in their eyes. They were like, “I don’t want this foreign medical 
student working on me.” So I had to confront that a lot.  
 
A number of student participants also shared stories about experiences adjusting 

to the United States either for their mothers, for themselves, or other members of their 

families. Ragini made an important point about how members of the same family had 

very different experiences adjusting as immigrants.  

I think every South Asian has a different experience when they come here. I don’t 
know, if this might be helpful, but my two older sisters had a completely different 
experience than what me and my little sister had. My eldest sister was 13 and my 
second sister was eight when they came here, and they went to an all-girls 
Buddhist school in Sri Lanka, so it was quite a shock when they came here. My 
oldest sister went through a lot of bullying when she first got here. She had a thick 
accent . . . She didn’t have a boyfriend and they called her a lesbian.  
 
Rehana echoed a similar sentiment as she described the differences between 

herself and her siblings as they related to the immigrant experience.  

I think a lot of it has to do with when you come over like what age you are when 
you get here. My brother was older, almost in high school, and my sister was like 
almost five and then I was born. And all of us, all three have different 
experiences. I mean for me, it was nothing no adjustment since I was born here. 
But definitely for my brother it was tough. You know being a FOB [fresh off the 
boat] especially at that age when your hormones and all that stuff is going. And I 
don’t think he could really say anything to my parents. But I know that socially it 
was tough for him. All he knew was about school. So he had to learn about doing 
all this other extracurricular stuff. And then the kids would make fun of him and 
call him a nerd and things. But for my sister, she was like in kindergarten so the 
adjustment was not too bad and she also quickly learned, you know how to be an 
American kid. She had little or no accent and he had the FOB accent.  
 
Nalini compared her experiences adjusting as an immigrant at the age of nine 

along with her mother’s experiences, once again addressing the importance of age in the 

immigration process.  
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When we first came here, she always compared things to India, like “it’s so much 
better there than here, so much better there, except for the education, so much 
better, except for the opportunities, it so much better there.” But I think that’s 
only because she was missing her family so much and things like that . . . A big 
thing about me is that I went to school when I first came here, so I was able to 
hang out, mingle with all kinds of different people whites, Hispanics, Blacks, 
Indians, Asians, everyone. She only had the mindset of how an Indian person 
looks like or how an Indian person thinks . . . At the time, she didn’t have a job. 
 
Therefore, Nalini perceived her mother’s adjustment to the United States as very 

different than her own and attributed these differences to a number of factors including 

increased interaction with a diversity of people as a result of going to school in the U.S. 

in contrast to her mother who spent the majority of her time at home with her brother. 

The accounts of both mother and student participants above indicate that the process of 

adjusting to a new country as an immigrant is influenced by a variety of factors including 

age at immigration along with one’s working status either as a career woman or a 

homemaker.  

As the participants described adjusting to their lives as new immigrants, one 

significant method of coping for new immigrants was finding and connecting with other 

South Asian families and individuals. Many participants described the importance of a 

community of South Asians and the role that this community played in the lives of the 

individuals or families.  

“Hamare Apne”: making connections and building a South Asian community 

For most of the participant mothers, finding other South Asians helped alleviate 

the isolation and loneliness. Noor described lacking a sense of feeling at home in the U.S. 
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until she was able to meet other South Asians. She mentioned the words Hamare Apne, 

which means, “our own people” in Urdu and Hindi. She commented:  

Once that happened I felt okay. You know, there is a sense of peace knowing that 
you have people here who understand you and your customs and food and all. 
Someone who can speak the same language. You miss that when you first come 
here. Someone who can tell you how to get things and say “oh this store sells the 
Mithai [sweets] that you need during Eid. Or you can buy this kind of rice and it 
tastes close to what you got at home. Once we slowly found our community it was 
nice. Then our relatives moved here and then it was all right. 
 
Mumtaaz also explained how she found overwhelming support from the South 

Asian community once she moved to a new city. She remarked, “They all came running. 

There were, about four or five families and they were all helpful with the kids, with the 

doctor, with the new places. It was pretty good.”   

This sense of finding one’s own people was also weaved in the accounts of the 

second-generation South Asian American college women. Many of the student 

participants remarked about the existence of a community and circle of family friends 

that were South Asian. Farida jokingly described the importance of creating a South 

Asian community by commenting, “Indian people flock together, you make one Indian 

friend, then 16 Indian friends, then 1,000 Indian friends, then before you know it, you 

know every frickin’ Indian here!” Nazia described the presence of a South Asian 

community in terms of physical proximity and space as she recalled the neighborhoods 

that she and her family lived.     

We lived around Desi people all my life it seems. It was like mini India or 
Pakistan. I don’t know how but my parents managed to live in places with other 
brown people. A lot of my family live in the same neighborhood as well. My 
grandmother lives a few blocks away from us, so we can walk over to her house. 
My mom said that they even had a realtor when they first moved here who was 
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Pakistani and showed them all the neighborhoods with Muslim people (laughing). 
I guess that’s a really good business idea. Sell to all the brown people who want 
to live next to one another.  
 
Nazia’s experience of living in communities with other South Asians resonates 

with the literature about the importance of ethnic enclaves for immigrant communities 

(Chiswick & Miller, 2005, Khandelwal, 2002; Prashad, 2000) 

For Deepika, having Desi family friends was crucial in order to celebrate various 

cultures and traditions from her parents’ country of origin. She recalled how her parents 

had a close-knit group of family friends who were also from India and how these families 

became an essential aspect in preserving and promoting culture.  

They had the whole thing in common like coming to the states and things like that, 
and they had all been friends for a while. You know they all came around the same 
time, had kids around the same time. I was actually born the same day as this girl 
whose parents were super close to my parents. So like my mom and her mom were 
in the hospital at the same time . . . like they all go to Garba [An Indian dance 
originating in the region of Gujrat] together and go to the Mandir [temple] and meet 
up there and things like that. And like, every holiday like Navratri and Diwali is at 
someone’s house. So it’s nice because there is this community of our people, you 
know and we all can celebrate together. It’s awesome! 
 

Other participants mentioned similar accounts of their family friends and how 

these communities were crucial in preserving culture, sharing religious and cultural 

holidays, and fostering a sense of family and community. For many participants, both 

students and mothers, the South Asian community revolved around their place of 

worship. Zara describes how her mother’s primary social network was established and 

currently existed through her mosque where “she spends all her time there and not just to 

go for the prayers, but like she will just hang out there and be a social butterfly. That’s 
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like where she lives and then she will invite this person or that person to the house and 

they are all from the mosque.” 

Noor also echoed the importance of the Jamatkhana to her sense of community. 

She explained, “coming here I have met a lot of Indians, more than in Pakistan. But for 

me it didn’t matter whether they were Indian or not. What was more important was that 

they were Ismaili. The Jamatkhana is nice because we all in the Ismaili community know 

each other and feel close.”  Noor’s sentiments regarding the importance of a religious 

community over a national community supports the literature on South Asian immigrants 

and the importance of their religious identity (Kamal, 2009; Narayan & Purkayastha, 

2009). It also indicates that South Asian immigrants might disregard national differences 

more easily when sharing similar religious affiliations.  

While the presence of a South Asian community or a circle of friends facilitated a 

positive sense of community and culture, it could also seem exclusionary in some cases. 

Ragini and her family’s experiences with the South Asian community evolved over the 

course of her parents’ divorce. She explained,  

When I was younger, we went to a Buddhist temple in Houston, a majority of 
people there were Sri Lankan. At first it was nice for my parents to talk to people 
from Sri Lanka and it was fun for my sisters and me because we identified with a 
lot of people there. One of the sadder parts was, we weren’t happy with the way, I 
think it was just a lot of gossip, because everybody knows each other, it just felt 
hypocritical going to temple and then coming outside and gossiping about other 
people. And so it became really hard after my dad left us and people started acting 
so differently towards my mom. I mean they wouldn’t talk to her. Or they would 
talk behind her back. It’s sad because these people could have been the people she 
could have relied on as a single mother for morale support and they just kind of 
ostracized her and I don’t know, I think they blamed for my dad leaving. I think, 
sometimes, I think our own people, are the ones who turn their back on you and 
don’t give you a chance. . . I think it was really hard for my mom to feel kind of 
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like rejected from her own community, her own people. Not being able to go to 
the temple was a big deal. A loss.  
 
Ragini’s account provides a powerful example of the silence and avoidance of 

negative issues within the South Asian community. Those within the community may 

often perceive issues such as divorce as potential threats to the model minority image. 

While the creation of a South Asian community aids in the adjustment to life in a new 

country and the preservation and promotion of cultural and religious practices, it can also 

lead to the perpetuation of the model minority image and the rejection of anything that 

seems to go against this image (Dasgupta, 1998; Mazumdar, 1998).  

The immigration story is a powerful theme in the lives of both first and second-

generation South Asian and South Asian American women. Like other immigrant groups, 

South Asian immigrants face a variety of challenges and barriers. Similar to other 

immigrant groups, the stories of immigration are passed down to the second-generation 

as a reminder of the sacrifices made in order to provide them with a better life. However, 

the unique aspect about the immigration story of South Asian women is the manner in 

which the model minority narrative is created and promoted from as early as the time of 

immigration.  

Building on the theme of the immigration story, the next section will describe in 

detail the relationship between first-generation South Asian mothers and second-

generation South Asian American daughters. In particular, the following theme will 

reveal how mothers and daughters perceive their relationships with one another, the role 

that mothers play in the transmission of culture along with their role in their daughter’s 
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lives as college students. Finally, this theme will also shed light on how mothers evaluate 

their parenting of their daughters, which provides a glimpse into the constant negotiations 

of expectations placed on South Asian women.  

THEME TWO: CRITICAL ELEMENTS IN THE MOTHER-DAUGHTER RELATIONSHIPS -

CLOSENESS, DETACHMENT, AND TRANSFORMATION 

 This theme addresses the central research questions of the study that revolve 

around the role of first-generation mothers in the identity development of their daughters 

as well as providing an initial glimpse into some of the intergenerational issues that exist 

between these two generations of women. In particular, this theme describes participants’ 

perceptions about the nature of the mother-daughter relationship and the transmission of 

values and cultures from mothers to daughters. Additionally this theme will describe the 

experiences of participant mothers raising a daughter in the United States and negotiating 

the various expectations and pressures of raising a South Asian daughter in the United 

States. As a reminder, the demographic table presented in chapter three will be a helpful 

reference for the reader to provide additional and detailed information on the participants 

referenced in this section of the chapter.  

In describing the nature of their relationships with their daughters, all the mothers 

interviewed rated their relationships as positive and close. Many of the mothers 

commented that they had a more open relationship with their daughters than they had 

with their own mothers. Kamala commented, “I think I let her challenge me and question 

me a lot more than mummy did with me. And I think it’s all right. After all, children need 
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to learn how to respectfully challenge and question their elders and not just follow them 

blindly.” Mumtaaz considered herself “a fairly open mom” allowing her daughters “a lot 

of freedoms that I myself never had.” All the mothers reported that they trusted their 

daughters. Noor added:  

I know that she might not agree with my thinking all the time, but I also know she 
knows and respects our customs and values. I completely trust that she will 
always take the right steps and do the right thing so that we never have to bow our 
heads in shame in the community . . . She is a good girl and for the most part she 
is pretty open with me about her life.  

 
 A number of the student participants echoed similar feelings about their 

relationships with their mothers. Many described their mothers as their “best friend,” and 

someone that they could talk to about anything. Ragini described her closeness with her 

mother since, “my mom has always been the primary parent, and as you can imagine, 

we’re very close . . . I consider her my best friend . . . she’s first one I talk to in the 

morning on the phone and the last thing at night.” Other participants also stated being in 

constant communication with their mothers. Additional examples of a close relationship 

included visiting home often, looking up to mothers for advice especially on personal 

matters, and confiding in mothers more than fathers around certain issues. 

 For Aditi, it was crucial to be physically close to her mother in order to connect 

with her emotionally. She remarked, “I don’t think we communicate very well when 

we’re far apart. When I go home, we sit on the couch for two days and just catch up. I 

love going home because we just eat and talk. It’s great.” Saba echoed the importance of 

going home in order to reconnect with her mother and added, “we spend hours cooking 
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together and just talking, me and my mom. I love it. It’s kinda like it refuels me. Being 

home with my mom is one of my favorite things in the world.” 

 However, not every student participant described her relationship with her mother 

in a positive manner. For some participants, their relationships with their mothers were 

more distant and strained. These women did not experience the closeness described by 

the others, nor did they perceive their mothers as their best friends. Vandana, a student 

participant in the focus group described her relationship with her mother as  

Just a mother daughter relationship in name. I mean I guess I love her because she 
is my mom but I don’t feel close to her at all. I stopped telling her things a long 
time ago . . . To be honest, I don’t really talk to her. I mean I talk to her about just 
silly stuff but nothing serious. Like when she calls and says, “how was your day?”  
I am like “fine” and I don’t tell her whether it’s been a crappy day or not. If I am 
having problems, I will not go to her. I will go to my friends. She is very 
traditional so that’s the other thing, I feel like we do not have much in common. 
And she feels like I am not Indian enough. So that’s that.  
 
For Vandana, her relationship with her mother lacked the intimacy or openness 

described by other student participants. Through her description, it seems like some of 

this lack of engagement can be attributed to her perception of her mother being 

“traditional,” which implies an intergenerational disconnect between mother and 

daughter. 

Nasleem echoed some similar sentiments when describing her relationship with 

her mother. She also added:  

My mom is so rigid about things and I feel that has created like this huge wedge 
between us ever since I was young . . . She has her own standards, like how it 
should be for everything. You know from how you are supposed to look, to who 
you should marry to what you should study, blah blah blah. I always laugh at  . . . 
those Hindi movies where the moms are like “Oh Beta [child] you are the best” 
[laughing] and I am like “wow! That is SO not like my mom. I mean its not like 
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she is MEAN but she’s not all sugary and sweet. She always wants me to do 
better, but its like always in a way like “you are not good enough right now”, you 
know? I don’t know, you hear people say my mom is my best friend and I am like 
“my mom is my mom” she pesters me and we fight and we don’t really talk about 
much.  
 
For Nasleem, her lack of intimacy with her mother was a result of unrealistic 

expectations or “standards” that created a sense of inadequacy about failing to be “good 

enough” for her mother.  

In addition to discussing their current relationships with their mothers, a number 

of student participants described an evolution of these relationships over time. 

Specifically, a number of student participants reported a strengthening of their 

relationship with their mothers as a result of coming to college. During the focus group a 

few participants discussed this shift in their relationships with their mothers since coming 

to college.  

Rani: I actually had a pretty bad relationship with my mom before . . . I actually 
open up now more to my mom than before and I let her know when I’m drinking, 
I let her know who I’m hanging out with, I let her know if I have any boyfriends. I 
mean I actually open up now and talk about boys and all sorts of stuff that I would 
never have done when I was younger. 
 
Sharmila: For me, I guess it’s sort of similar in the sense of growing up I kind of 
resented my mom in the sense of I was never convinced of what she was trying to 
tell me because she had a few things that she really cared about which was my 
reputation, my image you know. So there were things that I never understood and 
growing up I always tried to help her understand my side, but I felt like she 
wasn’t really listening and like she had her mindset. So we’d have these 
arguments and stuff, I would just start doing whatever I wanted . . . Then I came 
to college, it’s weird, because now I feel like she listens, I still don’t tell her I 
drink, but I feel like she knows I go out, and I don’t jump the gun either, I’m 
hoping in ten years like I can tell her [laughing] “I had a beer every now and 
then”, I don’t know, it’s better since I do feel she’s listening, I’ll open up a little 
bit more, I’ve told her about a guy or two, like that’s HUGE for us. I think the 
distance, the leaving has helped us a lot in the sense that, because when I was 
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home, she tried to control everything, curfew and stuff. Now I feel like I have 
freedom, I actually behave more in the sense that, yeah I want to talk to her and I 
want to fill her in on things because she’s not pissing me off. 
 

 Therefore, coming to college served as a catalyst for some positive changes in 

relationships between mothers and daughters for most of the participants. For these 

participants, the physical distance between themselves and their mothers sometimes 

reduced the emotional or relational distance within the mother-daughter relationship. As a 

result, the evolution in the relationships was primarily a result of the physical distance 

between the student participants and their mothers along with a sense of independence in 

making certain decisions on their own. This is an important finding of the study as it 

provides a more complex and less one-dimensional and simplistic portrayal of South 

Asian mother-daughter relationships. This indicates that the process of coming to college 

becomes a significant act of transformation in the mother-daughter relationship.  

In examining the mother-daughter relationship a crucial dynamic around 

unspoken or hidden issues between mothers and daughters emerged in the narratives of 

the participants. A number of mothers acknowledged that while their daughters felt 

comfortable and were open in discussing most things, there were certain things that they 

might not discuss with them. Examples of such things included dating, relationships, and 

as Mumtaaz described, “other personal matters that she might be more comfortable 

telling her sister or friends about.” Most of the mothers reported a certain sense of 

comfort and even relief that their daughters didn’t discuss these issues with them. Renu 

commented, “I am okay if she doesn’t want to talk about boys, and kissing and all that 

with me. Frankly, I don’t think I would be helpful in that way as American mothers are. I 
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know she is smart and wouldn’t do something stupid. And as long as I know that, it is 

okay.” Renu acknowledged a cultural difference between herself and “American 

mothers,” especially in the area of dating and relationships where she expressed a certain 

level of lack of knowledge that might hinder her from being a resource to her daughter.  

This pattern of silence on certain issues between mothers and daughters was also 

described by a number of the student participants. Deepika explained,  

My mom and I are extremely close, but it’s a different relationship I have with my 
mom than I do with my sister, I don’t necessarily tell her everything about my 
personal life. She knows I’m doing okay, she knows I’m doing well and 
sometimes that’s all that matters. I don’t want to go into too much detail with her 
about certain things. 
 

 When asked about how mothers and daughters knew or decided what kinds of 

issues to discuss and those that were off limits, Noor, a participant mother, stated that 

there were no explicit rules but more of a sense of things that were appropriate for them 

to share with each other. She added, “we are traditional and not like American parents 

who will tell their kids everything at a very young age. There are things you just don’t 

talk to children about.” When asked for examples, Noor seemed uncomfortable at first 

even to describe these to me. As a result of my insider status as a South Asian woman, 

she finally opened up and stated,  

I think we all know in our culture what is okay to talk about and what isn’t. Like 
money and business matters are not things we talk about and other things that 
Americans are very open about. Especially with daughters, you don’t want to talk 
to them about mature things that will put ideas in their head. They get enough of 
that everywhere else.  
 
Natasha, a student participant, explained how she received messages of what was 

appropriate to talk to her mother about and what was not. She commented,  
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I knew super early as a kid that you just did not talk about boys. I mean my mom 
would like jump up and change the channel or just walk out of the room or 
sometimes try to distract me if there were people kissing on TV or having sex or 
something even close to it. She was SUPER uncomfortable [laughing]. I do 
remember her saying something like, we don’t do that. Meaning us brown people 
or Muslims. So I knew then I could never talk to her about sex or boys. And then I 
got scolded a couple of times when I asked about like money or something. I was 
trying to fill out my FAFSA and needed to know my parents’ income and she was 
like “why do you need to know that?” “I will just write it myself” and so on.  
 
These unspoken norms about what aspects to share and not to share seem to 

contradict earlier accounts of participants who claimed to have an extremely open and 

intimate mother-daughter relationship. This seemingly apparent contradiction is once 

again indicative of a more complex mother-daughter relationship between the 

participants. Rehana expressed how she made sense of this the apparent contradiction 

between saying that she was open and comfortable sharing all aspects of her life with her 

mother and also saying that there were some specific issues that were not spoken about.  

I kinda see it like giving her the big picture. When things are actually happening, I 
might not tell her then, especially if they are not going well. Like my first year, I 
really had a hard time with my science classes. My TA was like, “are you sure 
you want to do this?” I went and saw a tutor who was like, “you may want to 
think about something else.” All this time, I didn’t say anything to my mom. I 
would be like, “yea school is fine.” Or “yea, I am doing okay in class.” But then I 
went and talked to this lady about switching majors. After I got all the 
information, applied to the comm. school and was pretty sure I would get in, then 
I was like, “mom I have decided to do this. Now can you tell dad! [laughing]. 
Especially when things are not going well, I won’t tell her right away.  
 
Other student participants shared similar sentiments about hesitation in sharing 

challenges or bad news with their mothers and trying to “fix things myself first or asking 

my sister for help,” as Deepika stated. For a number of participants, the lack of 

communication or silence on certain issues had to do specifically with topics attributed to 
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intergenerational issues. This sub-theme will be expanded upon in a future section of this 

chapter.  

The next section will continue with the examination of the theme of mother-

daughter relationships. Specifically, the following section will closely examine 

participant mothers’ perceive their role in raising South Asian American daughters in the 

United States.  Student participants will also explore what it means to be raised by first-

generation South Asian mothers. The section will examine how mothers attempt to 

preserve and transmit the culture of their countries of origins and how daughters perceive 

this transmission of culture along with impact of this transmission on their identity as a 

South Asian American woman. In particular, the following section provides additional 

answers for the first research question of the study about the role that first-generation 

South Asian mothers play in the identity development of their daughters.   

Raising a Desi daughter in the United States  

For all the mothers participating in the study, it was very important to introduce, 

teach, and promote certain aspects of their culture to their children, especially their 

daughters. They all perceived these cultural aspects more as values than cultural practices 

or traditions. For them, raising a South Asian daughter in the United States involved 

introducing her to certain values that they thought were significant from their culture or 

that they perceived as absent or minimal in the American culture. Renu expressed this 

sentiment when she commented:  
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Renu: Indian values, we do tell her the values, I’m not very big on rituals, but I try 
to tell her the values. I think there are just certain values that we have in India that 
you don’t see here and I want her to know them and learn them.  
 
SR: Can you give me some examples of values that you have taught her or you 
think are important? 
 
Renu: Yes. I think values such as respect, especially your elders and teachers, 
your parents. Being humble. You need to succeed but always be humble. As a 
woman especially, you know, making sure she understands respect and the 
importance of her family. So she can be a good mother and daughter and wife. I 
think sometimes, they don’t get these values in America. Children don’t respect 
their parents and that is very important for us . . . Education is very important. I 
think sometimes here parents will just kick their children out at 18 and say, “do 
whatever you like.” And for us, we want to give our children the best education 
and opportunities so we help them and make sure they get their graduate and post-
graduate education . . . I think that is why us Asians are so successful because we 
emphasize studies to our children. So that value of education, getting a good job, 
that’s important.  
 
Renu’s comments can be directly related to the concept of the model minority 

image and how this image is internalized by South Asians. She implies that the success of 

Asians in the U.S. is due to the emphasis placed on education, thereby implying that there 

might be a lack of emphasis on education by mainstream American culture. Kamala 

further expands on this value of education when she recalled how all the students ranked 

at the top of her son’s class were Asian.  

 You know there was a Chinese boy and then a few Indian children, very few 
whites. Of course no African-Americans. I mean when you see that, you know our 
values are different than their values. I don’t want my child to go find a job in 
McDonalds after high school, I want them to go to college . . . and you make 
sacrifices, you know, you don’t take many vacations or buy lots of things so you 
can save for them to go to college . . . You know we really push our children to 
their studies and they know that is the number one thing, you know education. I 
don’t think that we are all just smart in our genes. I think it’s our values . . .so 
those are the kind of values that I passed on, that were important for me to give to 
my children.  
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These comments indicate that for both Renu and Kamala, the emphasis on 

educational attainment is a cultural value that can be attributed to the success of people 

from their culture.  

Other values discussed by participants that were crucial to be transmitted by 

mothers or were received by daughters in the study included, respecting your elders and 

the crucial role of family. Zara, a student participant, captures these two values 

powerfully in her recollection of what her mother taught her. Zara explained, “There’s 

like a little saying that ‘under your Mom’s feet is paradise, that was always coming out of 

[my mother’s] mouth,” illustrating the powerful message of the important role of 

mothers. Another student participant, Nalini also connected this powerful notion in her 

description of the important values passed on by her mother: 

You know, in Bengali culture you worship a lot of goddesses. And my mom was 
always like you know “mothers are an incarnation of goddesses and that is why 
they are so important in our culture.” Not that my mom was like “You have to 
worship me” but it’s more the sentiment, you know? That mothers are sacred and 
cherished. And I completely believe that. And not just mothers, but I think she 
taught me that it is really important to respect your elders, be polite and all that, 
you know? I know a lot of my Desi friends really get that and it’s important to all 
us, our families.  
 
Both Zara and Nalini described not just the value of respecting one’s family, 

especially mothers, but they also addressed the underlying message of the importance of 

mothers and their role in preserving culture and transmitting important values to the 

children. Rehana described the most important value taught by her mother was the 

centrality of family in her life and proposed that the importance of the family, “is a very 

cultural thing . . . I have some friends who are not Desi and they are like, ‘Yeah, I don’t 
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talk to my dad,’ or ‘My mom and I have not talked for years.’ That is CRAZY to me! I 

mean no matter what, I could never imagine not talking to my family.” As a result, many 

of the participants, both students and mothers, identified the value of respecting one’s 

family as a cultural value that was a vital part of the South Asian female identity and 

experience.  

Mumtaaz described raising her daughters as a South Asian mother and once again 

explained that for her it was not just simply a matter of transmission of culture but it was 

more a transmission of values and certain behaviors. She implied in her explanation that 

these values are cultural and exclusive to the South Asian culture. She commented: 

Certain mannerism, certain way we respect elder people, how we talk to them and 
how we behave in public. It’s a big difference than the American kids . . . I don’t 
know how to put that, I’ve seen lot of kids . . . Some are very well behaved and 
very good and good manners, but there’s still different in how they talk to their 
parents and they talk to elders . . . I mean even small things like their American 
friends will be like “Hi Mumtaaz and not Mrs. [last name]. But their friends who 
are also South Asian will always say Mrs. [last name]. There is a certain level of 
respect that I just don’t see with American kids . . . Those things I really hope [my 
children] keep it and pass it on to their children. Because those are good things, 
you can take the American as well [but] you need to keep some of those specially 
mannerisms like how to behave with the elders and taking care of the parents. 
 
In discussing how she has transmitted her culture to her daughter, Kamala made a 

clear distinction between rituals and actions that are cultural as opposed to values. For 

her, the latter was more crucial to transmit. In discussing the difference between cultural 

rituals and cultural values, Kamala expressed her disillusionment and dissatisfaction with 

some of the cultural practices.  

My mother used to cover her head with her sari to show respect and my in-laws 
made me touch their feet and you know any of the other elders. All those things to 
me are not important to teach to [my daughter]. I mean I did it because I was kind 
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of forced to or you know that’s what they taught me . . . That’s why I feel like the 
culture, you know, the actions, don’t mean anything, that has really turned me off 
of the Indian giving and taking, all of the Indian customs are about giving gifts to 
people unnecessarily, when you do give gifts, not to give what they want, it’s just 
an act you have to perform . . . I don’t think that is cultural. To me, if you show 
respect to another person . . . that’s the biggest culture. You can do that without 
being a Hindu or without being an Indian, it doesn’t make me a good Hindu or 
Indian also in that regard. So for me, I taught my kids, the meaning behind the 
actions. For example, you touch your elders’ feet to show respect, so just show 
respect in other ways and you don’t need to necessarily touch their feet.  
 
For Kamala, the transmission of culture becomes not about the cultural practices 

or certain actions and rituals, but instead it is about transmitting the values and sentiments 

behind these cultural practices such as touching the feet of elders or covering your head 

with a sari if you are a woman. Like Kamala, it was far more important for the other 

participant mothers to preserve and pass on to their daughters certain values that they 

perceived as cultural rather than simply rituals and actions.  

For some participants, the transmission of values was focused around their 

religion and the religious identity of their families. Several student participants described 

the role played by their mothers in developing their values that were focused on their 

religion. When asked about how her mother had raised her as a South Asian, Zara stated 

that her mother “taught us the fundamentals of how to be good Muslim.” Farida also 

described the transmission of religious values by her mother by stating, “she didn’t really 

teach me to be Indian but she taught me to be a good Muslim and what it means to be a 

Muslim.” Ragini described how her mother had shaped her values and how these values 

were closely tied to her nationality and religion.  

As far as values go . . . my mother said, “I’m not raising you as American, I’m 
raising you as a Sri Lankan.” A lot of my values I equate them with being Sri 
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Lankan. And that’s not to say that Americans don’t have the same values, it’s just 
something that I’ve always identified with Sri Lankan. . . I feel that as far as my 
mom shaping our values, half of it had to do with being Sri Lankan and the other 
half had to do with being Buddhist . . . I think a lot of our values and principles 
that we grew up with are from being Buddhist like the whole idea of compassion, 
you know not judging people, having a healthy sense of skepticism. I feel that 
both Sri Lankan culture and the Buddhist side of us has been something that my 
mom has worked very hard to instill in us. 
 
For Ragini, her mother transmitted a combination of values based on her 

nationality and religion. This transmission then has resulted in a strong sense of identity 

for Ragini with both her religion and her mother’s country of origin.  

For Zara the transmission of values related to religion manifested in her behavior 

and choices of dress. She explained how her mother emphasized the value of modesty for 

women:  

It’s more your modesty, your character is more important to her. Modesty is very 
important to her, actually even touching guys is not good and that is her value. I 
agree, I think these values might make me a little old fashioned too, so I now am 
more like, okay if I meet the one, it better be THE one. I’m not a person who 
thinks that multi dating is good. I’m totally against premarital sex because of her 
and the values she has taught me . . . I guess she would always value appearance 
too. How you dress yourself, because she’s more about how you make yourself 
look in front of people, she doesn’t want anyone to judge me.  
 
For Noor, as a mother, modesty in dress and appearance was also important and 

closely tied to values related to Islam. She explained,  

In our religion, girls are seen as the most prized and most valuable part of the 
family. So I always taught her that she must act that way in every thing she does. 
She must be mindful of that all the time. That she is a reflection of her family. We 
don’t force her to, you know, cover her head or anything but she should be 
modest in her dress. You know, not show everything like many girls here do . . . 
these are our values, people can make judgments but if I don’t pass these values to 
her and teach her about Islam and our beliefs then who will?    
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Noor powerfully conveys the expectations and image of women ascribed by her 

religion. Through her views above, Noor highlights not only the value of modesty but 

also the notion of izzat that Mazumdar (1998) described in her essay. Noor’s sentiments 

echo the findings from research studies on the role of South Asian women that described 

the perception of women as bearing the weight of their family’s and community’s honor 

and reputation (Dasgupta, 1998; Rudrappa, 2002). 

While all the mothers described that the primary transmission of their cultures to 

their daughters was through a transmission of values and beliefs, including religious 

values, many of the daughters provided other examples of learning their cultures from 

their mothers. These examples included cooking, dress, and religious customs. Aditi 

described how her mother narrated, “all these stories that are like famous in India about 

Gods and Goddesses that you read in books, she would also sing us songs and stuff that 

we learned either for Puja [prayer] or just you know regular songs.” Deepika recalled the 

efforts made by her mother to teach her about her culture. 

Like in elementary school my mom would drive me and my sister to 
Bharatnatyam [a South Indian classical dance form] lessons and I did them all the 
way to high school. And then we went to the Mandir and my mom was big into 
that. And my mom taught us about Navratri and Diwali and we learned Garba. So 
we definitely have the Indian culture and that’s just how she raised us. We 
definitely grew up doing all those different things, going to the Mandir on all the 
auspicious occasions, going to Indian parties and things like that. They weren’t 
always fun, but I still went anyways.  
 
A number of participants discussed the importance of their native language as a 

powerful symbol of culture transmitted to the daughters. Noor described the critical role 

of her native language in her daughter’s life. “You must know Urdu to be a good Muslim, 
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a good Pakistani, and I wanted to make sure especially my daughter knew Urdu because 

she will also be the one who passes it on to children and their children.” A number of 

student participants also discussed the importance placed by their mothers on learning 

their native language. Vandana laughingly described her mother’s insistence that she 

learn her native language because her mother, “was afraid if I didn’t learn it, who would 

marry me. She doesn’t want me to get rejected just because I can’t speak Gujarati.” 

Sharmila recalled that Bengali was the first language she learned even though she was 

born in the U.S. She commented, “till I was in pre-K I really didn’t have anyone around 

me speaking English. It was all Bengali. My mom and grandma and aunts were always 

taking care of me and so I never learned English first.” 

Amy was one of the participants in the study who reported lacking a proficiency 

in another language. She observed, 

I think my mom isn’t very traditional or into her culture. I think she has adapted 
pretty much to the American culture. So she was really not into teaching me 
Malayalam or Hindi. Because we are not super religious also and don’t really go 
to church or the temple, she once again didn’t really teach me too much about 
culture. So I feel like I really don’t have much of a connection to my culture per 
se. I wonder though, if I did speak another language, would I be more like cultural 
or, you know, connect more to my culture. Maybe, [pause] probably.  
 
Amy’s reflections indicate a correlation for her between knowing her native 

language and knowing more about her culture. Amy’s description also reveals how once 

again, the mother is identified as the primary source of transmitting culture. In her case, 

Amy’s mother’s ability to adapt to the American culture could be seen as a simultaneous 

distancing or disconnection from her own culture, which ultimately resulted in the 

absence of a transmission of certain cultural markers such as the native language.  
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Most of the daughters in the study who grew up speaking one or more language 

other than English valued this aspect of culture transmitted to them, primarily from their 

mothers. Hema commented,  

When I was younger, of course, I was embarrassed that my mom spoke to me in 
Kannada in front of my friends and insisted we speak in Kannada when I was 
home. But now I am SO glad that I know another language. I mean it definitely 
helps me feel more connected to my roots. I see a lot of Desi people who don’t 
speak their native language and a lot of them are really sad and I feel they are not 
as connected to the culture.  
  
As a result, all participants, mothers and daughters perceived a vital connection 

between language and preservation and promotion of their culture. Language was also 

perceived as an important component of religious and cultural practices. For some 

participants it was a direct way to feel connected to their culture. As Rehana described it, 

“it is a way that ties me to my homeland, my family, my relatives, my roots. A real way 

that makes me Bangladeshi. It’s not so much evidence that I am Bangladeshi but more 

like a validation that I am Bangladeshi.” Language becomes a powerful tool, often 

employed by the mothers in contributing to the development of a South Asian identity in 

their daughters.  

Most participants agreed that mothers were the primary sources of transmitting 

cultural values, customs, rituals and traditions in their families. This confirms literature 

on South Asian women as the primary agents and transmitters of culture (Dasgupta, 

1998; Hussain, 2005).  

During the discussion of mother-daughter relationships, another thread emerged 

especially from the mothers regarding their feelings about raising a daughter in the 
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United States. This feeling was often explicitly or implicitly stated as a feeling of regret. 

The following section addresses this issue of regrets and its connection to the 

expectations placed on South Asian women as mothers.  

“Did I raise a good South Asian daughter”: Mothers describe their regrets  

In discussing the process or ways in which they raised their children in the U.S. 

all the mothers in the study expressed a range of feelings from deep regret to doubts 

about their success in instilling their culture and tradition in their children, especially 

their daughters. Kamala first described such doubts when she commented, “I probably 

have missed educating them a lot about Indian things and probably my kids will be what 

they call, ‘confused Desis’. They didn’t get enough of India to be Indians and enough of 

America to be American. I could have done better.” 

Mumtaaz immediately began with some strong feelings of regret and a sense of 

failure when asked about how she passed on the culture and traditions to her children. 

She expressed,  

I tried to give them a little bit of everything, not to force too much. I felt as long 
as they have the fundamentals and foundation, it will be all right and as they get 
older they will want to learn more . . . But that didn’t happen. I wasn’t strong 
enough I guess cause they had so much to do in school, the extracurriculars, they 
didn’t have time . . . I wish I was a little more strict with teaching the language 
more and the religion. I’ve seen some other families that tried and it worked out 
fine. I think I kind of failed in that way because I wasn’t that strict, my husband 
didn’t really care and want to do that. He relied on me. If I’d had a little bit more 
will power, I would’ve taught them a little bit more.  
 

 Mumtaaz’s comments not only relate to her sense of regret but reflect a negative 

evaluation of her own parenting style. She places a lot of blame on herself by repeatedly 
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using words and phrases such as “failed” or not being “strong enough” or having enough 

“will power.”  Noor also included the word “failed” in describing her role in transmitting 

culture and values to her daughter.  

I look at some of my nieces and nephews back home, especially the girls and I 
feel like an utter failure because [my daughter] is not like them. I mean she is a 
very good girl but she doesn’t know her culture, her faith as well. And I am the 
one who was supposed to teach her that . . . I wish they had been brought up in 
Pakistan. I mean, I know, they have more opportunities, better education, better 
house and everything. But they don’t have those things here that are so important 
to us . . . I worry about how she will be when she gets married.  
 
For Noor, her sense of failing to teach her daughter the important aspects of her 

culture are directly related to the anxiety that her daughter might not be a suitable wife 

due to her lack of knowledge of traditions. Kamala also echoed this concern about failing 

to prepare her daughter to be a traditional Indian wife and daughter-in-law. 

That’s one of my biggest worries in future, my biggest challenge is going to be if 
my daughter was to get married in an Indian family . . . I am afraid her in-laws 
might criticize and say, “you didn’t teach your daughter this, you didn’t teach 
your daughter that.” Or ask her, “Your mom didn’t teach you that?” I don’t want 
her to feel like I didn’t do and she didn’t learn from me. I just don’t want her to 
have a difficult time with her husband or in-laws, you know because Indian 
families can be very conservative . . . They expect the daughter-in-law to do 
certain things even now. You know they want them to be doctors and engineers 
but also perfect in the kitchen.  
 
In her comments, Kamala acknowledges the extremely high expectations that are 

placed on South Asian women to be successful in both career and domestic life. She 

implied that failure to comply to this dual role is a direct reflection on her as the mother. 

Renu’s regrets about her parenting directly reflect these dual expectations of South Asian 

women to be successful in their careers as well as their home life. For Renu, her lack of 

time and effort with her daughter are directly related to her career. Her comments 
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powerfully illustrate the conflict experienced by many mothers including South Asian 

mothers between being professionals and being mothers and fulfilling both these roles 

successfully and completely.  

It’s just that, when the kids do well it is because of the parent involvement . . . 
When I look at that, I feel guilty, I feel guilty because I wasn’t able to put in as 
much time as they’re able to so their child is doing better because of that . . . And 
Asian parents are very much involved with their kids, they really want to make 
sure their kids do well. And I wasn’t good at that between working and taking 
care of her.  
 
These feelings of regret and guilt were observed by some of the student 

participants as well. A small number of participants reported hearing their mothers 

express these regrets directly or indirectly to them. Natasha recalled her mother 

expressing her feelings of inadequacy in teaching her all aspects of the culture. “She says 

things like, ‘Oh I wish I had done a better job in teaching you the prayers.’ Or she’ll think 

that she failed us in some way because we are not Pakistani enough or Ismaili enough.” 

Vandana reflected on how her mother’s comparison to other South Asian mothers often 

led her mother to feel guilty.  

I used to get really pissed off at her when I was younger when she would say “so 
and so’s daughter is so good at Garba and speaks two languages fluently and I 
wish I had taught you that.” . . . I used to really get mad, like take it personally 
and think she was just criticizing me. But what I realize now slowly is that she 
says this more because SHE feels like she hasn’t done a good enough job with us . 
. . You know there are a lot of pressures on women in our community to be 
perfect. So I think she blames herself for every thing we do that is not purely 
Indian.  
 
While Vandana discussed how she implicitly sensed her mother’s regrets, Rehana 

described how her mother directly expressed her regrets to her daughter. She explained, 

“my mom is always like, “I didn’t do a good enough job with you. I could have taught 
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you so much more.” or “I wasn’t there enough for you.” I mean I know she did the best 

she can with us but she kinda beats herself about it. Makes me wonder if I will do that to 

my kids.” As a result, these student participants not only witness their own mothers 

negotiating the high expectations placed on South Asian women, but they also might 

internalize these high, often unrealistic expectations as they become wives and mothers 

as well.   

Regrets and a sense of failure or inadequacy were prominent in the narratives of 

the mothers interviewed in this study. These sentiments seem to be closely tied to the 

high expectations and heavy burden placed on South Asian mothers to be the primary 

source of transmitting culture, raising children who are aware of their roots and religion, 

and finally, teaching their daughters to successfully fill the role of the South Asian 

woman.  

In summary, the relationships between mothers and daughters described by the 

participants in this study are complex and varied. A number of participants described 

their relationships as extremely important and vital. Mothers were perceived as powerful 

nurturers and sources of cultural transmission. While all mothers placed a higher 

importance of transmitting values to their daughters instead of traditions, customs or 

behaviors, the daughters expressed learning many traditions, customs, and behaviors 

from their mothers in addition to cultural values. Finally, proficiency in the native 

language was perceived as a powerful symbol of culture and tradition. This cultural 

transmission of values, rituals, traditions, and language was perceived by all participants 
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as the primary ways of influencing and developing an identity as a South Asian woman 

for the second-generation college women in the study.   

The role of fathers   

In describing their relationships with their mothers, a number of student 

participants inevitably described their relationships with their fathers. In comparing their 

relationships, most participants reported feeling closer to their mothers and having a 

deeper and more open relationship with their mothers. For example, Amy described her 

relationship with her father as “Kinda superficial. Like I know he is there if I need money 

or need my car fixed. But I feel like I have more in common with my mom and she 

understands me more. Actually makes more of an effort to understand me.”  Deepika 

described her relationship with her father as fun and “all about sports. We both love 

watching sports, so that’s what we pretty much talk about. I mean if I need help with 

money or stuff like that I will go to him.” Along with Amy and Deepika, a number of 

student participants considered their fathers as the primary source for financial questions 

and requests along with being the parent who solves more practical problems.  

The participant mothers also described their husbands’ relationships with their 

daughters when discussing their own relationships. All the mothers described their 

husbands as the primary authoritarian figure in the family. Furthermore, similar to the 

student participants, the participant mothers acknowledged that their husbands were often 

the primary source of financial support.   
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From both student and mother interviews, it became evident that for many 

students, there was a clear distinction in their relationships with their mothers as 

compared to their fathers. Many students and mothers considered their relationships as 

closer and more intimate where mothers and daughters discussed issues such as their 

social life, and emotional or personal matters. The prevalent roles of the fathers included 

being a financial resource, the primary source for taking care of practical issues, and the 

authority figure. While the role of fathers and the nature of their relationships with their 

daughters warrants closer examination, it is beyond the scope of this study since the 

present study is centered on the relationships between mothers and daughters. It may 

however be a compelling area for future research. 

The next theme will continue to examine the mother-daughter relationship but 

will specifically examine this relationship in the context of intergenerational dynamics. 

This theme will reveal participants’ description of the ways in which the differing 

immigration status of mothers and daughters influence their relationships with one 

another along with their lives outside of the mother-daughter relationship.  

THEME THREE: INTERGENERATIONAL ISSUES - AREAS OF DIFFERENCES, STRENGTH, 

AND SILENCE 

 The participants were specifically asked to describe the intergenerational issues 

that exist between mothers and daughters and their effect on their relationships. During 

the interviews, I acknowledged that the topic of intergenerational dynamics between 

mothers and daughters could provoke a range of feelings and emotions for the 
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participants. I attempted to frame my questions around this topic in a very broad manner 

in order to provide the participants an opportunity to say as much or as little as they were 

comfortable discussing. I was careful not to simply focus on intergenerational conflict but 

to explore both positive and negative consequences or dynamics as a result of the 

intergenerational differences between the mothers and daughters.  

This theme directly addresses one of the main research questions of this study that 

focus on intergenerational issues between mothers and daughters. I begin with presenting 

general feelings and perceptions shared by participants regarding the central 

intergenerational issues. Following this will be a presentation of the primary areas where 

intergenerational issues emerged for most participants.    

Most participants agreed that intergenerational issues between mothers and 

daughters played a significant role in their lives. A number of participants admitted that 

they had not used the term ‘intergenerational’ to describe some of the dynamics in the 

mother and daughter relationship but that this term resonated with them. Natasha 

remarked, “I never really knew that there was a term for this but I totally see it with me 

and my mom. Like there are a lot of differences between us because of the fact that she 

was not born here and I was.”  Kamala admitted that she had not previously heard the 

term before but that upon hearing it, she immediately identified with it. She commented, 

“I always thought it was a generation gap, because that’s what we called it in India but I 

think it’s more than that. It’s the difference in growing up on this side of the world versus 

that side.”  
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In discussing intergenerational issues, many participants expressed a certain level 

of inevitability in the existence of these issues and did not perceive these issues as always 

points of contention or tension between mothers and daughters. Mumtaaz expressed this 

sentiment when she commented, “It’s two different generations and we are pulled apart. 

Everything is different. That’s just the way it is. It’s not always good but it’s not always 

bad also. It is bound to happen.” Sharmila acknowledged these same feelings and 

expanded,  

I totally see the differences between [my mother] and me and some are similar to 
those my friends experience with their parents. But then there are also these, I 
guess you would call them intergenerational issues that I only see with Desi 
people. I think these are there because my mom and I grew is two REALLY 
totally different worlds . . . I think it’s more so for Desi people because India is 
very different than the U.S. especially when they were growing up there. So their 
worldview is really different. And sometimes that’s cool but other times, it’s a 
major pain because it ends up with us being on two different sides of an issue.  
 
For Kamala, the intergenerational difference between herself and her daughter 

were related to the philosophy of the two different cultures. She explained,  

To me, growing up in India and coming here, you have to work hard and reach 
your goal as quickly as possible and stay there. For [my children], it is about 
working hard, but also enjoying life, which we didn’t learn to do . . . She has more 
opportunities here. We didn’t. They are allowed to have more time to make up 
their minds here. We didn’t . . . Culturally, there are a lot of things she does like 
hanging out with people, which I probably would never have done or would have 
been allowed to do . . . And children here are encouraged to hang out and have 
fun. We were not allowed to do that in some ways. You know we had to just go to 
school and do ours studies and come back home. So if that is all you know and 
your children are allowed to do different things in this society, of course there will 
be times when you might not know what to do with them.  
 
For Kamala, the intergenerational issues emerged from the differences in being 

not just in two countries but also receiving different messages from the society about 
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what young people can and cannot do. Her experiences growing up in India revolved 

around studying and deciding your academic and career path at an early age. Her 

daughter, as a result of growing up in the United States, has received messages about 

exploring one’s academic and career interests as well as experiencing life outside of 

academics and school. Consequently, due to these different experiences, Kamala 

recognizes the inevitability of intergenerational conflict between herself and her 

daughter.  

As a second-generation South Asian American woman, Saba echoed the theme of 

increased opportunities and freedom in growing up in the U.S. She also acknowledged 

that this difference is often an underlying factor influencing other intergenerational 

differences between herself and her mother. She commented, “I think sometimes, she 

doesn’t know what is normal and okay to do and [what is] not. She compares everything 

to her standards and that is a problem sometimes.” 

Unlike other research on intergenerational issues (Kakaiya, 2000; Replogle, 2005) 

a majority of participants did not discuss or provide substantial examples of 

intergenerational dynamics or differences around academic issues. In terms of academic 

or career related choices, most participants felt that mothers were not the primary source 

of support in these areas. Mothers oftentimes reported feeling ill-equipped to help their 

daughters in decision-making in this area. Mumtaaz expressed these feelings regarding 

her daughters’ academic and career choices.  

I feel like we grew up with our children when it comes to learning about the 
school system, especially with my oldest. There were so many things that were 
new to me. That still are new to me . . . So in that area, I don’t really meddle. 
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Kamala also agreed that not being familiar with the academic system prevented 

her from being engaged in her daughter’s decision-making process around academics and 

careers. She commented that, “I think that some of it could be, I don’t know the system 

here, because I didn’t go to college here, so I am not too much of a help to her. I trust her 

and her father to make the best decisions about those matters. So we really don’t have 

any issues in that area.”  

For the student participants in the study, their mothers also did not play an active 

and engaged role in their academics or career decision-making. This also included 

researching colleges to attend and making the decision to come to UT-Austin. Farida 

pointed out, “I think my mom would probably want me going to some school where she 

lives because she really wants me to stay at home and not be so far away. But she also 

knows that UT is a great school and that’s all that matters to her.” For Zara’s mother, she 

did not need to know the details of her major, “as long as it’s pre-med, she really doesn’t 

care what I am doing.” Nazia added,  

My mom and I really don’t talk about classes and stuff. The most she will be like 
is “oh how did you test go today?” and I will be like “ok.” This sounds bad but 
she really doesn’t know much about all the different majors. She’s just happy I 
am doing business but I don’t tell her about the Asian American studies classes I 
am taking cause she will really not know anything about them. For her, as long as 
I am at UT, she can tell all the relatives and friends that I am at this great school 
doing business and that’s all that matters. 
 
These comments by both mothers and students indicate that the lack of 

engagement in academic and career related issues might be an intergenerational issue in 

itself between South Asian mothers and daughters in the study, where mothers may not 
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feel familiar or comfortable discussing or helping their daughters in these areas as a result 

of their different experiences as first-generation immigrants.  

The primary intergenerational issues for all participants were most salient in the 

social and personal realm, specifically revolving around ideas about dating and sex, 

marriage practices and expectations, and other social relationships. While marriage and 

dating were topics where there were a number of intergenerational differences between 

mothers and daughters, most participants generally did not report significant conflict 

between mothers and daughters as a result of these differences. When asked about the 

kinds of conflicts experienced by participants as a result of intergenerational issues, many 

participants reported a lack of open and direct conflicts. Instead, both mothers and 

daughters expressed a tendency toward silence, secrecy, or avoidance of certain issues, 

which were attributed as “hot button topics” or areas of difference that would lead to 

conflict. This tendency or practice of silence became a significant sub-theme within the 

theme of intergenerational issues. The following section will describe areas of silence and 

secrecy as a result of intergenerational conflict.  

Unspoken and Unsaid – Avoidance, secrecy, and silence   

A large number of participants expressed that conflict was not a large part of the 

mother and daughter relationship. In particular, overt or direct conflict was rare between 

mothers and daughters. Natasha stated,  

It’s not like we are all a big and happy family, cause my parents definitely fight, 
screaming and shouting and all that . . . I think with them, especially my mom, I 
just avoid getting into fights about certain things that I know she will never 
change about. I think a lot of them are like intergenerational things, like her views 
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on dating or political issues that I know that we do not see eye to eye. She’s close-
minded about certain things. So I just don’t even want to talk about it and just 
avoid it.  
 
For Natasha, overt conflict was something to be avoided because of the 

recognition that these conflicts were usually based on issues of intergenerational 

difference between herself and her mother. Natasha was acutely aware that neither her 

mother nor herself would change their views in these areas.  

A number of student participants also reported avoiding overt conflict with their 

mothers by hiding, lying or avoiding discussing certain topics. Zara explained, “I 

personally think that, even though it’s wrong to lie to your parents, in our situation it was 

okay because if they did know, it would just be big fight and no one was going to change 

their views.”  Nazia added, “I see this a lot with Desi parents. They are rigid and don’t 

want to change their ideas about certain things, so a lot of us kids know that there is no 

point in talking about this and causing all kinds of fights. Just deal with it.” For Vandana 

there were a number of things that she did not discuss or share with her mother. She 

explained:  

To be honest, I don’t tell my mom anything pretty much, because she’s so very 
Indian about everything. She’s lived here for about 30 years now and she still has 
not accepted American culture at all. It got to the point where I used to try to tell 
her things and we would argue about it, so it’s like “I’m not going to tell you 
anymore.”. . . So she thinks I’m indoors every night by 10:00 in my apartment 
and that is fine with me. I just don’t tell her anything anymore because there’s just 
no point, which is not good, but that’s just the way it is. 
 
Zara, Nazia, and Vandana all expressed a certain level of futility and resignation 

over the fact that the intergenerational differences with their mothers were 

insurmountable and therefore overt conflict around these issues would not lead to any 
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positive outcomes. As a result avoidance, concealment, lying or silence on these issues 

was perceived as the best course of action.  

Participants provided a variety of examples of concealing or lying about aspects 

that were related to their social lives including dating and choice of friends. Deepika 

provided the example of going to a dance with one of her African-American friends. She 

stated that while she told her mother that she went to the dance with a friend, she did not 

mention his race and also refrained from sharing any pictures with her mother. “I know 

what her reaction would be. She would say something stupid or offensive about Black 

people, I would get mad, and we would fight. But in the end, she won’t change her ideas 

and perspectives. So why bother.” Rehana admitted that she had a few friends who were 

gay and while she had introduced her mother to these friends, she had not discussed their 

sexual orientation with her because, “I know she is against homosexuality and frankly I 

just don’t want to get into it with her. I have strong opinions and we would just end up 

fighting.” 

A number of student participants reported that they lied or failed to disclose that 

they were dating someone both in high school and in college. Nalini explained that she 

had two boyfriends in high school but did not tell her parents about them. She also 

reported currently dating someone who is also South Asian and from the same religious 

background as her who attends a school in a different city. She explained that despite the 

fact that they were from the same ethnic, national, and religious backgrounds, she knew 

her mother would not approve of her having a boyfriend. Nalini added,  
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That’s actually a big risk that I take, every now and then when I go visit him. I 
have this thing in the back of my head saying “what if I get into an accident?” 
they would have to find out then . . . the cops would call them. That stuff is 
always on my mind. It’s the same with him, he hasn’t told his parents either. But I 
just don’t tell them because there’s no point, they won’t understand. My mom will 
automatically assume that I am getting bad grades because of him.  
 
Deepika stated that she had dated someone from a different religion in her 

sophomore year in college and kept that a secret because, “I knew that it was not going to 

be long-term so what’s the point of telling her and having all this drama.”  Apart from 

dating, other issues that were often concealed by the daughters included drinking alcohol, 

going out, partying or taking out of town trips with friends, especially men. Rehana 

talked about the pervasiveness of the secrecy, lying, and concealment of these issues 

among her South Asian friends.  

I’m not the only one. All my friends do it too. We all watch out for each other and 
know that no one’s parents knows about us drinking or going down to sixth 
[street]. If my roommate’s mom calls looking for her and I know she is spending 
the night at her boyfriend’s I will cover for her. It’s a given. She’ll do the same . . 
. Some of my white friends were like, “What’s the big deal?” And I know they 
will not get it. 
 
The secrecy and concealment is often expanded into the social network of friends 

who act as allies in keeping their secrets. Mothers in the study also discussed their 

feelings on the issue of their daughters lying or concealing certain aspects of their lives 

from them. Renu commented that, “sometimes the parents are the last to know,” 

acknowledging that children keep things away from the parents. Mumtaaz admitted, 

“sometimes I think it’s because of this generation gap and the fact they know we will not 

approve of some things they will do that maybe American parents are okay with.” 

Kamala attributed the secrecy and lying to a difference in values between Indian parents 
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and their American-born children. She added, “I have friends whose kids would go to 

school dressed as something else and when they were called by the principal for 

something, the kids are wearing makeup and totally different clothes.”  

When asked if they would prefer their daughters not hide certain aspects of their 

lives from them, most mothers stated they wished that could happen but all 

acknowledged that the likelihood of their daughters not concealing or having any secrets 

was very low. Most attributed this to intergenerational differences on certain issues such 

as dating and sex.  

A prominent area of silence between mothers and daughters that was extensively 

discussed was the topic of sex. Student participants reported that sex was an issue that 

was rarely discussed openly in their houses and a number of them shared the impact of 

this silence on their own development. Amy described how the topic of sex was 

addressed by her mother and the impact it had on her.  

I think because I couldn’t talk to her about it, I didn’t know a lot about stuff like 
my other friends did. Or like for the longest time, I was super uncomfortable 
when someone even mentioned anything about sex because of her reaction . . . 
one time in high school, I told her something about someone that’s on birth 
control, she was like “what, premarital sex!, blah, blah, blah,” she like flipped out. 
If I wanted to, I probably wouldn’t ask her for birth control because she would be 
like “no, why are you having sex?” she would like jump to that conclusion right 
away . . . the closest she came to talking to me about sex was one time, she like 
left a book on the coffee table and waited for us to find it! I was like, “wow!, 
that’s so like, you have no bravery.” She just left it there. We never talked about 
it.  
 
Other participants also described a lack of information and conversation about sex 

and related issues from their mothers. Nalini described her mother’s shock when in the 

seventh grade and she came home with information about sex. “She was shocked because 
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in India you never talk about it. She wanted to know where I got this leaflet that I got in 

my health class. She quickly said, these are things that Americans talk about and that it’s 

not appropriate for us to talk about it.” Rehana described the impact of the lack of 

conversation about sex and sexual health.  

I think it’s sad that she like never had “the talk” with me . . . because I didn’t learn 
a lot of important things like when to say no and you know what to do if a guy did 
this or that. I had to talk to my friends who were sometimes in the same place as 
me. I remember this guy telling me like we could have oral sex without a condom 
and it was safe. And I was really naïve. I remember I told some of my white 
friends that and they like laughed at me and were like, “you know that’s not true 
right?” I mean it’s not like it would have been fun to hear my mom explain 
everything about sex but you know as a girl, like you often have your mom there 
to answer your questions. But my mom is so traditional and old fashioned. She 
just pretends that no one has sex . . . I have a friend from high school who is also 
Desi and she had a lot of problems with this guy, like she got pregnant and had to 
get an abortion and she was like, “I didn’t know” and you know I think that 
happens because we are not supposed to talk about it, like ever. I wish that was 
different. I will definitely talk to my daughter and even son about sex when it’s 
time.  
 
Amy’s thoughts powerfully convey the negative impact of the unspoken norms 

between mothers and daughters around the area of sex and sexual health. She recognized 

how her lack of accurate information about sex resulted in her being unaware of crucial 

information regarding sexual health. In reviewing the comments of the participants 

regarding the silence, lying or concealment related to certain topics between mothers and 

daughters, there seems to be a motive of avoidance of overt conflict. For both mothers 

and daughters, there are areas of intergenerational differences that are potential areas of 

conflict that exist in silence and secrecy instead of open discussion and disclosure. These 

areas of conflict are perceived as irreconcilable generational differences. 
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In addition concealment and lying as a strategy to avoid overt conflict over 

intergenerational differences, a majority of participants, both students and mothers, also 

expressed the close connection between intergenerational differences and the concept of 

intergenerational expectations. The participant mothers expressed that while there were 

areas of intergenerational differences between themselves and their daughters, they had 

clearly communicated their expectations from their daughters on these issues. Similarly, 

the student participants also reported that there were clear expectations that were 

conveyed to them mostly by their mothers in the areas of dating and marriage as well as 

expectations around their roles as South Asian women. The following sections will 

address these issues individually in greater detail.  

Intergenerational differences and expectations around dating practices and 

intimacy   

A large number of participants discussed the idea of dating, intimacy, and 

romance as an area of intergenerational difference. All the mothers stated that they had 

prohibited their daughters from dating in high school. Many of the student participants 

also reported not having their parents’ permission to date in high school. In exploring the 

topic of dating, all the mothers reported being uncomfortable and against the very notion 

of dating itself. Noor felt it was purely, “an American concept and not for us.” She 

further added that dating was not just an individual’s decision but that, “it reflected on the 

whole family and community. A girl is supposed to be pure and it’s only in marriage that 

you should be thinking about romance.” Other mothers recognized that their daughters 
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might choose to date but they acknowledged it was not something they actively 

encouraged or promoted with their children. Renu explained, “I won’t tell my daughter 

like American parents do that you should date this boy or that boy. I think she 

understands that this is not our culture. But if she does, then I just want her to be careful.” 

Mumtaaz commented: 

Dating [is] not the way we looked at dating, [which] was girl and boy go out for 
tea or ice cream and come home. Here dating has a totally different meaning. It’s 
very Western idea. The boys take you out [and] they expect something in return, 
which I did not grow up with. That’s something that really bothers me . . . I used 
to tell them that if you date in high school, just be friends, not dating like the 
western people do, because you don’t want to just fool around, there’s nothing to 
fool around . . . But try and save yourself as much as you can.  

 
For Mumtaaz and the other mothers in the study, dating was perceived as an 

American or Western cultural aspect. Some mothers were more comfortable or open to 

the notion of dating within certain parameters. Renu explained her expectations for her 

daughter in terms of dating.  

I don’t mind her dating, but I would definitely mind how far it goes before they 
get married. In our culture, even dating wasn’t allowed . . . Here the Americans, 
they’re a little bit more open, they wouldn’t mind their kids start dating early on, 
16, 17 years old, but  . . . I would probably not have felt comfortable being that 
young to start dating . . . as they grow older, in their 20’s, early 30’s, they would 
have an idea of what they want and they like, that’s probably when they’re ready 
to find a person. Like when she graduates now, I feel comfortable if she starts 
looking for someone . . . Even then, that’s one thing, I think I still carry from my 
Indian culture, how far it can go before they get married, there are certain things I 
wouldn’t like. If she starts doing things like living together those types of things is 
something I would not be comfortable with. 
 

While Renu expressed some openness to her daughter engaging in dating, she had clear 

expectations of what age was appropriate for her daughter to be dating. She also made it 

clear that there were certain limits and boundaries between dating and marriage including 
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living together before marriage. While she did not explicitly talk about sexual behavior, it 

can be inferred from her statement above that premarital sex would also not be acceptable 

behavior for her as a mother. While most mothers in the study recognized the fact that 

dating was an inevitable aspect of their daughters’ lives, they all stated that it was not an 

aspect of their culture and expressed hesitation and discomfort with the idea. They were 

cautious about certain aspects related to dating that they perceived as being “American” 

or “Western,” such as physical intimacy or living together. Finally, they expressed strong 

feelings regarding the appropriate age for their daughters to date.  

When the student participants were asked about intergenerational differences 

around dating many expressed a sense of frustration regarding their mothers’ views on 

dating. Sharmila commented,  

My mom just doesn’t understand the concept of dating, that I’m going to cry over 
a boy, I’m going to cry for a while and it’s going to mess up my studying for that 
week. But then she goes off to the other extreme and will say crazy things like,  
“you have to think about when to get married, when are you going to have 
babies?” Don’t tell me not to date then because this is like a process . . . when I 
call her crying because we had a fight or we broke up, she’s like, “what are you 
doing to yourself?”. . . She just really doesn’t understand that I’m going to have a 
lot of hurts before I find a husband. She just doesn’t get that. 
 
Amy shared a similar sentiment as she recalled trying to explain to her mother her 

views on dating. “I told her, you have to have some experience being in a relationship to 

know what want and not want in a relationship or in a husband. It might have worked for 

them to go straight to marriage but it just doesn’t work that way anymore.” Rehana 

further added, “for her she thinks of it purely as sin but the reality is it is totally normal 

and you BECOME the odd person out when you don’t date. You’re not a slut but just a 
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normal girl if you date. But she doesn’t think so.” Farida added, “She’s not against the 

idea of dating necessarily, it’s just when I do date she wants him to be “the one”, but 

that’s not how dating works.”  

These comments by Sharmila, Amy, Rehana, and Farida illustrate the differences 

between their mothers’ perceptions of dating and their own. While for many student 

participants, dating is a normal, developmental process that helps one find an ideal 

partner, for the participant mothers, it can be perceived as a Western practice that is 

incongruent with their culture, religion, and traditions.  

Some students expressed a level of understanding regarding their mothers’ 

opposition to dating. Nalini explained how her mother discouraged her from dating but 

commented, “she’s a mother, so she always wants me to be safe, so she was always 

telling me that ‘don’t get hurt,’ but unless you get hurt, you’ll never realize it for yourself 

how bad it can get, so I’m glad that I’ve had the experiences I’ve had. But I know she is 

coming from a place of protection and caring.”  

Ragini also tried to provide a rationale for why so many of the first-generation 

South Asian parents are resistant or opposed to the idea of dating. She reflected,  

I think for our parents, there’s this idea, like I said of, “I’m raising a Sri Lankan,” 
but that idea has changed, I think what I mean by that is that Sri Lankan kids these 
days are so much more Americanized. They’re a lot more like American kids than 
you think they are. So whereas my mom might be raising me by what she thinks 
are Sri Lankan standards, those standards have changed and become a lot more 
Westernized [over the years]. 
 
Hema alluded to this same phenomenon of her parents’ native country evolving 

over time. She exclaimed, “My little cousin is dating and she’s in high school! And my 
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aunt and uncle know and they are totally fine. But my mom and her friends [in the United 

States] are all still very conservative. They are more Americanized there . . . and my mom 

just doesn’t see that.”  Both Ragini and Hema make an important point about the 

evolution and changes of their parents’ countries of origin since their departure and 

subsequent immigration to the United States. As a result, the students perceive their 

parents holding on to an image of their countries along with an understanding of the 

norms and rules of that society from the time of their departure. From the students’ 

perspective, there is an absence of acknowledgment from their parents that the social 

rules and norms have changed and transformed over the years and that these new rules 

and norms are more aligned with current notions of dating in the United States.    

For some students, their mothers’ opposition to dating was closely tied to their 

religion. Reshma recalled, “I asked her why we didn’t date and she just said, “It’s against 

the religion. We don’t do that.” Zara also shared that she got the clear message that she 

was not allowed to date due to her religion. She commented: 

[My mom is] pretty much like “no dating”, I guess because we’re Muslim, she’s 
like, very old fashioned, If you like someone just get married to them don’t date 
them. They have that philosophy, they’re very extreme about that, they go the 
point where, “Oh, don’t even talk to guys” you know?  But me and my sister, 
we’re like, “you can’t do that here, it’s not going to happen, you are just going to 
have to talk to a guy, this is natural.” But that’s something we kind of always 
clashed on, a lot of times. 
 
Some participants expressed that while their parents might not necessarily have 

opposed dating altogether, they still had strict criteria of whom they could or could not 

date. These criteria were closely tied to religious, national, and regional identities. Rani 

explained,  
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When I was in high school, in the beginning, she was like, “you can’t date white 
boys” and I liked a white guy . . . then I got involved with Muslims, and that was 
a no, no also. So even if they were Indian, they couldn’t be Muslim. And of 
course it was TOTALLY out of question to date a Black guy or a Hispanic guy.  
 
Rani received clear messages about the importance of race and religious 

affiliation in terms of dating. Similarly, Nalini described the characteristics of men that 

she was not allowed to date.  

Nalini: I KNOW [my mom] would have a COW if I dated someone who was not 
Indian. Actually more specifically, someone who was not Hindu. Especially if it 
was a Black guy or a Muslim. She has never said it directly but just know.  
 
SR: Can you explain to me how you know? Like what are some specific things 
she may have said to make you think that way? 
 
Nalini: Nothing specific but I know. I guess it’s because of the way I know she 
feels about those people. Like black people. She sometimes says kinda insulting 
things, or she just doesn’t know anyone so she just has these stereotypes. And I 
guess with Muslims, I think growing up [In India] she was taught to not talk to 
them and there are all these negative things they teach you about Muslims, so she 
still has those. Again, she just doesn’t know them personally. Plus I think the 
religion piece is very important and you know if you marry a Muslim you would 
have to convert. So I know she would not be happy. 
 
In addition to discussing the criteria of who is not acceptable to date, the 

conversation above illustrates how the student participants receive messages about these 

criteria based on their mothers’ upbringing and interactions. For example, by recognizing 

that her mother was raised in India with pervasive messages that divided Hindus and 

Muslims, Nalini inherently knows that if she were to date someone who was Muslim her 

mother would disapprove. Nalini recognized that due to a lack of interaction with other 

racial groups such as African-Americans, her mother carries prevalent stereotypes about 
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African-Americans that are mostly negative and as a result her mother would also not 

approve of her daughter dating someone who was African-American.  

Deepika, who also received similar messages, provided an example of how humor 

and jokes within the South Asian community convey powerful messages about dating and 

marriage. She explained how her father regularly made what she described as,  “BMW 

jokes.” When asked to explain what that meant, Deepika explained BMW was an 

acronym for Black, Muslim, White. It could also be an acronym for Black, Mexican, 

White. She added, “So my dad and our family friends are like ‘Buy a BMW but don’t 

marry a BMW.’ So those are the jokes I heard growing up.” A few other participants also 

reported hearing similar jokes that clearly conveyed their families’ and community’s 

feelings about other religious, ethnic, and racial groups.  

For most participants, the conversation about dating and intergenerational 

differences between mothers and daughters eventually resulted in discussions about 

marriage and marriage practices. Many participants reported this area as another example 

of intergenerational difference between first-generation mothers and second-generation 

daughters. While participants reported having limited conversations with their mothers or 

daughters regarding dating, all reported engaging in extensive conversations throughout 

their lives about marriage and expectations around marriage. The following section will 

describe in detail differences in marriage practices between the two generations, 

expectations around marriages that are passed down to daughters, and other related 

issues.  
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Marriage - expectations around the who, when, and how 

“The most important job I have is to raise her in such a way that she gets married 

into a nice family and is all settled. If I can do that then I will have peace.” These words 

expressed by Noor powerfully reflect her feelings about the importance of marriage. For 

Noor as well as the other mothers in the study, marriage was a central aspect of a 

woman’s life, and as a result, a topic that was discussed in great detail between mothers 

and daughters. Both mothers and students reflected on the number of expectations placed 

on women when it came to marriage. Rehana described a sense of pressure about 

marriage by commenting, “it’s not simply the message, ‘you must get married,’ but more 

the who, what, when and how. That you must marry a Muslim, he must be Bangladeshi, 

he must make this much money or he must have this job. It’s a lot to consider.” Rani 

explained this same dynamic in a slightly different way, “I feel like you need to keep a 

running list of who you CAN’T marry. You know, no BMWs or someone whose family 

is from this part of the world, or something else. There are so many restrictions. It’s hard 

to keep up!” 

A number of students described receiving clear and direct messages about 

marrying someone from the same ethnic and religious background as their families. 

Regional similarities were also emphasized with a number of participants. For example, 

Hema stated how her mother had always insisted, “that I marry a South Indian. That is 

the most important thing for her.” Vandana echoed the expectations of finding a husband 

from the same region as her family when she shared, “[my mom] is all about me 
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marrying Guju [someone from the region of Gujarat].” Finally, Natasha explained her 

mother’s emphasis behind insisting that she marry someone who is Ismaili. She stated,  

I know my mom really wants me to marry an Ismaili, because she thinks that 
when you get married the girl will convert to the guy’s religion. So, God forbid, 
I’m going to marry someone from a different religion . . . For her it’s really 
important to preserve the community because the Ismaili community is so small 
to begin with she really doesn’t want me to go away from it.  
 
The message that Natasha received is a powerful one that stated that by marrying 

someone outside of her religion, she could contribute to the decrease of her entire 

religious community. 

During the focus group, the student participants also discussed the existence of 

what Aditi described as a certain, “hierarchy of who you can and cannot marry.” Hema, 

Vandana, Aditi, and Farida discussed this issue.  

Hema: I mean of course for my mom, you know, marrying a Hindu is number 
one. If he is Telegu that’s like bonus! It’s her dream come true! [laughter]  But 
you know for her, if you HAD to marry someone who is not Hindu, I think she 
would be okay as long as he was not Muslim. That is a HUGE, like that will not 
happen. 
 
Vandana: And also if he was like Black. No way! 
 
Aditi: Yea, I think there is definitely a . . . hierarchy of who can and cannot marry. 
And I think for [my mother] if I came home married to a Black guy she would 
FLIP out! But if it was someone else she might be eventually okay with it. 
 
Sharmila: My mom is the same way. I think for her and my dad, of course 
marrying an Indian is the best. But if I married someone White, they would be 
fine with it. But if he was Black or even Hispanic, no way. Cause for them, I 
guess White is better than Black or Hispanic which is total BS but I know that is 
true for them.  
 
All three student participants addressed the bias that their families have clearly 

conveyed to them about Muslims, African-Americans, and Latinos. From their accounts, 
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it is evident that the ideal spouse would be someone from their own religion, region, and 

parents’ country or origin. However, concessions might be made for someone who was 

white. This racial hierarchy of privileging White versus other individuals of color might 

also be tied to the model minority image that implicitly states that Asians, including 

South Asians, as the model minority are placed higher in the hierarchy of racial groups 

and therefore are closer to whites. An internalization of this image might be a factor that 

influences South Asian parents accepting a white spouse for their daughters over 

someone who is African-American or Latino.   

For the mothers in the study, it was also important that their daughters marry 

someone from their own community. Mumtaaz provided the rationale below:  

It would be a stress in some ways. I don’t know how well we would handle it. You 
know it’s not like I have anything against other people, but you know it would be 
hard to understand their culture and for them to understand our culture . . . I just 
want a Muslim, if somebody wants to convert, that’s fine. I just worry if you have a 
ceremony, the marriage would be questioned, this is the only thing I see. I think 
eventually, when they grow, it will come back, not to harm them, but with regret . . 
. I feel that it may come to them and it may be too late. This is how I feel, at the end 
of the day.  

 
In addition to religious, ethnic and racial similarities, there were other 

expectations around marriage including factors related to age. A number of participants 

discussed the appropriate time and age to get married. Renu commented, “I definitely 

want [my daughter] to have a family, so in that case, I want her to have it at a decent age, 

get married and have a couple of children before she becomes too old, by at least 25.”  

Deepika, a student participant described her elder sister negotiating this issues. She 

commented: 
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 [My parents are] definitely starting to push my sister, a lot, because she’s been 
wrapped up in work . . . It’s funny because my mom will have conversations with 
her like “oh, my one friend has this one sister who’s son is like your age”, she’s 
trying to make the connections there, and my sister’s “really, I don’t want it to 
happen that way, I just don’t want to. I just want to find someone on my own.” 
She’s 23 now, so they’re definitely getting on her case . . . They’re pushing her 
literally . . . For them, I think there’s that 23, 24 limit where you should find 
someone.  
 

By watching her sister negotiate marital expectations, Deepika is receiving clear 

messages about the appropriate age of marriage. Kamala, a participant mother, also 

explained why age is more of a factor for women than men in the context of marriage. 

She comments, “In India, there is a set age for a women to be married because of when 

she can have children. I think that’s changing a little but it is important for me that she 

gets married in her mid-twenties so she can be healthy to have one or two kids.” 

Mumtaaz added, “I want them to have a career also, so you know by mid-twenties they 

can settle down and also be able to have children.” 

Aditi, a student participant, expressed frustration at the confusing messages she 

has received from her mother regarding marriage.  

You know she emphasizes on career as well. But she’ll see a lot of women who 
are like, “I want to wait until I’m 30 or 31 to have a kid because I want to have a 
career.” And she’s like,  “no one’s going to marry you with that kind of thinking”, 
or  “you need to have kids by the time you’re 25.” . . . It’s kinda weird because 
she wants me to go to med school and be a doctor but also have kids by 25 or 26. 
I want to focus first on school and a job. Like, how does she expect me to meet a 
guy, get married and have kids all the while I am going to med school. That’s 
crazy! 
 
Vandana and Sharmila expressed similar expectations from their mothers and 

families of pursuing their career goals as well as fulfilling the expectations of getting 

married and having children at the right age. Both women described this as “a lot of 
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pressure,” and Natasha added feeling like, “ I have this tiny window to you know 

graduate get a job, be successful at it, and also be the girl who gets married and has kids 

at the same time. I feel I’m running out of time.”  A number of the student participants 

experienced an intense level of pressure to comply with the high and often competing 

expectations related to marriage and career.  

Several participants reported that this pressure was not simply something that was 

imposed solely by their mothers, but that its source was the larger South Asian 

community. A number of student participants described the pressures and expectations 

being specifically targeted toward South Asian American women. Vandana summarized 

this feeling:  

They expect you to be a certain type. You know traditional with all the values 
from the homeland and everything. Someone who is pure and innocent. But also 
someone who is smart and successful. If you are even a little different you are not 
good. You don’t fit the mold. There is something wrong with you . . . So we go 
around making sure we straighten our hair and wear makeup, not too much not 
too little. All the while studying and make straight A’s and get into medical 
school or law school and then quickly marry some Indian guy and have kids. 
That’s what a good Indian girl should do. 
 
Vandana’s comments are powerful on many levels. They address the challenges 

and pressures that these participants face as South Asian American women from their 

own families and communities. Additionally, these comments reflect the values that are 

often explicitly or implicitly communicated to the second-generation. These values are 

often transmitted and interpreted as cultural values or norms. However, I propose these 

values have also evolved out of the experiences of the first-generation of South Asians in 

the United States. From their arrival to this country to the present moment as they raise 
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their children, values of educational attainment, practical careers, preservation of culture 

and tradition have been reified and become the dominant trope for the South Asian 

American experience. A primary reinforcer of this trope is the myth of the model 

minority. The following section will discuss this theme in depth and explore the 

perceptions and experiences of the participants with the model minority image.  

THEME FOUR: MANIFESTATION AND EMBODIMENT OF THE MODEL MINORITY IMAGE 

In his book, The Karma of the Brown Folk, Vijay Prashad (2000) proposes that 

Asians in the United States have perpetually been perceived as the “solution,” constantly 

being applauded for their success as an immigrant group. He adds,  

To be a solution has its problems too. When one is typecast as a success, one’s 
abilities cease to be the measure of one’s capacity. A young Asian child now, like 
a pet animal, performs his or her brilliance. Those Asians not gifted in technical 
arts see themselves as failures and suffer the consequences of not being able to 
rise to the levels expected of their genes. (p. 6).  
 
Asians in the United States, including South Asians, have become the poster 

children of successful immigrants who have “pulled themselves up from their bootstraps” 

to achieve “the American dream.” This image of success as a result of hard work has 

become a significant theme in the lives of South Asians in the United States. In exploring 

the intergenerational issues between first-generation South Asian women and second-

generation South Asian American college women, I was particularly interested in 

exploring how the theme of the model minority South Asian affected the lives of both 

first-generation and second-generation South Asian women.  
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During the individual interviews and the focus group, I asked participants whether 

they were familiar with the term, “model minority,” and if they could explore what role 

that term played in their lives. I briefly provided an explanation of the term to those 

participants unfamiliar with the term and then asked them once again to consider its 

relevance in their lives and decision-making processes. A majority of participants were 

unfamiliar with the term but upon explanation seemed to recognize and understand the 

concept fairly quickly. For the mothers, the term was perceived as a positive attribute 

about South Asians. Kamala commented, “I think it is very accurate. I do think that we as 

Indians and South Asians have worked very hard in this country and given a lot to the 

country. So it makes sense.” Mumtaaz offered a reason for why this term might be 

applied to South Asians. She commented,  

I think Asians and us, we have these values. Values for education and family and 
making sure our children get the most education. I don’t think all groups have 
these values the same way. I feel that emphasis on education is not there with 
some other groups . . . Sometimes, they are more interested in finding the quickest 
way to make the most money. See that is not the best way. We teach our children 
to work hard, do well in school and that will definitely help them get good jobs.  
 
For Mumtaaz and the other mothers in the study, the model minority is applied to 

South Asians because of their specific cultural values that emphasize hard work and 

educational attainment. Since these qualities are perceived as cultural values, there is an 

implicit message that other cultures and groups might not necessarily have them. Noor 

made this point more directly when she distinguishes the accomplishments of her family 

with other groups. She stated,  

When we came here we had nothing. No money, nothing. But my husband 
worked very hard. He worked two sometimes three different jobs and was slowly 
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able to open his own business. And we then got a house and sent the children to 
school and college. We made some sacrifices for our children . . . But you see 
these other people and they just want to get money without working for it. I see so 
many people coming into my husband’s store with their food stamps and all this. 
We never had food stamps. We had to work hard . . . and then what happens is 
that they teach their children, “oh, you don’t have to work hard, get a degree, 
because you can always get food stamps.” And that is why they don’t often have 
good jobs.   
 
Noor implies a choice that groups make to either work hard or seek government 

assistance. In her account, one can also find the underlying theme of the South Asian 

immigrant coming to America with a lack of resources, and through their hard work and 

sacrifice, creating the American dream. This theme emerged in a number of other 

participant accounts and serves as the foundation to the model minority image.  

A number of the student participants echoed similar sentiments to the mothers in 

the study. They described similar themes of parents and family members immigrating to 

the United States with few resources and as a result of hard work eventually finding 

success and prosperity in the country. Upon hearing the description of the model minority 

image, Rehana observed that the term, “seems really accurate. I mean we are really 

visible in the high tech, medical, and law fields. It’s no accident. And I know my parents 

have worked really hard to get us the education and opportunities we have now. They 

certainly didn’t have these.”  

Ragini expressed some strong feelings about the term model minority and its 

perpetuation within the South Asian community. She remembered learning about this 

term in class and observed its negative consequences, which included the creation of 
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negative stereotypes about other communities of color. She provided the specific example 

of discussing this issue with one of her cousins.  

I don’t think [the model minority is] necessarily the worst idea that there can be 
about a minority, but it does put other minorities at a disadvantage. Like they are 
not as good as us. That seems sort of messed up to me . . . I recently had a debate 
with a cousin of mine . . . he said something very frightening, he said “white 
people and Asians are smarter than African Americans and Hispanics”, I said 
“you’re kidding me right? This is just pushing my buttons”, he said “no, no, 
there’s no point in denying the facts, we’re being politically correct, but we’re 
smarter. Look at Asians doing so well, then look at the black community and the 
Hispanic community” he said “we’ve got better jobs, we’re doing better in 
school” I said “well, let’s go back here, immigration laws were set up so that if 
you were coming from Asia, you had to be a professional. So obviously we’ve got 
an advantage here where the majority of our parents were engineers or doctors or 
academics or something like that, so we’re automatically at an advantage.  
 
A few other participants shared similar examples of family members relaying 

negative stereotypes and prejudice against other communities of color. Deepika reminded 

me of the BMW jokes she had previously referred to in our interview and commented, 

“there is a reason why they have this thing against Blacks and Mexicans. Because 

somehow they think, and I think a lot of my South Asian friends think we are better than 

them. It’s really kinda racist.”  

Nazia also discussed her apprehension toward the term model minority. She 

explained how learning about this term in a class changed her perspective.  

Before, my parents and other family members would be like, “Oh Blacks and 
Mexicans, they’re lazy. They don’t want to work hard.” And I was like “yeah, I 
sort of see that,” in some ways. But when I learned how historically Asians, and 
like most South Asians, they came here in the 70’s and they were all mostly 
doctors and engineers, I was really shocked. My professor was like, “this all has 
to do with immigration policies.” I had never thought about that. I mean Black 
people for SURE didn’t have these immigration policies. So it makes a lot of 
sense. But like, before this class I would not even have thought about it. When I 
tried to tell my dad about this, he was like, “oh that’s interesting, but it’s not that 
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simple either.” I really don’t think he agreed with it. He thinks it’s in our genes. 
It’s ridiculous! 
 
As a result, while many South Asians are creating, transmitting, and enhancing 

the model minority image for the next generation, they are also continuing the division 

between communities of color by reifying the prejudicial images and messages about 

African-Americans and Latinos.  

While some student participants described the enactment or embodiment of the 

model minority image within the South Asian community, others commented on how the 

model minority image was also perpetuated by individuals outside the South Asian 

community. Once again Ragini expressed her feelings about the model minority image 

and some internal conflicts that she experiences regarding the applicability of this image 

for her.  

I grew up in a fairly White dominated town, at least for my earlier years, when I 
got into high school, it was very diverse. Even in high school, it was “of course 
you aced that test, you’re Asian” or the term Asian failing. You know, if you got a 
B, like “I didn’t do well”, “oh you just Asian failed, it’s not a big deal.” There’s 
always this, “oh, well she’s Asian, she’s smart” and yeah, you’re proud to think 
your culture’s intellectually advanced, but at the same time, it’s MY work, it has 
nothing to do with the fact that I’m Sri Lankan. And in that way, I felt a little 
defensive, it’s not that I didn’t work hard for this, it’s not because I’m Sri Lankan 
that we just, you know, automatically things are just easier for us. That’s always 
made me uncomfortable.  
 
Ragini perceived that by imposing the image of the model minority one negates 

the individual’s hard work and efforts and attributes their success purely to their culture 

and group. Zara recalled how a few students in her biology class joked about how the 

curve on the test would be, “messed up because of all the Asians in the class.” Hema 

observed that she has often heard people being surprised at her choice of journalism as a 
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major and heard people comment being, “surprised that I am not in business or medicine 

or something. Like that’s the only thing that we can study.”  

During the course of their discussion on the model minority, a number of 

participants shared stories of success and heroes in their families and communities that 

became the faces of the model minority.  

Heroes and their stories 

“There is something wonderful in the care that parents take to inculcate their 
children with a sense of pride in their heritage and of the possibilities in 
themselves . . . There is also something pathetic in the tendency to celebrate only 
those who succeed in terms set by white supremacy. Only if Desis appear in the 
New York Times or on CNN do we consider them admirable. Those who are 
successes in other value frameworks but are not so recognized, rarely find 
themselves felicitated or held up as role models for their children. (Prashad, 2000, 
p.158).  
 
As participants pondered on the term model minority, many provided real life 

examples that validated the perspective that South Asians were the model minority. Aditi 

laughingly recalled how her father used to cut newspaper clippings of stories about 

Indians and Indian Americans succeeding in the United States. She added, “now he will 

just email us with any story about some Indian who is the newest CEO of some company 

or some Indian scientist who has discovered something here.” Hema added, “every time 

someone mentions hotmail or even the internet, my dad immediately tells them how the 

guy who invented hotmail was an Indian . . . He almost talks about him like he’s his own 

son [laughing].”  Others provided examples of family members or friends who are touted 

as symbols of success and perceived as role models. Amy described, “I think every 

Indian family has some sort of uncle or cousin who came to this country with no money 
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and nothing and is now super rich and successful.” All these accounts portray a common 

theme of the importance of heroes in the South Asian community and the role these 

heroes play in the lives of the second-generation.  

For Renu, the purpose of telling her children about success stories was to ensure 

that her children understood the values of education and hard work. She added,  

You see, they grew up here and in many ways are very Americanized. They often 
don’t understand the value of money or value of working hard. They want things 
quickly and instantly. They don’t know the struggles we went through when we 
first got here . . . when they see good role models it should influence them and 
teach them something.  
 
Kamala echoed these sentiments and added that, “there are not many famous 

Indians here so whenever that happens I try to let [my children] know so they can see that 

we are also successful here. I think every group does that.” Passing down these success 

stories in some ways is another form of transmitting culture and providing cultural role 

models to the second-generation.  

Some student participants also explored the effect of these success stories on them 

and their own experiences. Farida offered,  

Yeah, it’s cool to see Desi people in the media but like I often don’t really feel 
like I relate to them. Plus most of the time, they are men. I can’t think of one 
single Desi woman who is like super famous, other than Aishwarya Rai. But she’s 
first from India but also how many of us really look like her? Like for black 
people, there’ s Oprah, the Williams sisters, Halle Berry and on and on. We got 
one woman. Really!? 
 
Farida acknowledged a lack of role models for second-generation South Asian 

American women in the popular media. When students discussed success stories or 

heroes that were not part of the mainstream media but were part of the family or 
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community circle, there was often a sense of internal pressure that they experienced. This 

particular aspect of experiencing pressure as a result of hearing about these heroes and 

their stories of success is discussed in the following section.  

Striving for success: pressures experienced as a result of the image of the model 

minority  

In addition to sharing the stories of success of heroes within their communities, 

participants expressed how these stories often led to tremendous pressures and a constant 

need to strive to meet the standards of these heroes. For Nazia, her father’s experiences 

were a major success story and resulted in certain internal pressures. She explained:  

Education is a very big deal in my family, extended family, the entire family 
basically. Especially to my dad, because he’s been through very, very hard times 
in his life, he decided that if he ever had children, he would always give them the 
best and always make sure that they’re the best and he doesn’t mean to pressure 
us, sometimes it just comes out that way. It’s a lot of expectations for me and my 
brother, especially since we’re living in this country, they’re expecting us to do 
great things because it’s the land of opportunities.  
 
Nazia made an important point that while the pressures may not be directly or 

overtly placed on the second-generation, they are experienced internally by the children 

of the first-generation immigrants as a result of their stories of immigration and their 

hardships. As a result, the second-generation might internalize these stories of 

overcoming adversity in the land of opportunities creating a need to perform successfully 

to repay their parents for their sacrifices and challenges. While the creation of internal 

pressures was one consequence of these heroes and stories, for a few participants these 
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stories resulted in feelings of inadequacy or hopelessness in terms of fulfilling the 

standards set by these success stories. Vandana expressed,  

I feel like there is always some auntie or uncle’s son or daughter that is doing 
something better than me. First it was that they were getting better grades than me 
in high school or were involved in more activities. Then it was they got into UT. 
So I got into UT but it still wasn’t good enough. Because they were double 
majoring in business and engineering AND doing pre-med! I mean come on! So I 
feel like every time there is someone else doing something better than me . . . 
Sometimes I want to say to [my mother] I don’t want to hear about all these 
people anymore. Who cares! I will never be able to do all these things.  
 
For Vandana, living up to these expectations is a constant game of catch up and 

she expressed a sense of futility and frustration. She also described a constant comparison 

that is experienced by children as their parents share stories of other children and their 

successes. Reshma explained this particular aspect of comparing children’s successes. 

“It’s just something that all Desi parents do. I am sure I’m better than someone’s kid and 

worse than someone else’s kid. I guess they think it helps us stay motivated. It’s just 

something that happens, I guess.” 

A majority of the pressure that participants experienced was in the realm of 

academics and careers. A number of participants acknowledged the prevalence in South 

Asian families of encouraging their children to pursue certain academic and career fields. 

Hema discussed how early this expectation is planted in children.  

I think it’s a really closed off notion that you can only do certain things . . . we 
were at one of my cousins, and she’s only like 12, and [her parents] were honestly 
sitting there and it wasn’t like they were asking her, “what do you want to do 
when you grow up?” It was more like, “so do you want to be a doctor or an 
engineer?” Like it was already, narrowed down question, well there’s so many 
other opportunities or other things to do.  
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Deepika echoed this very notion of having limited academic options and 

wondered, “I don’t know if it’s because I’m Indian and that we just have really tunnel 

vision, but the thought of majoring in English or Government or things like that just 

never really occurred to me.” Zara explained that in addition to herself, both her brother 

and sister had also pursued medicine. She recalled how early she received these 

messages. She commented, “ever since I was in elementary school, [my parents] were 

like ‘doctor, doctor, be a doctor.’  I think we got all brainwashed . . . so becoming a 

doctor is not just for me, it’s a reflection of my family.” 

Nalini expressed her interest in academic and professional fields that lie outside 

the traditional or accepted list of careers for her parents. She described her interest in 

being an author and her mother’s perspective on this idea.  

I’m really into Harry Potter, so ever since then, I’ve talked to [my mother] and 
said, “I want to be an author, I want to write like J.K. Rowling, I want to be 
famous like her”. She was like “no, that’s a bad idea, because one out of a million 
authors get to be that famous”. And so that’s a big thing for her, I should have my 
own financial stability, because like I said, my parents, they’ve gone through hard 
times in their life, so they always want to make sure that, even more than the best 
thing you would like to do in life, even more important than that is financial 
stability. And you can have a lot of financial stability in Engineering or science or 
whatever, that’s why it’s a big deal to them that I go into science or engineering.  

 
Similarly, Hema described her mother’s reactions to her interest in owning an art 

gallery as “humoring me . . . she sees it as a side project. It’s like there’s no success in 

other things because they know, being a doctor, being an engineer, is a guaranteed pay 

check.” Nazia connected these academic and career expectations to the model minority 

image by observing, “just because they all became successful because they were doctors 
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and scientists and engineers, they don’t value other professions. I want to be a teacher. 

That’s noble, but it’s not the ‘model’ profession.” 

In addition to academic and career choices, participants also described how the 

decision to come to UT-Austin in itself was connected to the themes of success and 

educational attainment. For most participants, their families perceived UT-Austin as a 

prestigious school and a marker of educational attainment and success. Amy described 

her process of choosing colleges during high school, “My parents wanted me to apply 

only to the best schools like UT, Rice, Berkley. And then when I got to UT it was the 

cheapest option but still really prestigious and that’s all that mattered to [my parents].” 

Mumtaaz added, “of course UT is the best. We are so proud that she got into it. Everyone 

in our community also knows its reputation and that’s important.” Aditi explained how 

“it was ingrained in me when I was really little that I must go to UT and more specifically 

go into McCombs. That’s all my parents cared about.” 

Noor explained the reasons for her emphasis on her daughter attending UT-

Austin.  

Everyone knows that [UT – Austin] is the best. If I had my way, I would have 
kept her here in Houston but there are no schools that are as good as UT, except 
Rice but she didn’t get it. Which was very disappointing. But at least we are 
paying less tuition now. With my boy I was okay with him going outside of 
Texas. But with a girl, you don’t want her too far away. She needs to be closer to 
home. So UT was perfect, a good school, good reputation, lots of other Pakistani 
and Muslim people, and close to us. People in our community are so impressed 
that she goes there.  
 
From Noor’s and the other participants’ account, UT-Austin serves as another 

tangible symbol in the image of the model minority. As the flagship institution of the 
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state, it provides the opportunities for success and prestige that are extremely valuable for 

the first-generation immigrant parents.  

As the participants discussed their understanding of the model minority image and 

its role in their lives, a number of them commented on the additional pressures of 

fulfilling this image as a South Asian American woman. For Sharmila, a student 

participant, the pressures that Desi women experience as a result of the success stories 

that are weaved together to create the model minority image are qualitatively different. 

She explained, “for a guy it’s all about the career. . . But for girls it’s career and then on 

top of that you have to look a certain way, and act a certain way and finally be married to 

a certain guy.” Deepika captured the expectations that were placed on Desi women by 

commenting, “I feel that [Desi women] have to be perfect in and outside the home. We 

have to be the successful CEO, doctor, lawyer, whatever, but then also be like our 

mothers and grandmothers, successful as wives and mothers.”  Farida commented,  

It’s not a bad thing that you are expected to succeed and do well for yourself. But 
it can feel horrible if for some reason you just can’t do it. I mean, for us women 
beauty and brains are important. I can do something about brains but what if I 
can’t do anything about my beauty. Does that make me a complete failure? Our 
worth is counted not just by the degrees we have and our careers but also by our 
cooking skills and dancing skills and all that. It’s too much sometimes.  
 
Sharmila, Deepika, and Farida powerfully convey the pressures they experience 

as second-generation South Asian American women as they strive for perfection in 

multiple identities. This was recognized by some of the mothers who participated in the 

study. For example, Kamala remarked,  

My daughter in many ways has to work harder than my son. He only needs to 
concentrate on his studies and career. Our daughters on the other hand have to 
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deal with more. Since they have more opportunities for careers than we did back 
home, they must study and also be independent and get a good job. But they also 
must still be the core for their families and take care of their parents and children.  
 
Therefore, second-generation South Asian American women inherit a more 

complex and gendered image of the model minority that is transmitted by their families 

and the community as a whole. First-generation mothers internalize these stories of 

success that create the model minority image and in turn relay these stories as 

expectations of acceptable behavior and goals for their second-generation daughters.    

In addition to exploring the nature of intergenerational issues between first-

generation South Asian mothers and second-generation South Asian American college 

women, this study also focused on the identity development process for the second-

generation college women and the degree to which their mothers influenced their 

identities as South Asian American women. The following section will address 

significant themes that emerged within the larger theme of identity development for 

second-generation South Asian American college women.  

THEME FIVE: INFLUENCES AND ASPECTS OF THE DESI WOMAN’S IDENTITY 

 The primary focus of this study is on the experiences of the second-generation 

South Asian American college women and the ways in which their relationships with 

their first-generation mothers affect the various aspects of their lives, including their 

college experiences, their decisions around academic and social issues, and the 

development of their identity as South Asian American women. This theme addresses the 

first research question of the study, which examines the role of first-generation mothers 
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in the identity development of their second-generation daughters. In addition to exploring 

the role of mothers in the development of a South Asian identity for their daughters, this 

theme also explores how second-generation South Asian American women make sense of 

their identity and negotiate the various aspects of this identity in college. Due to the fact 

that this particular theme focuses on the second-generation South Asian American 

participants in the study, most of the narratives presented in this section are from the 

student participants of the study. Finally, the demographic table presented in chapter 

three provides detailed information regarding all participants that might be helpful to the 

reader.  

The development of a South Asian American identity was reported as a vital part 

of the college experience for most study participants. Being South Asian American was 

not perceived as neatly splitting between two cultures – the South Asian and Western 

culture, nor was it perceived as experiencing a constant tension between values and 

traditions from these two parts. Most participants expressed a more fluid and dynamic 

interplay between the South Asian and American identities. For most participants in the 

study, identity was rarely confined to simply being South Asian and/or American. 

Instead, there were multiple dimensions of identities including ethnicity, religion, and 

gender.  

 During the interviews and the focus group, all participants were asked to describe 

how they identify themselves. Most participants described themselves based on a number 

of cultural factors including but not limited to parents’ countries of origin (e.g. Pakistani), 

regional identifiers (e.g. Gujarati), and religious identity (e.g. Hindu). While none of the 
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participants described themselves as South Asian American, many reported agreeing with 

that term and understanding its connection to their identity. Deepika explained why she 

identified with the term South Asian American but did not self-identify with that term,  

I think it’s because it’s a broad, kinda all-inclusive terms for all of us. It’s really 
important that we as a community have that. I know there is a need for it . . . I 
guess it’s an important term to educate people that you know we as a group, are 
different than Asians or Asian American . . . Like it should be something that I 
would check in a box if they had that as a term because that’s the best way to 
describe us. I see myself in it. But for me personally, I say Indian or Desi.  
 
The term, South Asian American was considered an umbrella term encompassing 

the various identities within South Asian America. However, it was not a term that was 

readily utilized by participants. The term Asian American was another term that most 

participants did not utilize or identify for themselves. Nalini commented, “I wouldn’t call 

myself Asian because the word Asian is usually meant for Oriental people, like Chinese 

or Japanese. It’s always been weird when I have to select that as my option on all these 

forms for school and stuff.”  

For some participants like Rehana and Saba, the way they identified themselves 

was often based on the context or the type of people with whom they were interacting. 

Saba stated that while most of the time she would describe herself as Pakistani, South 

Asian, or Desi, there are times when, “I just say Indian, because . . . people know India 

more, and it’s easier.”  Rehana expanded: 

 I usually say South Asian if I am around a lot of white people, just because a lot 
of people don’t know where Bangladesh is and I don’t want to get into a long 
explanation with them. Or I will sometimes just say Indian because people are 
familiar with that. But if I’m like around other Brown people, I will either say 
Bangladeshi or even Bengali or just say Brown, but most of the time they can see 
that. Sometimes I will just say Muslim also but that is also like usually around 
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other South Asian people mostly. Or I might say I am South Asian and Muslim . . 
.what’s funny too though is like, sometimes when I’m around other kids and 
they’re like “Oh I’m from Plano, I’m from Dallas, or the Woodlands”, I kinda go 
“I’m from H-town [Houston]!” and sometimes, especially if I say that to whole 
bunch of non-Desi people, they kinda look at me funny like “What?” I don’t 
know, I feel like that’s a big part of my identity too since I grew up there all my 
life, but like people don’t buy that sometimes.   
 
For Rehana, identity then becomes contextual and may be contested by others as 

result of assumptions or stereotypes such as what Frank Wu (2002) refers to as, the 

“perpetual foreigner myth.” Wu discusses the perpetual foreigner myth in the context of 

all Asian Americans where he argues that due to a long history of exclusionary 

immigration policies along with the underlying notion that American equals white, Asian 

Americans have experienced various instances of “othering” and been denied their 

American status or have been simply perceived through their Asian identity. As a result, 

many Asian Americans despite their immigration and generational status are often 

confronted with questions such as, “where are you really from?” implying that they are 

not from America. Rehana’s account reflects this perpetual foreigner myth when she 

explains receiving puzzled looks from people when she says that she is from Houston.  

Additionally identifying oneself can also be dependant on the level of knowledge 

and understanding of the people that you may be interacting with. Both Saba and Rehana 

mention how more people might be familiar with India but not with other South Asian 

countries. As a result, identification is also dependent on whether one wants to engage or 

teach others about their identity. Finally, there is a distinction in describing oneself 

among other South Asians and non-South Asians.  
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A number of participants addressed their hyphenated identities (Purkayastha, 

2005) of being American as well as South Asian. For Ragini it was not a simple matter of 

identifying as half American and half Sri Lankan. She reflected: 

I’m Sri Lankan. I think for a little while I was thinking “why do I identify myself 
as Sri Lankan? Because I’m pretty much American, I’ve grown up here all my 
life.”  . . . But I feel that maybe it’s a little bit to do with the fact that I didn’t feel 
like everybody else growing up and so that led me to cling on more to my Sri 
Lankan heritage. I’ve always kind of longed to be Sri Lankan-American, I don’t 
know whether if suddenly I’ll feel that way . . . I’ve always felt that, even though 
I’ve been here my whole life, I’m not, I’m just not American, I’m Sri Lankan. I 
mean I’m proud of that. 
 
For Nazia, being American “is all about the logistics, like I have an American 

passport, a driver’s license and all that. So it’s more paperwork, but not really how I feel. 

At least when I am here. I feel more Pakistani here but more American when I go over [to 

Pakistan].”  These comments imply that for these women, there was a stronger sense of a 

South Asian identity despite being born and raised in the United States for a variety of 

reasons, including a lack of a “sense of belonging.” 

When all participants, both students and mothers, were asked whether they 

identified differently than their mothers or daughters, many agreed that there was a 

difference in identities between the first-generation mothers and second-generation 

daughters. All the mothers pointed out that their daughters were American in addition to 

their South Asian identity, while they identified exclusively with their South Asian 

identity. Kamala, a participant mother described the difference between herself and her 

daughter.  

I have never seen myself as American. Yes, we have U.S citizenship but to me 
that doesn’t make me an American per se. I always say I am Indian. [My 
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daughter] is definitely American because she was born and brought up here. I 
think she is equally Indian and American. But I think we are different in that way. 
It’s not good or bad. Just is. 
 
Similarly, Mumtaaz also perceived her daughter as both American and South 

Asian. Additionally she asserted that her daughter identified more pan-ethnically as South 

Asian instead of as Bangladeshi. Mumtaaz remarked, “she grew up here with a lot of 

Indian kids so to her they are all the same. So she doesn’t feel like Bangladeshi but more 

like Indian, which I understand.” Finally, Noor drew a clear distinction between herself 

and her daughter based on religion. She commented, “To me I am Ismaili first and then 

Pakistani. To her she is Pakistani first, then maybe even American, and then maybe 

Ismaili. So that’s the difference for us.”  

The student participants made many similar observations to the mothers in the 

study where they perceived their mothers’ South Asian identity to be exclusive and not 

combined with an American identity. Nalini described her mother as, “completely Indian 

and Hindu. Those are the most important factors for her.” Hema quickly described the 

most important parts of her mother’s identity by exclaiming, “not just Indian but SOUTH 

Indian. She will always say that, no matter who she is talking to. She’s very proud of that. 

And she sees a clear division between North and South Indians.” Natasha described her 

mother’s identity to be most closely tied to her religion. She remarked, “to her being an 

Ismaili, not just a Muslim but an Ismaili is the most important part of her identity. Then 

she would probably say being a wife and mother are the next two most important to her.”  

A number of participants expressed identifying similarly with their mothers, but 

pointed out that their mothers drew a distinction. Vandana commented: 
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She [thinks I’m] very American.” I think she makes more of a distinction, not in a 
negative way, but she makes a distinction between having been brought up in 
India because she was there until she was 20 something, so she sees a difference 
in us.  
 
As a result, mothers perceived their daughters as more American in addition to 

being South Asian, whereas for the daughters that distinction might not always exist or be 

significant. It would seem that the mothers might compare their daughters’ identities in 

relation to their own identities, which could lead them to perceive their daughters as not 

South Asian enough. On the other hand, the daughters perceived their identities based on 

a variety of factors including their mothers’ identities, but also their environment 

including their peers and the interactions with these peers.  

 A significant sub-theme within the larger theme of identity that emerged was the 

significance of religion on one’s identity as a South Asian American woman. The 

following section will address the importance of religion and spirituality for second-

generation South Asian American women.  

Religion as an important part of the South Asian American identity  

 A number of participants expressed the centrality of religion in their experience as 

a South Asian American woman. All participants in the study reported being brought up 

in some sort of religious tradition ranging from Hinduism to Buddhism. Only one 

participant reported not currently practicing some sort of religion. For everyone else, 

affiliation with some sort of religion or spiritual practice was essential.  

 Most participants reported their current religious affiliation to be the same as the 

one passed down to them by their parents and families. Some engaged in frequent 
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religious practices and rituals such as going to the temple, praying every day, or reading 

the sacred texts of their religions. Others identified with their religions more through 

lifestyle choices and using the principles of their religion in their daily lives. Saba 

commented on the importance of her religion, Islam, in her life:    

I find religion really important in my life, because it helped me shape a lot of my 
decisions in my life. I’m probably not the most practicing type, but I will say I 
don’t eat pork, I don’t drink for the most part, I don’t gamble. I follow most of the 
rules in the religion, it’s just I might not be as practicing it, like praying five times 
a day and stuff like that . . . with American schooling, sometimes you’re taught to 
question things, so then there have been points where I question things about my 
religion . . . even though I question it in the end, I still like believe in it though.  
 
Saba’s comments indicate the importance of Islam in her life, but more 

importantly, they also reflect the fluid and complex relationship between her religious 

identity and her experiences growing up in the United States. They indicate not 

necessarily a conflict between her religion and the Western aspects of her background, 

but rather an almost complimentary or additive relationship between the two.  

For a number of participants their strong religious or spiritual identity was a direct 

result of their parents’ own religious identity and the central role of religion in their lives. 

Farida explained:  

My parents both grew up really religiously, they’re both Ismaili Muslim like a 
particular sect in Islam, and so they raised me religiously. I started singing 
religious songs when I was two, by the time I was four, I’m not trying to brag, I 
knew all my prayers by heart and I’d already performed them at our Mosque at 
the time. I guess it’s just always been something that’s been there, I’ve never had, 
I know people that go and find their religion in their life, but I never had to really 
find it, I suppose it’s just always been there. I can’t imagine my life without it.  
 
Rehana reported, “Most of the values my parents taught me come out of Islam. It 

is a huge part of their lives. They are good Muslims and they taught me to be a good 
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Muslim. And so I try every day.” Deepika explained the role of her parents in shaping her 

religious identity:  

I wouldn’t say that my religion is the reason why I’ve chosen to be the way I am. 
I wouldn’t say that my religion is why I’ve chosen to not have sex until I’m 
married or why I don’t want to drink or do drugs. I think it kind of is, because my 
religious values are what my parent’s have raised me on, even though they won’t 
say “oh, in Hinduism, we do this”, that’s just how they raised me. They think a lot 
of it has to do with religion, I think it’s important in me making the decisions I 
have in college and staying the way I was raised . . .You know I might not know 
all the prayers or do all the pujas or go to Mandir every Sunday but to me the 
values are more important. 
 
For Deepika the values promoted by her religion were more important than 

simply the rituals and practices. While for many participants both parents passed down 

values related to their religion to their children, mothers played a significant part in 

creating and developing their daughters’ religious identity. A number of participants 

reported learning prayers, sacred songs, poems, and other rituals primarily from their 

mothers. Aditi described, “growing up in the temple that my mom used to take me to 

when I was a kid. We were there ALL the time. My mom knew all the priests and she 

would also make clothes for the statues of the Gods and Goddesses.” For Nalini, her 

mother represented what she described as “a true Hindu. In everything she does. She lives 

by values of the religion. She didn’t shove it down our throats she just did it through 

actions . . . I think watching her is why I feel so connected to my religion.” Sharmila 

described the ways her mother had influenced her religious identity.  

My mom is Hindu like everyone else in the family but she is very different than a 
lot of my aunts or other relatives. They will like go to the temple just to be seen. 
You know, “look I am such a devout Hindu I am here at the temple.” But then 
they turn around and talk smack about everyone. That’s not what a good Hindu 
does! I mean they will fast and do all the rituals, but I feel like they are so 
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superficial. My mom always told me, “You don’t worry too much about what 
bhajans [religious songs] you know or how many times you go to temple, but 
more about what you do . . . she won’t go to the temple but she will do charity . . 
.That’s what she has taught me and I really appreciate that.  
 
Both Nalini and Sharmila observed their mothers as teaching and modeling the 

values of their religion instead of merely teaching them rituals and behaviors appropriate 

for their religion. For both these participants, their mothers provided positive role models 

of South Asian women with a strong religious identity.   

The importance of religion also emerged in the views of the participants regarding 

marriage and children. For a number of participants, marrying someone from the same 

religious affiliation was more important that other cultural factors such as ethnicity or 

parents’ countries of origin. Zara expressed her strong desire to marry a Muslim and how 

this one criterion superseded others.  

Zara: In Islam it’s a huge sin to marry a non-Muslim. I personally agree, religion 
is so important to me, I would want to pass it on to my children . . . when you 
have two religions marry each other, then it’s hard for the child to identify 
themselves. That is my number one priority.  
 
SR: What about other factors? Is it also important that he be Indian or Indian 
American? Or other things like, where his family is from? 
 
Zara: Yea, I would prefer someone who was Indian but more importantly Muslim. 
So like if he was Hindu, no. But if he was Pakistani and Muslim that would be ok 
because he’s Muslim. Pakistani or any other South Asian. As long as he’s 
Muslim.  
 
For Zara, it was crucial to marry a Muslim even if he was not from the same 

country of origin as her parents. Others like Zara also placed similar religious affiliation 

as extremely important. Nalini recounted her list of characteristics in an ideal husband 

based on priority and stated that he, “has to be Hindu, then Indian, then Bengali, oh and 
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also good-looking [laughing] and well off. He doesn’t have to be rich but, you know, 

someone stable . . . but like I said the most important thing is that he practices my 

religion.” Deepika expanded on why it was crucial for her to marry someone Hindu. She 

spoke about this issue in the context of discussing a brief relationship that she had with a 

South Asian man who was also Indian but was from a different religious affiliation. 

He [was] Ismaili, and I thought “this is never gonna work, it’s just not an option.” 
I know it’s too early to think about those things, but you do have to think about 
them. I was 18 at the time, and if it ever got that serious, I knew it would be really 
hard. So we dated just five months and broke up and I think it had to do with 
religion a lot . . . I know for a fact that if I get married it’s going to be to a Hindu 
guy or I’m not getting married at all. My religion and my culture are very 
important to me, I think more so than anything . . . because I want someone to be 
able to go with me to the Mandir like someone, to go to Navratri with me and like 
all these other things. If I’m going to be with someone for the rest of my life, I 
want that person to be fully supportive and fully engaged in what I’m doing, I 
don’t feel that’s possible with someone of a different religion. I knew going into 
it, I set that standard for myself, the whole Gujrati thing is negotiable, but being 
Hindu is not negotiable at all.  
 

 From her account, Deepika addressed a number of important points. She began by 

describing her relationship with someone from a different religious affiliation and her 

awareness during this relationship that it would not work out due to their different 

religious affiliations. She continued by describing how important it was for her to marry 

someone who was also Hindu due to their shared affiliation not just with the religion but 

with the rituals and traditions of that religion.  

Whether Muslim, Hindu or Buddhist, a large number of the student participants 

described religion as a primary and essential part of their identity as a South Asian 

American woman. Many fully embraces their parents’ and families’ religious affiliations, 

while others identified with parts of these religions and created new meanings and new 
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ways of feeling connected to their religious or spiritual affiliation. A number of women 

reported their mothers being a primary agent in creating and enhancing their religious 

identities. Mothers were perceived not just as teachers of rituals and traditions linked to 

the religions but also as role models or the ideal followers of the religion. Finally, similar 

religious and spiritual affiliation was one of the most important factors that participants 

were seeking in romantic and marital partners.   

Looking back at the larger theme of identity and identity development, a number 

of student participants spent some time discussing the evolution in their identity as a 

South Asian American. For most student participants, their current identity as a South 

Asian American woman had not simply been created in a short period of time or 

remained static over time. Instead, it had “grown up as I have grown up,” as Nalini 

observed. The next section will present participants’ observations on the shift in their 

South Asian American identity over time.  

Evolution of identities  

For the student participants in the study, their identity as a second-generation 

South Asian American woman had evolved over the years and been shaped by a number 

of experiences and influential figures in their lives. The path of many participants’ 

identity development closely resembled the progression of identity in a number of racial 

and ethnic identity development models including Kim’s (2001) Asian American Identity 

Development (AAID) model. A number of participants described stages and times in 

their lives, especially in elementary and middle school, where they identified closely with 
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the Western culture and actively sought to distance oneself from their ethnic culture. Saba 

provided the following example:  

My elementary school was mainly white, so I had a lot of white friends. Maybe 
there were two or three or four other Desis. So when I was younger, I didn’t really 
like to tell people that my parents were Pakistani. I remember I used to even say 
PACK IS STAN [pronouncing Pakistan in an American accent], because when I 
was really young, I didn’t like how my parents would say it. And plus I just didn’t 
want to stand out. And then, finally, I can’t remember when it happened. I think it 
was junior high, when I was like “screw it, I don’t want to stay PACK IS STANI 
or PACK IS STAN and I’m going to say it like it’s supposed to be – PAAK 
ISTAAN.” I think I got more comfortable about my own culture.  
 
Similarly, some participants reported feeling embarrassed to speak in another 

language apart from English in front of their friends due to a fear of feeling different or 

“standing out in a bad way,” as Natasha explained. Other examples of active avoidance of 

one’s ethnic culture included refusing to associate with other South Asian children in 

school and avoiding any sort of cultural activities. Hema recalled:  

I remember things like, in elementary school, [when there was] a talent show and 
someone did an Indian dance, I would be SO embarrassed and think, “God, 
they’re embarrassing us” and then people would be talking about it after that, 
making fun of it because they didn’t understand it, I feel that for that reason I 
would just not want to do stuff like that, it would just be harder, you just want to 
identify with that because you just want to fit in I guess.  
 
Others also echoed Natasha and Hema’s wishes to fit in and not stand out. Rani 

described acting, “all White when I was in middle school,” as a way of fitting in. These 

examples resemble Kim’s (2001) description of the white identification stage in the 

AAID model where one actively distances oneself from their Asian ethnic culture and 

seeks to affiliate mostly with white and western culture and peers.  
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The shift out of the white identification phase often occurred in middle school and 

high school for a number of participants. It corresponded with the presence of a larger 

number of South Asians in one’s school and community. Sharmila described, “an 

explosion of brown people in my high school and suddenly there were more people that 

looked like me . . . [and] I slowly began to have a larger circle of Indian and Bangladeshi 

friends in high school.” Rani added, “not being the only or one of a few Desi kids in my 

school really helped. I felt like I didn’t just stand out. There were more of us so it wasn’t 

weird to see someone who was Indian or Pakistani and so on.”  

In addition to an increase in the number of South Asians in schools and 

communities, some participants also described how the existence of formal and informal 

student groups that were primarily comprised of South Asian students helped them feel 

closer to their South Asian culture and identity. Zara described the large group of South 

Asian friends she had in high school and how this group was known as “brown town, ” 

and how important this identity and affiliation with “brown town” was for her. She 

added, “we weren’t like freaks or nerds or anything. We were just like any other group 

that people knew about.” Deepika recalled her surprise at the large number of South 

Asian student organizations in her high school.  

There were quite a few. I couldn’t believe it. Freshman year in high school, I 
started becoming involved and we had Desi Students Association, so I was 
involved with that. Every weekend, all the brown people, as they called it, would 
hang out. It was kind of weird, it was a change, but it was cool and I was still 
involved with choir, so I still had my other side of things, so I wasn’t completely 
like, in the brown community, I guess you would say. But I was definitely more 
involved and I think it really helped me learn and appreciate my culture so much 
more.  
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 For Ragini, the increase of South Asian friends during her high school years 

helped her feel connected to her culture as well as comfortable in her culture. She 

explains, “it was exciting for me because there was this feeling for me of,  ‘okay, they 

understand how it is.’ I don’t have to explain. There are a lot of common things like 

certain foods or drinks or music from India, Sri Lanka, that we kind of identified with.” 

 While most participants described shifting from actively distancing themselves 

from their South Asian cultures to embracing or becoming more comfortable with their 

South Asian cultures, a few participants further described a certain sense of feeling 

pushed out of the western or white culture. For a number of the Muslim participants in 

the study, the September 11 terrorist attacks and the aftermath had a powerful and 

profound effect on their identity. Natasha described feeling “scrutinized all the time 

because I am Muslim.” Nazia described how the events of September 11 resulted in 

“people [seeing] me not just as a regular Pakistani-American but now just as a Muslim.” 

She described the shift she experienced in her own identity development. 

Suddenly all that I was was a Muslim. Nothing else. To them I was just a Muslim. 
You know even people around me that I knew were like . . . “wow, you’re a 
Muslim, what do you think about the war and what’s happening?”. . . I mean for 
the most part, it wasn’t like they were always racist or mean, but like, that was the 
only thing they saw in me. So I started also just seeing that in me too. Like, I 
leaned on my faith more. I became proud to be a Muslim and tried to really 
educate people that, “no not all Muslims are like that.” . . . and even now, I am 
more active in my community. I am involved in things about political awareness 
and social justice. I am taking Asian American history courses. Like I see what’s 
happening to Muslims in this country and I want to stop that.  
 
Nazia’s account of her experiences and the shift in her own identity as a South 

Asian and Muslim could be an example of the awakening to social political 
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consciousness stage in the AAID model where one becomes aware of racism and 

marginalization based on one’s ethnic or religious identity.  

Finally, a number of participants attributed a shift or evolution in their identity as 

a South Asian woman to their college experiences and the opportunities that were 

available to them in college. Rehana explained how college was “really the first time 

where I was around so many Bangladeshis my age and, I don’t know, it’s weird but I felt 

really proud, or special to be one of them.” Saba added that, “coming to UT, I feel, has 

made me really close to my culture and really helped me understand what it means to be 

a South Asian.” Farida expressed that in addition to her mother, her friends and her 

involvement in South Asian organizations were the most powerful contributors to the 

development of her identity as a South Asian American women. The following section 

provides a more in-depth description of the salience of friends and South Asian interest 

organizations in the identity development process for second-generation South Asian 

American women.  

Desi friends and social networks  

In addition to their mothers, a number of participants described their South Asian 

social network in college as a significant factor in the creation, enhancement, and 

strengthening of a South Asian American identity. For Nalini, having South Asian friends 

for her meant, “it’s sometimes easier to identify with people from the same area, you’re 

brought up in the same kind of manner, you have the same ideals and values.” For 
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Deepika, her friends represented an extension of her life at home with her mother and 

family. She expressed,  

My mom especially made me culturally in tune, I didn’t want to lose that when I 
got to college. So I feel like my friends and my organization helps me stay more 
connected with my parents too. It’s almost like I have them here, even though I 
don’t. Having my friends, keeps me connected. Like we listen to Bhajans 
[religious songs] together, like my parents and I do when I’m home. Some of my 
friends and I always joke around with each, talk in Gujarati yeah, we’re just being 
funny, but subconsciously it helps you feel like you’re connected to home . . . I 
know a lot of people come to college and lose everything that they’ve ever been 
taught, I didn’t want that to happen to me, because I never want to transform into 
that person and I didn’t want to disappoint my parents because they’ve done so 
much for me. I think that was probably the major reason why I actually sought out 
South Asian people. 
 
For Deepika it is very important to preserve and enhance her identity as a South 

Asian American woman and her friends and organizations help her maintain and augment 

this part of her identity. Unlike Deepika, Reshma didn’t come to college planning to 

make South Asian friends and create a network. She described coming from a 

predominantly white high school and was “shocked” to see so many South Asian students 

at UT-Austin. She explained that her process of building a network of South Asian 

friends has helped her feel supported and understood. She added,  

I’ve just been able to connect to them on so many different levels, because they 
will understand the problems I have with my parents, the problem of growing up, 
because they have similar experiences. There are lots of things that don’t have to 
be explained or you don’t feel like you are being judged . . . I just feel like they’re 
more like the keepers of my secret, [pause] of my culture really. Having these 
friends has kind of opened up that world to me. 
 
What Reshma described in the account above is a sense of familiarity, safety, and 

comfort as a result of having friends from similar cultural, ethnic, and religious 

backgrounds. This affiliation for Reshma equated to a sense of belonging as well as an 
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absence of judgment due to shared experiences as South Asian Americans. Similarly, for 

other participants, having a South Asian social network allowed them to feel connected 

with their culture by being able to speak the same language with their friends, or visit the 

temple or mosque with their friends, and celebrate cultural holidays and occasions with 

one another. Additionally, participants such as Vandana expressed learning more about 

their culture as a result of their friends and social networks. From learning and enjoying 

Indian dances to understanding certain values, Vandana expressed her friends played a 

significant role in her own identity development.  

You know, before college, I don’t think I felt real proud of being Indian or Guju. 
But now I feel that and I think it’s because my two best friends, they are like 
always so proud of their heritage and culture. And when I first met them, they 
were like, “Vandana you should be proud of your culture” and I didn’t 
understand. But I think I have really learned the value of having like a sense of 
community, not like my parents’ family friends, but these are my friends.  

 
Vandana makes a crucial point of the importance of having other second-

generation South Asian Americans as her peers in order to experience a sense of 

community. Furthermore, these friends have contributed to her awareness and 

appreciation of her own identity as a South Asian American female.  

The importance of a community and feeling a part of the community was also 

expressed at length by participants who were part of a South Asian interest sorority on 

campus. A number of these women described in great detail how important their sorority 

and sorority sisters were to their lives and their identities. Saba recalled how uninterested 

she was in sororities when she first arrived at UT-Austin. “I always thought that was only 

for the white girls. You know, you never see a brown sorority girl on TV or anywhere.” 
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Vandana added, “It’s not something that is common for Desis. I mean, you know our 

moms weren’t in a sorority so I never really knew what it was.” However, being a part of 

a South Asian interest sorority became a central part of the college experience for many 

participants. Deepika described her sorority as “the one organization that kind of has been 

my foundation that I’ve grown off of. It has developed me so much.” Farida expanded,  

The whole concept of sisterhood is so central in the sorority, I guess all sororities. 
To me that is also such an important concept in our culture. So those two mesh 
well for me culturally. My sorority sisters are like my family sisters. They are like 
my rock. I know they will always be there for me. And especially as South Asian 
women, they get what it’s like. It’s so cute because being in this sorority, we like 
all go out and do Garba or go watch Hindi movies together. Or get dressed in saris 
or Salwar Kameezes. I couldn’t have done that if I was part of a regular sorority.  
 
For some participants, being a part of a cultural or religious organization in 

college also contributed to their identity development. Nalini described how the religious 

student organization of which she was a member provided her a community of people 

with similar religious affiliations and, “the same views about our values and the 

importance of our religion in our lives. We do a lot of things together from going to 

temple to going out and I feel like they are my family here.” Zara explained how “it was 

cool to see people my age here you know, who also felt their religion was important to 

them. It was different than being home with my parents and other elders. Here we are all 

the same age and have similar values and then we can hang out too.”  

As a result, friends and student organizations with a South Asian focus, whether 

social, cultural, academic or religious were considered to be highly important factors that 

contributed to one’s sense of identity as a South Asian American woman. Sharmila 
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captured the importance of her friends and their role in her identity development in 

comparison to her mother and family. She commented:  

I feel like [my mother] really showed me what it means to be an Indian woman. 
You know through her experiences and perspectives, the way she raised me, it 
was through an Indian’s lens . . . I feel that through my friendships and being 
involved in the different student organizations and group, I have learned what it is 
to be a Desi. Not just Indian but Desi. You had asked in the form whether I 
identified as Desi. I think I would have said no before college and before meeting 
my friends and being involved. Because it’s more than being an Indian. Here it’s 
about being Desi and being around other Desi people, Indian, Pakistani, Nepali all 
that.  
 
Sharmila’s comment not only captures the distinction between the influence of 

her mother and her social network on her identity development but it also describes 

another significant sub-theme of a pan-ethnic Desi identity that was recognized and 

claimed by a number of student participants in the study. The following section will 

examine how participants acknowledged and expressed this Desi identity.  

Experiences of a Desi girl   

A line in a famous song from a Bollywood movie states, “I have met many girls 

from around the world, but there ain’t nobody like a Desi girl.” When I asked participants 

to describe to me what it meant to be Desi, a number of them provided descriptions and 

feelings that were centered not just in the context of ethnicity but also gender. Aditi 

exclaimed, “I think it’s totally different being a Desi woman than a Desi man. There is a 

lot more to us than the guys.” Vandana described being Desi as “being a girl who can 

dance perfectly to Bhangra and Beyonce at the same time [laughing].” Hema described 

that as a Desi woman, “I am expected to not only be smart and successful like the guys 
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but also successful in terms of being a woman, you know, take care of my looks, be 

charming and good at cooking and all that.”  

Nazia expressed her feelings around her identity as a Desi woman. She 

commented, “[At UT - Austin] I don’t just feel like I’m Pakistani, I am part of a larger 

group. Here brown people often don’t care whether you are Indian or Pakistani or 

whatever, we are just simply brown. And that’s what I see as being Desi.” Nazia’s 

comments sheds light on an important distinction that often exists between first-

generation immigrants and the second-generation South Asian Americans born and raised 

in the United States. For second-generation South Asian Americans like Nazia the 

distinction between national and other cultural identities is not as salient as it might be for 

the first-generation South Asians. Aditi pointed out this difference in her comments,  

My mom really doesn’t like it when I say Desi or brown. I mean, it’s more she 
doesn’t get it. For them they are always talking about differences between Desi 
people. They will be like “oh this person is Pakistani or this person is Indian.” 
Like they are always like, “oh this person is Musulmaan [Urdu word for Muslim]” 
because in India there was always this, they were taught this Hindu versus 
Muslim thing and they still have it. But here my friends and I don’t care. Like my 
roommate is Pakistani. I have two really good Bangladeshi friends. I don’t care. I 
mean I am still proud of being Indian but I don’t care if others are not Indian. I 
still have tons in common with my Pakistani and Bangladeshi friends. I think our 
generation doesn’t weigh those differences as much as our parents.  
 
These views resonate with the findings of a number of researchers who have 

studied second-generation identity issues such as Purkayastha (2005) and Maira (2000) 

who also found the Desi identity as one claimed by the second-generation in order to 

portray a lack of emphasis on national origin and cultural differences while highlighting 
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the shared experiences of growing up as second-generation South Asians in the United 

States.  

In addition to the term Desi, participants utilized a variety of other ethnic labels 

and terms to describe the layers within the South Asian identity. Similar to the term Desi, 

these other descriptors were created within the community and utilized by the community 

members as opposed to those outside the South Asian and South Asian American 

community. These labels often implied a hierarchy among various groups within the 

community in addition to also addressing Kibria’s (2006) notion of South Asians as the 

“ambiguous non-whites.”  

A number of participants referred to themselves and others in the South Asian 

community as brown. From descriptors such as “the brown kids of [dorm name]” to 

“brown town,” brown was a descriptor that was utilized at numerous points during the 

individual interviews and the focus group with student participants. Amy provided her 

rationale for using the term brown to describe her South Asian identity.  

South Asian is too formal. Plus it really doesn’t clearly describe us sometimes. 
Like a lot of people get confused and think of Vietnamese people when you say 
South Asian. So to me, saying brown is more accurate. Like black, like white. Not 
many white people go around saying, “oh I am Caucasian!” they’ll say white . . . 
And then Asian is again something that I don’t call myself. So brown I think 
basically captures a lot.  
 
Sharmila expressed feeling comfortable with the term brown because, “people [in 

the United States] are really concerned about race more than anything else. So often 

when people see me they are all, “what are you? Black or white?” Saying Asian does not 

say anything about race. But saying brown, that means something.” Sharmila’s comments 
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reflect the tension in defining South Asians racially and Kibria’s (2006) notion of South 

Asians as “ambiguous non-whites” who are placed in the racial category of Asian. By 

using the term brown, these participants can engage in the discourse of race and define 

themselves racially in a way that feels more congruent than the categories that are often 

imposed on them.  

In discussing their own identity development, a number of student participants 

described an additional layer that further indicated the multi-layered and complex nature 

of the South Asian American identity. Participants utilized the terms, “ABCD” 

(American born confused Desi) and “FOB” (Fresh off the boat). Similar to the terms, 

Desi and brown, these two terms are once again created within the South Asian 

community and serve to distinguish between first-generation immigrants from South Asia 

and second-generation South Asian Americans. In addition to providing a distinction, 

these terms imply a hierarchy or at the least, a clear division between first-generation 

immigrants and the second-generation.   

A number of student participants described themselves as ABCD. Saba reflected 

on her ABCD identity:  

I guess the reason I identify as ABCD is because I was born here and I grew up 
here, so I wouldn’t say I was really too far from my culture because my mom and 
my dad they kept it prevalent in our whole lives, and so I love the food, I love it . . 
. We watch movies all the time, I listen to music non-stop, they talk to me like in 
Urdu but I can’t speak  . . . and so I may know a lot about my culture but I was 
also around American culture. So I am not completely Pakistani but also not 
completely American. So that’s why I am an ABCD.  
 
Similarly, other participants described their ABCD identity as a South Asian 

identity that was created and developed within the context of American culture. 
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Participants often experienced a simultaneous socialization in both the American and 

South Asian culture that eventually resulted in a South Asian American identity with 

various layers and intersecting identities. Hema expressed that while she often identified 

as an ABCD she did not agree with certain assumptions that were often made about 

ABCDs like herself. She explained,  

I totally agree with that I am American-born Desi and that maybe compared to 
people born over there, I don’t know all about my Indian culture. But that doesn’t 
mean I am confused. I get irritated when people think that just because I was 
raised here, I am somehow confused or conflicted about being an Indian. No, I am 
just a different Indian . . . so I am an ABCD. But I think I am an American Born 
CONFIDENT Desi and not confused. 
 
Hema’s comment reflect the fluidity between her identities instead of a 

fragmentation or compartmentalization of her South Asian and American identities. 

Furthermore, her comments indicate her strong feelings about the negative assumption 

about ABCD’s as being confused and somehow not Indian enough. She reframes this 

negative stereotype into a positive image of a confident South Asian American female.   

While discussing the ABCD identity, participants inevitably also discussed the 

FOB identity. While a majority of the participants identified themselves more with the 

ABCD identity, a few discussed straddling both a FOB and ABCD identity. This was 

especially true for Nalini, who was born in India and immigrated with her family to the 

United States when she was nine years old. She described her negotiation between the 

ABCD and FOB identities.  

Yeah, I have a FOB shot  (pointing to the mark left by vaccinations given to 
children in India) because I was born in India, so whenever [other Desis] see that 
they go “oh you’re such a FOB” . . . some people say I have a FOBy accent still, 
like that accent is still there . . . And when I tell them that I was born in India, 
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they’ll immediately think, “oh you’re such a FOB.” But if I don’t tell them they’ll 
be like “oh you’re not a FOB. You seem like you’ve lived here all your life. ” 
And I do feel like I have lived here all my life. After all I have now lived here 
longer than I did in India, so to me I do feel like I am not a FOB. I don’t think 
being a FOB is a bad thing but I think we have all heard the FOB jokes and you 
know there is definitely kind of this mentality of “Oh you’re a FOB so you’re not 
cool.”  
 
Nalini described not just her own negotiation between the ABCD and FOB 

identity but she also describes the existence of a hierarchy of identities within the South 

Asian community and the values that are placed on each of these identities. Being a FOB 

may be perceived as a less desirable social status than an ABCD. Saba described this 

social hierarchy when she recalled her rationale in choosing certain South Asian friends 

over others in high school. She stated, “There were the FOBy kids and I didn’t want to 

hang out with them cause they were kinda socially weird. I hung out with the other Desi 

kids who weren’t like too Indian.”  Deepika also alluded to this social hierarchy when she 

tried to distance herself from a substitute teacher who was from India. She described, 

“he’d butcher everyone else’s name, but he’d get my name right. He was always calling 

on me and it was really embarrassing, cause in my head I was like, I hope they’re not 

associating me with him.” 

 The distinction between the ABCD and FOB identities existed not just on an 

individual level but also on the organizational level, according to student participants. 

Nalini described how South Asian campus organizations were divided according to these 

identities. She explained,  

There are FOBy organizations on campus and you know who they are. I mean X 
organization [real name not mentioned due to confidentiality] is for all the FOBs 
and Y organization [real name not mentioned due to confidentiality] does not 
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want to have anything to do with them because they are for the Desi people. And 
then the religious organizations are kind of on their own. And of course, each of 
them thinks they are the best and they’re like top, they’re like the better 
organization for Indian people or for the Desi. I just find that, they’re always 
competing against each other and trying to one up one another. But it’s a big 
decision about what to join because once you join one organization that means 
you will probably not have friends from the other organizations. So if you join the 
FOB organization, then good luck finding other non FOBy friends. I try to be 
friends with the two different groups but it’s definitely hard.  
 
Nalini’s account powerfully illustrates the layers of the South Asian identity that 

exist on the college campus and within the South Asian and South Asian American 

community. From an outsider’s perspective the FOB and Non-FOB organizations might 

appear to be identical and may be simplistically categorized as South Asian 

organizations, but there is a large difference between these two types of organizations. 

Membership in one organization versus the other marks one with an ethnic label that 

becomes a large part of their identity while in college as a South Asian or South Asian 

American student. As a result, FOB and ABCD identities are significant in the discourse 

of identities for South Asian American college women. While these labels and identities 

might not carry any meaning to people outside the community, they are powerful labels 

that play a crucial role in the creation of friendships and social networks for the student 

participants of the study.  

While being a FOB was perceived as being too South Asian, participants also 

described the values and judgments placed on those who were not enough South Asian. 

These individuals were often referred to by the participants as coconuts - brown on the 

outside, white on the inside. Amy discussed this label at length recalling the number of 

times she has been referred to as this particular term.  
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A lot of brown people see me as coconut because they think I am not Indian 
enough. You know just because I am not a part of some organization or have 
friends who are all different colors and backgrounds. Like I do hang out with a lot 
of white people, but just because of that I am not brown enough? There are all 
these “rules” as to who is Indian enough and I guess I don’t fit all those rules. 
Like I don’t speak another language and I don’t go to all the cultural celebrations 
and all that. It pisses me off because just because of that I am just discarded and 
called a coconut! Oh well.  
 
Similar to the label FOB, coconut carries a negative connotation and implies a 

sense of separation from the mainstream South Asian American community. While Amy 

described her feelings of being labeled a coconut, others described their rationale for 

labeling someone as a coconut. Farida expressed her perspectives on individuals whom 

she referred to as coconuts, as being, “ashamed of being Desi and sort of look down on 

all of us . . . They are not proud of their culture or want to have anything to do with it. My 

friends and I call them coconuts. Trying to act all White.” A few participants also 

described how the coconut label is contextual and may shift from one group of South 

Asians Americans to the next. Zara explained that some of her more traditional relatives 

perceive her as a coconut while some of her more “liberal friends” perceive her as a FOB, 

“because I don’t go out and drink and party.” Vandana also described the contextual 

nature of these labels. She commented,  

I think back home, to the people at my temple, I am probably a coconut cause I 
don’t hang out with them and do all kinds of religious activities and stuff with 
them. But in my sorority, I am not a coconut. I mean we watch Bollywood movies 
and listen to the songs and stuff, so it depends on the context. 
 
All these accounts from the student participants powerfully illustrate the dynamic 

and multi-layered aspects of identity issues for South Asian American college women. 

For women in the study, identity was simply not a balance between American and South 
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Asian identities but rather a process of integration and intersection of various identities 

related to ethnicity, race, gender, religion, and immigration status. Contrary to research 

on the second-generation, the participants did not report a persistent tension between the 

various aspects of their identity, nor did they feel that they were constantly 

compartmentalizing their identities. They recognized instead the evolution of their 

identity as a South Asian American female over the years and especially as a result of 

their experiences in college.  
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Chapter 5 – Discussion and Conclusion 

Immigration from South Asia to the United States has steadily increased since 

1965 (Kibria, 2006; Leonard, 1997; Prashad, 2000). As a result of this increased 

immigration, there has also been a corresponding growth in the numbers of second-

generation South Asian Americans born in the United States in the past few decades. This 

has resulted in larger numbers of South Asian American students in institutions of higher 

education; South Asian American women are increasingly visible on college campuses 

today. The University of Texas at Austin is no exception. Second-generation South Asian 

American women are enrolling at this flagship university of the state of Texas in large 

numbers. They are visible in the classrooms as well as in various co-curricular settings 

including student government, athletics, and Greek life. While they are visible in 

numbers, they are invisible in academic research and scholarship.  

In response to this invisibility and what Mohanty (1991) describes as “the context 

of an overwhelming silence about the experiences of [these women]” (p.54), this study 

provided a polyphony of voices belonging to both first-generation South Asian mothers 

and second-generation South Asian American daughters as they explored the mother-

daughter relationship and the central intergenerational issues that exist in these 

relationships. In order to gain a more critical and fuller understanding of the central 

intergenerational issues, it was crucial to gain perspectives from both mothers and 

daughters for this study. The narratives of the participants provided insight into how these 

second-generation women are forging and transforming their identities as a result of their 
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relationships. The narratives of both the participant mothers and student participants were 

analyzed through a hybrid conceptual framework that examined the gendered 

implications of the model minority image from a postcolonial feminist perspective.  

There were five main themes that emerged from an analysis of the data. These 

themes were: 1) the immigration story: struggles and triumphs, 2) critical elements in the 

mother-daughter relationships: closeness, detachment, and transformation, 3) 

intergenerational issues: areas of differences, strength, and silence, 4) manifestation and 

embodiment of the model minority image, and 5) influences and aspects of the Desi 

woman’s identity. A deeper analysis and further synthesis of these themes have resulted 

in the emergence of four major findings for the study.  

The first key finding indicated that intergenerational issues between first-

generation mothers and second-generation daughters created a complex and multi-

dimensional dynamic that had both a positive and negative effect on their relationship in 

addition to contributing significantly to the development of a South Asian American 

identity for the daughters. Additionally, attending college was perceived as a significant 

catalyst for the transformation of the mother-daughter relationships.  

College also served as a critical period of evolution of the South Asian American 

identity for the second-generation women, where they expanded, redefined and explored 

various aspects of this identity. A third finding revealed that the South Asian American 

identity should not simply be reduced to a binary of Western and South Asian 

components. Instead, the creation of a South Asian American identity for second-

generation women is fluid, contextual, contested, and multilayered.  
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The final finding indicated that both first- and second-generation South Asian 

women were affected by the creation and perpetuation of the model minority image 

within the South Asian community. The expectation to conform to the model minority 

image placed profoundly different and often unrealistic expectations on these women 

compared to men. In particular, participants reported being assigned the impossible task 

of simultaneously navigating the role of a successful, highly accomplished professional 

as well as being the perfect traditional wife, mother, and daughter to her family. Before 

commencing a detailed description of these key findings, I will provide a brief overview 

of the study.  

OVERVIEW OF STUDY  

This study specifically sought to address the lack of research on South Asian 

Americans, specifically female college students. Despite the consistent and significant 

increases in the South Asian population in the United States since 1965 there exists a 

significant gap in research on issues relevant to this population. Higher education 

research is no exception. The existing research on South Asian Americans has paid little 

attention to the differences between first-generation immigrants and second-generation 

South Asian Americans, thereby ignoring the diversity in experiences based on one’s 

immigration status and socialization process. Limited attention has been paid to the 

experiences of female South Asian American college students and how these experiences 

are shaped and influenced by their relationships with their first-generation parents. The 

goal of the study was to provide a richer and deeper understanding of the experiences of 
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second-generation South Asian American women that could ultimately aid student affairs 

practitioners in designing and delivering effective programs and services for these 

students.  

In order to contribute to the limited research on second-generation South Asian 

American college women, this study highlighted the experiences of 17 second-generation 

South Asian American college women currently enrolled at The University of Texas at 

Austin along with four first-generation South Asian women whose daughters were 

currently enrolled at the University. I sought to answer the following two research 

questions: 

1. What role do first-generation South Asian mothers play in the identity 

development of their second-generation South Asian American daughters? 

2. What are the central intergenerational issues that emerge between first-generation 

South Asian mothers and second-generation South Asian American daughters and 

in what ways do these intergenerational issues affect the overall college 

experiences of second-generation, South Asian American female college students 

at a large, public, and predominantly white university? 

Additionally, by utilizing a hybrid framework that examined the model minority 

myth and its impact specifically on women through a postcolonial feminist framework, 

this study was instrumental in demonstrating that the experiences of both first- and 

second-generation South Asian and South Asian American women are far from the 

simplistic and one-dimensional images that popular literature and research studies have 

portrayed (Mirza, 2009; Mohanty, 2003; Spivak, 1995). This study attempted to 
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illuminate the complexity in the relationships between first-generation mothers and 

second-generation daughters and demonstrate the role these relationships play in the 

overall college experiences and identity development of second-generation South Asian 

American college students. Furthermore, the conceptual framework helped in delving 

deeper into the ways in which the model minority stereotype affects both first-generation 

South Asian mothers and second-generation South Asian American women in college.   

This study employed a qualitative research design that utilized individual, in-

depth and semi structured interviews and a focus group (Lewis, 2003). The participants 

of the study included four first-generation mothers whose daughters were attending UT-

Austin and 17 second-generation college students at UT-Austin. All participants were 

interviewed in person. Unrelated sets of mothers and daughters were invited to participate 

in individual interviews. If a mother was individually interviewed, her daughter was not 

individually interviewed. Instead she was invited to participate in the focus group. While 

all the student interviews took place on the UT-Austin campus, the interviews with the 

participant mothers took place in their homes. All mothers interviewed for the study 

resided in the Houston area. After all the individual interviews were conducted, a focus 

group of student participants was conducted to provide an opportunity to ask follow up 

questions as well as explore preliminary themes that emerged from the individual 

interviews.  

All the interviews were digitally audio-recorded and subsequently transcribed. 

Analysis of the transcribed interview data consisted of open coding and axial coding 

procedures, which resulted in the generation of primary themes (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; 
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Marshall & Rossman 1999; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). After a summary of the research 

questions, methodology and context for the study, the subsequent sections will describe 

the key findings, implications for research, theory and practice, and implications for 

future research.  

PRESENTATION OF KEY FINDINGS 

 As indicated above and discussed in chapter four, a total of five themes emerged 

from an analysis of the data. These themes resulted from an analysis of narratives from 

both student participants and participant mothers. The decision to analyze and weave 

together the narratives of both types of participants was intentional and ultimately 

provided a richer and more critical understanding of the intergenerational issues between 

mothers and daughters as well as the role of mothers in shaping the South Asian 

American identity of their daughters. By examining both types of narratives, I was able to 

simultaneously uncover perspectives of mothers and daughters on the central issues of the 

study. Emerging out of these themes are four major findings that focus on the three main 

areas of this study, which are intergenerational issues, identity development, and 

negotiation of the model minority image. These four findings also constitute the major 

contribution made by my research to the existing research on South Asian American 

college women.  
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The complexity of intergenerational issues  

In chapter four, participants described the mother-daughter relationship as well as 

the central intergenerational issues they experienced in this relationship. One significant 

finding was that mothers were more engaged in the social and personal aspects of their 

daughters’ lives rather than aspects related to their academic or professional lives. Both 

student participants and participant mothers reported that the mothers did not provide 

specific guidance nor did they actively participate in their daughters’ college choice, 

major or career decision-making. While mothers clearly encouraged their daughters to 

pursue a higher education and establish themselves in successful career paths, they 

reported a lack of knowledge and understanding about the academic processes and 

options available to their daughters as a result of being first-generation and having a lack 

of familiarity with the academic and professional structures. As a result, the minimal 

level of engagement and involvement in the academic and career decision-making 

process is in itself an intergenerational issue between first-generation mothers and 

second-generation daughters. This finding is somewhat contradictory to past research that 

indicates a greater level of involvement by mothers in the career and major-decision 

making of their daughters (Kakaiya, 2000); Traxler, 2009). While these studies found that 

mothers played a crucial role in encouraging their daughters establish successful careers, 

they did not address the first-generation mothers’ knowledge and awareness about the 

various academic and professional choices available to their daughters. Fathers were 

often described as more actively involved in the academic and career-decision making 
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process for their daughters. Exploring the role of fathers in this area of their daughters is 

beyond the scope of the present study and warrants further investigation.  

Both types of participants reported an active engagement and participation of 

mothers in various social aspects of their daughters’ lives. Mothers were often the sources 

of support for their daughters on social and personal issues as well as influencing and 

shaping their ideas and beliefs around a wide range of issues, especially marriage and 

relationships. Both types of participants also identified mothers as the primary agents of 

cultural transmission. For the participant mothers, the transmission of culture was 

primarily achieved by passing down important cultural values to their daughters such as 

respect and modesty rather than simply teaching them cultural rituals and behaviors. All 

participant mothers perceived some significant differences between Western values and 

their own South Asian values, and felt it was crucial to cultivate their cultural values in 

their daughters who were already learning many Western values as a result of living in 

the United States. For example, dating and sex were perceived as Western values and 

behaviors by mothers while educational pursuit and accomplishment were considered to 

be important cultural values for South Asians.  

This transmission of cultural values was also considered by the participant 

mothers to be the primary way in which they contributed to the development of a South 

Asian American identity in their daughters. The student participants reported a similar 

transmission of cultural values by their mothers. However, they also described a 

transmission of cultural practices, rituals, and actions that they considered crucial 

contributions by their mothers toward the development of their South Asian American 
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identity. This finding related to the transmission of culture and values aligns with 

previous research on South Asian women and mothers as the primary agents of cultural 

transmission (Dasgupta, 1998; Kurien, 1999; Rudrappa, 2002). In addition to aligning 

with previous research, this finding enhances or adds to the understanding of this concept 

of transmission of values in that it indicates the crucial role of these values and cultural 

practices in developing a South Asian identity for the second-generation South Asian 

American women.  

Another significant aspect related to intergenerational issues between mothers and 

daughters in the study was the lack of overt conflict in resolving certain intergenerational 

differences like perceptions about sex and sexual behavior. Both participant mothers and 

student participants acknowledged that significant intergenerational differences in certain 

areas created tension in the mother-daughter relationship. However, the employment of 

silence instead of open dialogue and discussion emerged as a crucial tool in dealing with 

these intergenerational differences for both mothers and daughters. This finding is 

significant on many levels. Firstly, it points to the fact that intergenerational conflict may 

not always be apparent or manifested in the form of overt conflicts between South Asian 

mothers and their second-generation daughters. The silence and avoidance of these issues 

may be perceived as a fracture in the relationship between mothers and daughters and an 

aspect that prevents complete intimacy between mothers and daughters. However, it may 

also indicate that through the silence and avoidance of these issues both mothers and 

daughters acknowledge their intergenerational differences but choose to preserve the 

harmony and peace in the relationship by not engaging in open dialogue and discussion. 
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The long-term impact of the silence on issues related to intergenerational differences on 

the mother-daughter relationship is another potential area of further research. This finding 

is somewhat aligned with earlier research on intergenerational conflict (see Kakaiya, 

2000; Replogle, 2003) where findings revealed similar patterns of lying and concealment 

of behaviors such as dating that would not be approved by first-generation mothers. What 

is unique in this study’s finding is the practice of silence in dealing with intergenerational 

differences and more compelling is the unspoken, mutual understanding between mothers 

and daughters about utilizing silence and avoidance for certain intergenerational issues.  

In discussing intergenerational issues a number of student participants described 

the clear expectations outlined by their mothers relating to dating and marriage. These 

expectations included a strong discouragement to date especially in high school and 

college. If they were to date, the expectation then became dating someone from a similar 

ethnic, religious, regional, and cultural background. Finally, expectations around 

marriage also included marrying someone from similar social identity groups along with 

strong messages about what types of partners not to marry. This serves as a key 

contribution of the study because of the complex dynamic between expectations of 

mothers and the resultant expectations of the daughters. While the student participants 

vividly described these expectations and often perceived them as intergenerational 

differences, describing their mothers as “traditional,” or “rigid,” or “conservative in 

beliefs,” they also internalized these expectations and adopted these as crucial factors for 

themselves in considering dating or marrying someone. In other words, while daughters 

perceived that their mothers were strongly imposing their expectations that they marry 
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someone from their own ethnic, religious, regional, and cultural background, they later 

also emphasized how crucial it was for them personally to find someone who shared their 

religious affiliation, and spoke their language and was familiar with their culture.  

A final significant finding related to the intergenerational issues between mothers 

and daughters revealed a positive transformation in the mother-daughter relationship as a 

result of the daughters attending college. A large number of participants reported a 

positive shift or a further strengthening of the mother-daughter relationship after the 

daughters began attending college. Physical distance facilitated an emotional closeness 

between the two generations of women where daughters were able to appreciate the role 

their mothers had played in their identity and overall development. Additionally, instead 

of further distancing themselves from their South Asian cultures and values, the student 

participants reported increasing their own efforts at preserving the values, traditions and 

practices that were transmitted to them by their mothers. This finding is especially 

significant since previous research (Traxler, 2009; Purkayastha, 2005) on South Asian 

American college women has not specifically explored the transformation of the mother-

daughter relationship as a result of attending college. As a result this finding significantly 

contributes to the research on the intergenerational issues between first-generation South 

Asian mothers and their second-generation South Asian American daughters by 

highlighting the strengths in these relationships and examining the factors that create 

closeness between mothers and daughters.  
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Development of a South Asian American identity   

In regard to the research question about the role of mothers in the identity 

development of their daughters, a significant finding was while the mothers helped their 

daughters understand what it means to be a South Asian woman, their friends shaped and 

strengthened their understanding of what it means to be a South Asian American woman. 

While an examination of the role of South Asian friends and networks was not an original 

area of investigation in the study, it emerged as a crucial factor in the development of a 

South Asian American identity for the second-generation participants in the study. This 

network of peers facilitated the awareness and integration of the Desi identity, which is 

an ethnic label that is salient for the second-generation but not for the first-generation. 

The crucial role that peers play in college in the creation and expansion of the South 

Asian American identity as well as the Desi identity is a finding in this study that is also 

reflected in previous literature on second-generation South Asian Americans (Dhingra, 

2008; Purkayastha, 2005).  

In addition to the Desi identity, another identity that was discussed and often 

assumed by the student participants was the identity of being brown. This brown identity 

is an extremely significant finding of this study. Not only does it reflect the pan-ethnic 

aspect of South Asian identity, similar to the Desi identifier, it also more importantly 

allows for the second-generation, “racially ambiguous non-whites” to finally describe 

themselves in a meaningful way around their racial identity. By claiming a racial 

identifier of being brown, these second-generation women are taking ownership of their 

racial identity instead of simply fitting into the racial marker of being Asian that has been 
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imposed on South Asians and South Asian Americans. This finding is especially 

significant in relation to previous literature that has specifically addressed the struggle 

experienced by South Asian Americans in identifying racially (see Kibria, 2006; 

Purkayastha, 2005). This finding indicates an agency in the second-generation to create a 

racial identity for themselves.  

Another important dimension of the South Asian American identity that was 

consistently discussed by student participants was their religious identity. What was most 

striking about this finding was that regardless of their religious affiliation, a majority of 

student participants along with their mothers described the key role that religion plays in 

their lives. For many, their religious identity was more prominent than ethnic, regional or 

national identities. One’s religious identity shaped their values, their preferences in terms 

of dating and marriage, as well as their choice of a social network in college. This finding 

is significant in a number of ways. Firstly, it illustrates an example of a shared identity 

across various South Asian groups and provides a rationale for studying these various 

groups together to further explore commonalities and shared experiences. Secondly, it 

provides an important example of the ways the identity development and overall 

experiences of second-generation South Asian American are markedly different than 

other second-generation Asian American groups and provides an important rationale for 

focusing research efforts of South Asian Americans as a group instead of aggregating 

their experiences with other Asian Americans. The importance of religion and religious 

identity found in this study resonates with previous literature and research on South 

Asian Americans that also revealed the importance of religion in their lives and identity 
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development (Chowdhury, 2009; Kurien, 1999; Narayan & Purkayastha, 2009; Rayaprol, 

1997). The present study adds to the literature by exploring not just the importance of 

religion on the South Asian American identity but its manifestations in the lives and 

decisions of second-generation South Asian American women.   

The findings above address the central research questions of the study along with 

shedding light on other important issues discussed by participants in the study. In regard 

to the first research question about the role that first-generation mothers play in the 

identity development of their second-generation daughters, key findings of this study 

indicated that mothers played an important role in the development of a South Asian 

identity for their second-generation daughters. They primarily played this role by 

transmitting important cultural values including religious values. Second-generation 

daughters also perceived their mothers as being essential in teaching them various 

cultural practices and behaviors that reinforced their South Asian identity. In regard to the 

second research question about the central intergenerational issues that existed between 

the first and second generation along with their impact on the overall college experiences 

of the second-generation students, a number of important findings emerged. These 

included the minimal level of engagement by mothers in the academic and professional 

decision-making process of their daughters as a result of lacking information about 

academic and professional choices in the United States. Another finding related to this 

research question indicated that dating, sex and intercultural marriage were areas of the 

greatest intergenerational difference and tension. However, there was an absence of overt 
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conflict in these areas and instead both mothers and daughters employed silence, 

avoidance, and concealment to address these intergenerational differences.  

What follows is a discussion of how the framework utilized in this study was 

useful in studying the intergenerational issues of first-generation South Asian mothers 

and second-generation South Asian American daughters along with their process of 

identity development.  

REFLECTIONS ON THE FRAMEWORK 

Since this study is firmly rooted in the postcolonial feminist framework, a number 

of findings challenge the mainstream, Western discourse on South Asian and South Asian 

American women, which usually reduces and generalizes the experiences of these 

women. For example, the theme related to the immigration experiences of first-

generation women shatters the portrait of the “passive, docile, victim” (Chopra, 2002; 

Mohanty, 1991) of her circumstances. Instead, the immigration stories of the participants 

indicate that while they may not have been the primary initiators of the immigration 

process, they often served as the primary agents of creating a sense of home within a new 

country for their husbands, children, and families. Their stories indicate struggles and 

successes in creating cultural spaces while also navigating the new Western contexts and 

spaces. While they reported feeling isolated and lonely, they also indicated a sense of 

agency in learning about a new culture and addressing issues without the help of an 

extended family network that they were accustomed to relying on in their countries of 

origin. Finally, the accounts of first-generation women in this study also provided 
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insights into the experiences of working mothers and their navigation of the professional 

working world.  

The narratives of both participant mothers and student participants also challenge 

various notions and definitions that are placed on third world women by the Orientalist 

perspective that is often adopted by various Western schools of thought where certain 

aspects of the third world culture are appropriated as backwards or considered from a 

deficit model (Said, 1978). For example, the term traditional has often been utilized to 

describe third world women. This term implicitly carries a sentiment that as a simple 

result of being traditional, these women cannot be modern or empowered at the same 

time. However, the participants in the study challenge this binary and rigid view by 

demonstrating that while preserving and transmitting culture and traditions is an 

important role for South Asian women, it is also accompanied by striving for higher 

educational and professional attainment, attributes that may be perceived as more 

Western and modern.   

 Another important aspect of the study revolved around challenging the very notion 

of the term, “third world woman” as it is defined by the hegemonic, Western feminist 

discourse which often confines third world women as leading “an essentially truncated 

life [of being] sexually constrained,  . . . ignorant, poor, uneducated, tradition-bound, 

domestic, family-oriented, victimized” (Mohanty, 1991, p. 56). These descriptors imply 

that in contrast, Western women are more modern, liberated, educated, and empowered. 

However, the narratives of the participants in the study, especially the second-generation 

students, problematize this hegemonic notion of the third world woman which ignores or 
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fails to take into account their current residence in the first world, their socio-economic 

status of belonging to middle or upper income families, as well as living in urban North 

America. 

 Hence, the very notion of the third world woman is both vitally important and 

problematic at the same time in this study. It is important because the concept of the third 

world woman acknowledges the sociopolitical and historical factors that influence the 

lives of women from the geographic third world. In particular, examining the lives of 

first-generation women from this third world feminist perspective acknowledges the 

importance of agency and voice of these women that are often silenced in mainstream, 

western discourse. At the same time, one must be cautious to not simply place this term 

on both first- and second-generation South Asian American women without fully 

acknowledging their physical presence in the “first world” and their subsequent 

involvement in this world.  

 Therefore, South Asian women, especially second-generation South Asian 

American women, are influenced in important ways by both the third world and the first 

world. Subsequently, these women create and construct their identities from their 

personal experiences in their families, their south Asian communities, the larger 

American society as well as their own personal interpretation of these experiences.  

 In addition to a postcolonial feminist lens, the framework of this study also 

included an interrogation of how the model minority image affects the experiences of the 

participants in the study. This was another major finding for this research study. The 

narratives and stories of the participants revealed that both first-generation and second-
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generation women are constantly under pressure to conform and attain the model 

minority image and status. For first-generation women, the model minority image is 

internalized as early as the time of immigration where they witness their families and 

their South Asian communities as succeeding in attaining the American dream and 

becoming model immigrants. This image is constantly validated by stories of successful 

people either within their own families and communities or in the larger public life. For 

first-generation mothers, the image of the model minority gets translated as a positive 

attribute about their community as well as a cultural value that is not somehow shared by 

other underrepresented communities in the country. This also results in the perpetuation 

of negative stereotypes by the mothers regarding other communities of color.  

 While first-generation mothers consider the image of the minority as a positive 

image, they still struggle to conform to it and are constantly comparing their own ability 

to live up to the image of the model South Asian woman. Through their narratives, many 

of the participant mothers expressed regret or failure in their roles as mothers to their 

children. This strong sense of failure and regret can be tied to the high expectations that 

are often imposed on first-generation South Asian women to recreate their culture from 

their countries of origin and successfully transmit their culture and values to their 

children.  

In the process of transmitting cultural values, first-generation mothers also 

transmit the success stories of their communities and families, reifying the model 

minority image to their second-generation daughters. In turn these daughters report 

experiencing tremendous pressure to live up to this image of the model minority. The 
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pressures to conform to this image are two-fold for women and harder to attain than men. 

This is because women are encouraged and expected, like second-generation South Asian 

men, to succeed academically and professionally. However, they are additionally 

expected to strive to be the traditional South Asian woman who is family-oriented and 

successful in being a mother and wife. For South Asian American women the pressures 

to conform and attain the status of the model minority include not just being like their 

mothers who were successful in fulfilling their roles as mothers and wives and preserving 

the traditions and values of their culture, but they must also emulate their fathers who 

came to the United States and became successful and prosperous as professionals.   

In summary, I strongly recommend utilizing the hybrid framework of this study as 

it facilitated in producing and conveying a rich, multi-dimensional, and complex 

portrayal of the experiences of first- and second-generation South Asian women. 

Additionally, this framework challenges the dominant discourses of South Asian women, 

which are invisible, minimal, or one-dimensional. Furthermore, it revealed the challenges 

of the model minority image on these women and how this image itself, which 

historically was created by the white, western, dominant structure, affects the experiences 

of these women. In the following section, I reflect on my role as an insider to this 

community and how that affected the research study.  

REFLECTIONS ON MY ROLE AS RESEARCHER 

 Since this study employed a feminist research methodology and framework, it 

was crucial for me as the researcher to constantly observe and assess my role as the 
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researcher and my interactions with the study participants. Feminist researchers assert 

that there are some significant benefits for the researcher to belong to the community or 

social identity group being studied (Rayaprol, 1997). I believe that due to my status as an 

‘insider’ in the South Asian community, I was able to gain a greater level of access to my 

participants and provide a safer environment for them to share their stories than an 

outsider would. Additionally my own immigration status allowed me to relate to both 

participant mothers and student participants. As someone who immigrated to the United 

States as an adult, I was able to make connections with first-generation mothers due to 

our shared immigration status, as well as the connection of growing up in India or a 

different South Asian country. However, I feel that I was also able to connect on various 

levels with second-generation daughters including sharing the experience of attending a 

predominantly white university and having some personal understanding of the college 

experiences for South Asian women. Since I immigrated from India at a very different 

time than the mothers in the study, I was exposed to the U.S. culture at a greater level in 

India than the mothers in the study. A large number of norms had also evolved in India 

since the mothers of the study immigrated. As a result, even though I may have been 

socialized in India, I had many similar experiences with the second-generation South 

Asian American women who grew up in the United States. Finally, I believe that my age 

at immigration allowed me a certain level of flexibility in connecting both with mothers 

and daughters.  

 The insider status facilitated conversations with first-generation mothers that they 

might not have initiated with others outside their communities. This became evident 
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when mothers slowly began feeling comfortable discussing issues such as sex and 

relationships with me during the interviews. Additionally, being proficient in some of the 

languages spoken by the participant mothers allowed them to express themselves in their 

first language, which in turn helped me in capturing a more accurate picture of their 

experiences.   

 My insider status with second-generation daughters proved to be helpful as well 

since it became easier for them to open up to me as another South Asian woman instead 

of a researcher who might be perceived as simply trying to extract information. 

Additionally, being closer in age to the students than their mothers helped students feel 

comfortable in candidly discussing topics such as sex, dating, and alcohol use when 

relevant to their experiences.  

 Being an insider in the South Asian community for this study by no means 

implies that my experiences were identical to those of the participants in the study. Nor 

does it imply that my shared experiences with both mothers and daughters can and should 

be generalized to all South Asian and South Asian American women. While I might have 

reflected on my own relationship with my mother and her role in my identity 

development as a South Asian women, I had to constantly ensure that I was accurately 

capturing the experiences of the participants regardless of how similar or different they 

were from my own. I accomplished this by asking open-ended questions without a 

particular direction or hypothesis so that participants had the flexibility and space to share 

their experiences. I also attempted to clarify, summarize, and reflect back to the 

participants what I was hearing from them regularly, to ensure that I understood their 
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experiences and was not placing my own experiences or perspectives on them. While I 

have focused on how my insider status helped the participants feel more open and 

comfortable in sharing their experiences, I would be remiss not to mention how this 

insider status also helped me learn more about my own identity process and experiences 

of being a South Asian woman. Through this study, I was able to reflect on the layers of 

my own South Asian identity as well as the importance of some of these identities in my 

personal and professional life. This study helped me reflect on the various stages in the 

development of my own South Asian identity and the role that my mother played in this 

development as well as my friends and other social networks.  

IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND PRACTICE 

 Based on the findings of this study, I would like to offer in this section some 

implications for higher education researchers and recommendations for student affairs 

practitioners.  

Implications for research  

The findings from this study affirm previous recommendations for research on 

specific subgroups within the larger Asian American group (Das & Kemp, 1997; Dave, 

Dhingra, Maira, Mazumdar, Shankar, Singh & Srikanth, 2000; Kim, Yang, Atkinson, 

Wolfe, & Hong, 2001; Ngo, 2006) such as South Asian Americans. Based on the unique 

aspects of identity for South Asian participants in this study such as the importance of 

religion, it will be helpful if more research studies focused exclusively on the experiences 
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of South Asian American students. South Asian Americans have qualitatively different 

experiences than other Asian American groups based on their relatively shorter 

immigration history in comparison to other groups, which once again provides a rationale 

for studying this group separately. In order to study and conduct research on South Asian 

Americans, it will be important for researchers and institutions to create new datasets as 

well as to make changes to their demographic forms in order to accurately capture the 

numbers of South Asian Americans in institutions. Institutions of higher education will 

have to add South Asian American along with other sub-categories under the Asian 

American category to accurately capture the numbers of South Asian American students 

in their institutions.  

 While it is important to conduct research on South Asian groups separate from 

other Asian American groups, it is also equally important to research understudied groups 

within South Asian America. For example, Indians and Indian Americans have been the 

primary source of data for research studies focusing on South Asian or South Asian 

American issues. With the rise in population from other South Asian groups it becomes 

imperative to explore and study the experiences of other South Asian groups including 

Bangladeshi, Pakistani, and Sri Lankan groups. Research studies should not only look at 

the unique issues faced by college students from these different sub groups, but they 

should also closely examine the various shared experiences of college students from these 

various subgroups and how these shared experiences impact the development of a pan-

ethnic identity for second-generation South Asian American college students.  
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 In order to address the prevalent image of the model minority that is placed on 

South Asian American college students, researchers must make every effort to highlight 

the experiences of South Asian American students that might not necessarily fit into this 

stereotype. These students might include children of immigrants with lower educational 

attainments rates, and those who are working in blue collar or service industry jobs 

versus professionals in white-collar careers. The experiences of these types of South 

Asian immigrants have been largely ignored and subsequently, the experiences of their 

children are also understudied. As a result of this, South Asian American students 

belonging to lower socio-economic classes, whose parents have lower levels of 

educational attainment, and who are first-generation college students are invisible in 

research and underserved in college and university programs aimed to help these types of 

students.  

 Finally, this study utilized a hybrid framework that examined the experiences of 

first- and second-generation South Asian and South Asian American women and 

specifically explored the gendered implications of the myth of the model minority on 

these women through a postcolonial feminist perspective. This framework allowed for a 

richer, complex and multifaceted description of the mother-daughter relationship, the 

development of a South Asian American identity, and a description of the college 

experiences of second-generation South Asian American female college students. Future 

research must continue exploring other non-traditional and non-dominant avenues of 

knowledge production that continue to illuminate and validate the experiences of this 

underrepresented group.   
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Suggestions for student affairs practice 

Student affairs professionals play a vital role in the overall experiences of all 

college students. They are often the first people students encounter or interact with upon 

arriving on campus. Students continue their interactions with student affairs professionals 

as they progress through college via a variety of services and programs such as residence 

life, health, counseling, financial aid, academic and career advising. During this time, 

there exist a number of opportunities for student affairs professionals to provide effective 

and culturally relevant services to South Asian American college students, especially 

South Asian American females.  

 One of the most basic but most crucial recommendations that I would like to 

provide is an increase in education and awareness of student affairs professionals 

regarding South Asian American students. This should begin with inclusion of curricula 

about South Asian Americans in higher education and student affairs graduate programs. 

Courses that focus on student identity development, multicultural or underrepresented 

student populations, and counseling issues for students must all address the diversity 

within Asian American student groups and dedicate some portion of the readings and 

discussion on South Asian American students. A second recommendation related to 

increasing knowledge and awareness of issues relevant to working with South Asian 

American college students must be to systematically track the numbers and demographics 

of the South Asian American population in a particular university as well as comparing 

these numbers to peer institutions. Currently, South Asian American students are 

captured in the larger Asian American student numbers. It would be crucial for 
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professionals to disaggregate these numbers into smaller subgroups and get a more 

accurate picture of their South Asian American student population. By knowing the 

numbers and types of South Asian American students at the university, practitioners can 

then increase their knowledge about these students through various professional 

development opportunities in order to serve these students more effectively.  

In response to the finding that mothers experience a sense of inadequacy in 

guiding their daughters’ academic and career decision-making, student affairs 

professionals can help in a number of different ways. They can create partnerships with 

South Asian faculty, staff and community members who can be available either during 

new student orientation or in other ways throughout the year to work with first-generation 

mothers and fathers and help explain the academic structure, opportunities, and pathways 

that are available to their children. Practitioners can also make available electronic or 

paper resources that provide some basic information about their institution’s structure, the 

list of majors offered, and the possible career options that students in those majors might 

pursue. These materials should also be translated and available in more prevalent South 

Asian languages such as Hindi, Urdu, and Tamil.   

Additionally, in order to address the often restricted list of major and career 

options that South Asian mothers know about and encourage their daughters to pursue, 

student affairs professionals could find innovative ways to expand these mothers’ 

knowledge and awareness of other majors and careers as well as help them understand 

that these options could also result in success for their children. One way to do this would 

be to provide lists of famous Asian Americans, especially South Asian or South Asian 
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Americans, in particular fields that are often not pursued by South Asians. This would 

address the theme of the importance of heroes and success stories for South Asian 

mothers discussed in chapter four. For example if South Asian mothers were able to see 

South Asian role models who were successful in fields in liberal arts, journalism, fine arts 

and so on, they could then have the success stories of people in their communities in 

these fields and feel more comfortable and open to their daughters pursuing these 

academic and career fields.   

In addressing the finding regarding the central role of South Asian organizations 

and peers in the identity development and overall college experiences for South Asian 

American women, it might be helpful for practitioners to create mentoring or peer 

advising programs in various student affairs units and services. Providing first-year South 

Asian American students with peer mentors who are also South Asian American could be 

effective in a number of ways including academic advising, career advising, mental 

health and health issues. By utilizing peer mentors who are also South Asian American 

students, professionals could address a variety of issues that are salient for South Asian 

American women. For example, due to the practice of silence around issues related to sex 

and sexual behavior, some women might lack important information regarding sexual 

health. If their own peers were available and equipped to educate them about these issues, 

South Asian American college women might be served in important ways related to 

sexual health and relationship wellness. Similarly, if these students had opportunities to 

talk to peer mentors about classes and majors, an awareness of shared cultural 
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experiences might provide a safe space for students to explore issues related to majors 

and careers.  

Along with a recommendation for peer mentors for South Asian American 

students, it is also important for institutions and student affairs units to be aware of South 

Asian American representation on their own staffs. It is vital for students to see staff 

members, faculty, and administrators that look like them. Universities must continue to 

expand their recruiting to be inclusive of South Asian American professionals. 

Additionally, they must engage professionals who are South Asian American in their 

institutions and communities as resources, mentors, and partners to enhance their services 

for South Asian American students.  

Finally, student affairs practitioners must consistently educate themselves on 

issues relevant to South Asian American students as a group as well as individual 

communities of South Asian American students. A large part of this education is to 

examine the unconscious and subconscious assumptions and biases that exist about South 

Asian American students, which include the model minority myth as well as the perpetual 

foreigner myth. These biases can be manifested through innocent, yet deeply impactful 

comments or questions to South Asian Americans such as “Where are you from?,” or 

“You have no accent,” or “you must be pre-med or in engineering.” These assumptions 

can serve to distance students from professionals, as well as prevent them from feeling 

safe to ask for help or advice. A number of student participants during the focus group 

commented on the effect of these assumptions made by student affairs practitioners. 
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Hema, a student participant, recalled her visit to a career counselor to get some direction 

about a major. She stated,  

[The counselor] kept asking me about what my parents wanted me to major in. 
Didn’t really ask what I truly wanted. At one point, she even said, that she knew 
how important family expectations were for my culture . . .later, all she gave me 
was tons of information on business, medicine and science. Even though I told her 
I was also interested in journalism. I find that a lot of people just assume that just 
because I am Indian I want to be a doctor. I mean at least give me the choices that 
you would give to other students.  
 
Hema’s story powerfully captures the assumptions professionals might carry 

about South Asian American students only being interested in pursuing certain majors. 

Similarly, student affairs practitioners might conflate issues of South Asian international 

students and South Asian American students. They might also make the assumption that 

an international student might feel very comfortable with a South Asian American 

student or an organization. Therefore, practitioners must be aware of the differences 

between international students and second-generation South Asian American students 

and the dynamics that exist between these communities. In chapter four, FOB and ABCD 

identities were discussed as part of the student identity development experience. These 

identities are important to understand for student affairs practitioners in order to serve 

both international and second-generation South Asian students.  

Finally, student affairs practitioners must understand the pressures that are often 

imposed either by family, community or self on South Asian American college women 

and address ways of engaging these women in discussing these pressures and negotiating 

them in ways that are successful and empowering. Practitioners must also make every 

effort to be careful in not reinforcing the model minority image for these women but also 
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not simply encouraging women to act against it or ignore them completely either. Instead 

they should provide safe spaces, educational tools and resources, as well as allies and 

peers from the South Asian American community to help these students in addressing 

these expectations and making decisions that are beneficial to themselves, their families, 

and their communities.  

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

 This study explored the intergenerational issues in relationships between four 

first-generation South Asian mothers and 17 second-generation South Asian American 

daughters who are currently enrolled at The University of Texas at Austin. Given the 

small size of participants, the exclusive focus on one institution, as well as the specific 

parameters in the social identities of the participants, there are several areas of future 

research. For example, this study focused primarily on individual interviews of unrelated 

mothers and daughters. Future studies could explore the possibility of interviewing 

related sets of mothers and daughters along with exploring the possibility of conducting 

more focus groups with both mothers and daughters.  

 This study attempted to interview and therefore include the experiences of South 

Asian American women from various South Asian national origins. As a result, there 

were several South Asian groups represented in the study. However, a majority of 

participants were of Indian origin. Future studies could include larger numbers of 

participants from other South Asian groups in order to highlight both parallel experiences 

between groups as well as unique cultural factors of each group.  
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 The role of fathers in the development and college choice process was discussed 

but not fully explored in this study due to its limited scope. Future studies could explore 

the intergenerational issues between first-generation fathers and their second-generation 

daughters and how these issues affect the academic, professional, social, and personal 

aspects of their college experiences as well as their identity development. Similarly, it 

could also be helpful to investigate relationships between first-generation mothers and 

second-generation sons along similar dimensions as this study. Both these future 

directions could potentially also address issues related to gender differences and 

socialization within the South Asian community.  

 Since this study largely examined the experiences of college students and mothers 

from middle to upper socio-economic statuses as well as with families where one or both 

parents were in white-collar professions, future studies must attempt to explore the 

experiences of low-income, first generation, high need, South Asian American college 

students.  

 A final recommendation for future research would be to research, create, and 

develop an ethnic identity model for South Asian American students that could more 

effectively capture and explain the identity development process for South Asian 

American students, which took into account the various layers of identity including 

religion, parents’ nationality, regional affiliation, and racial identity. Since South Asian 

American students are an understudied population there are many other possibilities for 

future higher education research with South Asian American students that could 

ultimately enhance student affairs practice.  
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APPENDIX A: Participant Recruitment Email 

Hello,  
     My name is Smita Ruzicka and I am a doctoral candidate in the Department of Higher 
Education Administration at The University of Texas at Austin. I am writing to request 
your assistance in forwarding this information or participating in my research study that 
examines the intergenerational issues between first-generation South Asian mothers and 
second-generation South Asian American daughters who are currently enrolled as 
undergraduate students at The University of Texas at Austin. South Asians are defined as 
individuals whose countries of origin include Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, Pakistan, 
Sri Lanka, and Maldives. This study specifically seeks to investigate how these 
intergenerational issues affect the overall college experiences and identity development 
of second-generation South Asian American college women.  
 
          For this study, I am looking to interview South Asian American undergraduate 
women who are currently enrolled at The University of Texas at Austin. Eligible 
participants must be second-generation (born in the U.S. or have arrived in the U.S. prior 
to adolescence) and be of South Asian origin. In addition to this, I will also be 
interviewing South Asian mothers whose daughters are currently attending The 
University of Texas at Austin. These eligible participants must be first-generation 
(immigrated to the U.S. as adults) and be of South Asian origin.  
  
    Interested student participants will be invited to participate either in an individual 
interview or a focus group with other eligible student participants. Interested participants 
who are mothers will be invited to participate in an individual interview. Participation in 
the study is completely voluntary and all participants can choose not to participate at any 
point in the study without any adverse consequences to their current or future relationship 
with the researcher or The University of Texas at Austin. All participants will be asked to 
complete a brief demographic form. Individual in-person interviews will be between 90 
minutes – 120 minutes in length at a convenient time and location. The focus group will 
be about 120 minutes in length. The interviews and focus groups will be audio recorded 
and all participants will be given a pseudonym to ensure their confidentiality. Information 
shared in the interviews or focus groups will be kept confidential. All data from the 
interviews and focus groups will be stored in a secure location.  
          
     This study aims to provide a deeper understanding of the intergenerational issues 
between first and second-generation South Asian women. Through this research, I hope 
to contribute to the field of student Affairs practice by providing practitioners more 
insight about the overall college experiences and identity development of Second-
generation South Asian American college women, which will ultimately lead to more 
effective services and programs for these students.  
  
           If you are interested in participating in this study or have any questions, please feel 
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free to contact me via email or phone. I would also greatly appreciate you passing along 
this information to anyone who might be interested in participating in this study. In 
addition, if you or potential participants have any questions about their rights as a 
research participant, or if you have complaints, concerns, or questions about the research, 
please contact Jody Jensen, Ph.D., Chair, The University of Texas at Austin Institutional 
Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects at (512) 232-2685 or the Office of 
Research Support at (512) 471-8871. 
  
Thank you for your consideration. 
  
Smita S. Ruzicka 
s.ruzicka@austin.utexas.edu  
(512) 589-5774 
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APPENDIX B: Consent Form 

 
IRB APPROVED ON: 08/31/2010  
IRB Protool #2010-08-0001 EXPIRES ON: 08/30/2011 
  

Participant Consent Form 
  
Title: The Impact of Intergenerational Issues on the Higher Education Experiences and Identity  
Development of South Asian American Female College Students  
Conducted By: Smita S. Ruzicka   
Faculty sponsor - Dr. Victor B. Saenz  
Of The University of Texas at Austin:   Department / Office; Educational Administration   
Telephone: (512) 589-5774  
  
You are being asked to participate in a research study. This form provides you with information 
about the study. The person in charge of this research will also describe this study to you and 
answer all of your questions. Please read the information below and ask any questions you might 
have before deciding whether or not to take part. Your participation is entirely voluntary. You can 
refuse to participate without penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. You 
can stop your participation at any time and your refusal will not impact current or future 
relationships with UT Austin or participating sites. To do so simply tell the researcher you wish 
to stop participation. The researcher will provide you with a copy of this consent for your records.  
 
The purpose of this study is to explore and understand the intergenerational issues between 
first- generation South Asian mothers and second-generation South Asian American daughters 
who are college students. Furthermore, the purpose of the study is to understand how 
intergenerational issues affect the overall college experiences and identity development of South 
Asian American female college students.   
  
If you agree to be in this study, we will ask you to do the following things:  
Student Participants will be asked to do the following things:  
• Complete a brief demographic questionnaire  
• Participate in one individual interview, which will be recorded using a digital audio recorder  
• Participate in a focus group, which will be recorded using a digital audio recorder  
• Participants might be invited to a follow-up interview by the researcher for clarification or 
expansion purposes after the interviews or focus group have been conducted   
  
Participants who are mothers will be asked to do the following things:  
•  Complete a brief demographic questionnaire  
• Participate in one individual interview, which will be recorded using a digital audio recorder  
• Participants might be invited to a follow-up interview by the researcher for clarification or 
expansion purposes after the interviews have been conducted   
  
Total estimated time to participate in study is 160 minutes each for individual interview and 
focus group. This time also includes the time needed to complete the demographic questionnaire 
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along with any follow-up interviews by the researcher after the completion of the interview or 
focus group.   
  
Risks of being in the study are considered minimal and expected to be no greater than everyday 
life.   
  
Benefits of being in the study  
For Student Participants:  
• Potential for greater understanding of your college experience  
• Potential for learning about Asian American and South Asian American identity development  
• Potential for greater insight about intergenerational issues that are affecting your college 
experiences and identity development.  
For participants who are mothers:   
• Potential for greater understanding of your daughter’s college experience  
• Potential for learning about Asian American and South Asian American identity development  
• Potential for greater insight about intergenerational issues that are affecting your relationship 
with your daughter along with her college experiences and identity development.  
  
Benefits toward the field of higher education and student Affairs practice:  
• Potential for greater understanding of the overall college experiences of second-generation 
South Asian American women  
• Potential for learning about Asian American and South Asian American identity development  
• Potential for greater insight about intergenerational issues between first-generation South Asian 
mothers and second-generation South Asian American college women and their effect on their 
college experiences and identity development.  
  
Compensation:  
• There will be no compensation for this study  
  
Confidentiality and Privacy Protections:  
• Interviews and focus groups will be recorded using a digital audio recorder  
• All audio files will be coded in a manner that prevents any identifying information to be visible  
• Audio files will be stored in a secure location  
• All audio files will be erased after they are transcribed  
• All identifying information will be removed from the transcripts  
• The data resulting from your participation may be made available to other researchers in the 
future for research purposes not detailed within this consent form. In these cases, the data will 
contain no identifying information that could associate you with it, or with your participation in 
any study.  
• If the researcher should observe or otherwise learn of child or elder abuse while visiting your 
home, confidentiality will be broken; state law requires the reporting of abuse to relevant 
agencies (Child Protective Services or the Texas Department of Family and Protective Services).   
The records of this study will be stored securely and kept confidential. Authorized persons from 
The University of Texas at Austin and members of the Institutional Review Board have the legal 
right to review your research records and will protect the confidentiality of those records to the 
extent permitted by law.  
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All publications will exclude any information that will make it possible to identify you as a 
subject. Throughout the study, the researchers will notify you of new information that may 
become available and that might affect your decision to remain in the study.  
  
Contacts and Questions:  
  
If you have any questions about the study please ask now. If you have questions later, want 
additional information, or wish to withdraw your participation call the researchers conducting the 
study. Their names, phone numbers, and e-mail addresses are at the top of this page.   
  
If you would like to obtain information about the research study, have questions, concerns, 
complaints or wish to discuss problems about a research study with someone unaffiliated with the 
study, please contact the IRB Office at (512) 471-8871 or Jody Jensen, Ph.D., Chair, The 
University of Texas at Austin Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects at 
(512) 232-2685. Anonymity, if desired, will be protected to the extent possible. As an alternative 
method of contact, an email may be sent to orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu or a letter sent to IRB 
Administrator, P.O. Box 7426, Mail Code A 3200,  
Austin, TX 78713.  
You will be given a copy of this information to keep for your records.  
  
Statement of Consent:  
  
I have read the above information and have sufficient information to make a decision about 
participating  
in this study. I consent to participate in the study.  
  
Signature:___________________________________________ Date: __________________  
  
  
  
Signature of Investigator:______________________________ Date: __________________  
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APPENDIX C: Interview Guide for Student Participants 

 
Introduction 
Interviewer: Thank you once again for agreeing to be a part of this research study. As you are 
aware, I am a doctoral student in the Educational Administration department at The University of 
Texas at Austin. I am doing this research for my doctoral dissertation. The topic of this research 
is the impact of intergenerational issues between first-generation South Asian mothers and 
second-generation South Asian American daughters on the college experiences and identity 
development of the second-generation daughters. Before we begin with the interview, I would like 
to review the consent form with you and answer any questions that you might have about this 
study and your participation.  
 
Consent Form 
Review consent form and obtain participant signature. Turn on digital recorder and begin 
recording interview. 
 
Begin interview 
Interviewer: As I mentioned this interview will last approximately 90 minutes. I would like to ask 
you some questions and I will be recording this interview.  
 
Interview questions will be divided in the categories below:  
 

I. Family Information – I would like to start by getting some background information 
about yourself and your family.  
a. Tell me about your immediate family  
b. Please describe your relationship with your family members including your 

extended family. 
c. Where did you grow up? 
d. Please describe when and how your family immigrated to the United States. 
e. Do you often travel back to your parents’ country of origin? 

 
II. College experiences – I would like to turn our attention now to your experiences so 

far in college.  
a. Describe your decision-making process to come to UT Austin? 
b. Were your parents supportive of your decision to come to UT? 
c. Describe your academic experiences so far including choosing a major/s, 

performance in your classes, your successes and struggles in academic, and your 
satisfaction with your major/s? 

d. Describe your social and out of class experiences so far, including your network 
of friends, involvement in any student organizations and clubs, and your dating 
life? 

e. How much of your college experiences do you share with your parents, 
especially your mother? 

f. Are there aspects of your life that you do not share or lie about with your parents, 
especially your mother? 
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III. Identity development 

a. How do you usually identify yourself (e.g. South Asian, Desi, Indian, Pakistani-
American, American and so on) 

b. How do others identify you? 
c. How does your mother identify herself that is different than you? 
d. Have you ever been told that you are not [insert south Asian identity] enough? 

By whom?  
e. Have you ever been told you are not American enough? By whom? 
f. Do you ever feel a conflict or tension between the “American” part of you and 

“the [insert identity] part of you?  Tell me more.  
g. Do you feel that you have to separate or compartmentalize parts of your identity 

in different situations? 
h. Have you ever heard the term ‘model minority’? 
i. If so has it ever been applied to you? 
j. How do you feel about this term? 
k. How do you think your mother feels about this term? 
l. What are some expectations and values that are very important to your mother 

that she has passed down to you? 
m. How are these expectations and values congruent or incongruent with your own? 
n. How do you think your mother has shaped your identity as a South Asian 

American woman?  
 

IV. Intergenerational issues – I am interested in exploring intergenerational issues 
between mothers and daughters in South Asian families that create tension and 
conflict. I would like for you to reflect on your relationship with your mother and 
think about potential issues or areas of your life where you see intergenerational 
conflict.  
a. Do you find that your mother has different perceptions of life in the U.S. than 

yourself? If so, in what ways is that different? 
b. Please describe if you experience intergenerational conflict with your mother in 

academic and professional areas including major, professional choices etc. 
c. Please describe if you experience intergenerational conflict with your mother in 

social areas including dating, marriage, sex, friendships etc.  
d. In what other areas do you experience intergenerational conflict? 

 
V. Final comments – Is there anything else that you feel will be important for me to 

know about that we have not covered already? 
 

 
Closing 
Interviewer: This concludes the interview. Thank you so much for taking the time to talk to me 
and participating in this study. Do you have any follow up questions at this point that you would 
like to ask me? Would it be okay if I were to contact you if I had some more follow-up questions 
or needed some clarification? Thank you once again.  
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APPENDIX D: Interview Guide for Participant Mothers 

 
Introduction 
Interviewer: Thank you once again for agreeing to be a part of this research study. As you are 
aware, I am a doctoral student in the Educational Administration department at The University of 
Texas at Austin. I am doing this research for my doctoral dissertation. The topic of this research 
is the impact of intergenerational issues between first-generation South Asian mothers and 
second-generation South Asian American daughters on the college experiences and identity 
development of the second-generation daughters. Before we begin with the interview, I would like 
to review the consent form with you and answer any questions that you might have about this 
study and your participation.  
 
Consent Form 
Review consent form and obtain participant signature. Turn on digital recorder and begin 
recording interview. 
 
Begin interview 
Interviewer: As I mentioned this interview will last approximately 90 minutes. I would like to ask 
you some questions and I will be recording this interview.  
 
Interview questions will be divided in the categories below:  
 

I. Family Information – I would like to start by getting some background information 
about yourself and your family.  
a. Pell me about your immediate family  
b. Please describe your relationship with your family members including your 

extended family. 
c. Where did you grow up? 
d. Please describe when and how you immigrated to the United States. 
e. Do you often travel back to your country of origin? 

 
II. Experiences in the United States versus your country of origin – I would like to turn 

our attention to your experiences in the United States as compared to those in your 
native country.  
a. Describe your initial years in the U.S.?  What were some highlights and what 

were some challenges and struggles?  
b. What were some significant differences that you observed between the two 

cultures? 
c. Describe your experiences of raising a family in the U.S as compared to your 

native country? What are some advantages that you see and what are some 
disadvantages? 

d. Do you feel that it is important to preserve the [insert appropriate culture] culture 
while living here in the U.S.? If so what techniques or strategies have you used? 

e. What are some aspects of U.S. life and culture that you would rather not have 
your children adopt? 
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III. Identity development 

a. How do you usually identify yourself (e.g. South Asian, Desi, Indian, Pakistani-
American, American and so on) 

b. How do others identify you? 
c. How does your daughter identify herself that is different than you? 
d. Have you ever felt that your daughter was too American and not too [insert 

identity]? 
e. Have you ever heard the term ‘model minority’? 
f. How do you feel about this term? 
g. Do you think it is important for your daughter to live up to some of the values of 

the model minority? 
h. How do you feel you have contributed to the identity development of your 

daughter? 
 

IV. Intergenerational issues– I am interested in exploring intergenerational issues 
between mothers and daughters in South Asian families that create tension and 
conflict. I would like for you to reflect on your relationship with your daughter and 
think about potential issues or areas of your life where you see intergenerational 
conflict.  
a. Do you find that your daughter has different perceptions of life in the U.S. than 

yourself? If so, in what ways is that different? 
b. Have you experienced intergenerational conflict when it comes to your 

daughter’s decisions about her academic and professional life? 
c. Have you experienced intergenerational conflict when it comes to your 

daughter’s decisions about her social life including dating, marriage, sex, 
friendships etc?   

d. In what other areas do you experience intergenerational conflict? 
 

V. Final comments – Is there anything else that you feel will be important for me to 
know about that we have not covered already? 
 

 
Closing 
Interviewer: This concludes the interview. Thank you so much for taking the time to talk to me 
and participating in this study. Do you have any follow up questions at this point that you would 
like to ask me? Would it be okay if I were to contact you if I had some more follow-up questions 
or needed some clarification? Thank you once again.  
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APPENDIX E: Focus Group Protocol 

 
Introduction: 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this focus group discussion today. I’m Smita Ruzicka, a 
doctoral student in the Higher education administration program here at UT-Austin. I’ll be your 
moderator for this session.  
 
My goal with this research is to provide the stories and experiences of second-generation South 
Asian American college women and the intergenerational issues they experience with their first-
generation mothers and how these issues affect the overall college experiences for the second-
generation South Asian American women. During this focus group today is to discuss and explore 
your experiences as second-generation South Asian American students at UT-Austin. I am 
particularly interested in learning about your experiences here in college and your experiences 
both in and outside of the classroom. In addition to this, I am particularly interested in learning 
about your relationship with your mothers and how you think your mothers have influenced your 
identity as a South Asian American or Desi woman. I would like for you to share both the positive 
and the negative aspects of your experiences in this focus group.  
 
In a group interview like this it is really important that you express yourself openly. There are no 
right or wrong answers. I want to know what you think and how you experience these issues. . I 
will be recording this focus group in order to ensure accuracy in reporting my research and also 
capturing your stories in your own words. This recording will be transcribed. All identifying 
information such as names will be removed from the transcriptions to ensure your confidentiality. 
You will all be assigned a pseudonym.  
 
Because I am taping, I may remind you occasionally to speak up and to talk one at a time so that 
I can hear you clearly when I review this focus group. I am your guide, but I want the interaction 
to flow among and between you – let’s have lots of discussion. 
 
Each time I ask a question, there is no need for everyone around the table to respond. However, it 
is important that a wide range of ideas is expressed. If you would like to add an idea or if you 
have an idea that contrasts with those that have been aired, then that’s the time to jump into the 
conversation. You don’t have to go in a circle. There is no such thing as “your turn” – it is 
ALWAYS your turn.  
 
Remember you’re the experts here. During the discussion, I’m not planning on doing much of the 
talking, but I’ll try to keep things moving along. Our time together today should last between 1.5 
hours to 2 hours 
 
 
 
QUESTIONS 
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1. Let’s start with a quick introduction. I would like for you to share where you were born 
and raised, your year at UT and your major.  

 
 

2. How do you identify yourself racially or ethnically? Do you feel more “American” or 
“South Asian”? Why? 

 
3. Are there times when you feel conflicted between your South Asian side and your 

American side? Please provide some examples of times when you have experienced this. 
 

4. Would you say that your mother identifies herself racially or ethnically in a different way 
than you? 
 

5. When you hear the word Desi, what do you think?  How would you define the Desi 
identity? 

 
6. Do you notice some significant differences between your South Asian culture and the 

American culture?  Please give examples.  
 
 

7. Describe your relationship with your mother. 
 
 

8. In what ways do you think your mother’s perceptions of U.S. life and culture differ from 
yours? 

 
 

9. In what ways did your mother pass on South Asian values, practices and traditions to 
you? How do you feel about these in general? 
 
 

10. A lot of research and anecdotal evidence points out that dating, sex and marriage are 
points of tension and conflict in South Asian families. Do you find this to be the case in 
your relationship with your mother? 
 
 

11. What are other areas of intergenerational conflict between you and your mother? 
a. Academic and career issues 
b. Choice of friends 
c. Involvement in co-curricular activities (e.g. student organizations etc.) 
d. Interaction with people from other races? 

 
 

12. Are there certain aspects of your college life that you keep from your parents? 
 
 

13. Are there certain aspects of your college life that you lie about to your parents? 
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14. Do you find that non South Asians in this University have certain perceptions and 

stereotypes about South Asians? If so what are they? 
 

15. What advice would you like to give student affairs professionals about working with 
second-generation South Asian American college women? 
 

16. FINAL THOUGHTS: Is there anything else you would like to share about your 
experiences.  
 

17. How did it feel to talk about these issues in this focus group? 
 

 
 
Thank you so much for your participation in this focus group. I greatly appreciate your time and 
your willingness to share your experiences with me and the rest of the group. I would like to 
remind you that it is important to respect each other’s confidentiality from this focus group and I 
hope that you will not share what was discussed in this group with others. Thank you again for 
your time.  
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APPENDIX F: Student Participant Demographic Information  

 
The Impact of Intergenerational Issues on the Higher Education Experiences and Identity 

Development of South Asian American Female College Students 
 

 
Instructions: Please answer all questions to the best of your ability. This information will be kept 
confidential and your responses will be reported only in an aggregate form. Thank you! 
 

1. Are you a student at The University of Texas at Austin?  
____ Yes 
____ No 

 
2. What is your current classification as a student? 

_____ First-year 
_____ Second year 
_____ Third year 
_____ Fourth year 
_____ Fifth year 
_____ Other 
 

3. What is your current major/s?  ___________________________________________ 
 

4. What is your current GPA? _____________________________________________ 
 

5. a. Are you currently a member of or plan to become a member of any South Asian 
interest organizations on campus? 
____ Yes 
____ No 
 
b. If yes, please list all the organizations _____________________________________   

 
6. What is your city and state of birth? _______________________________________ 

 
7. What is your age? _____________ 

 
8. Do you identify yourself as Desi? 

____ Yes 
____ No 

 
9. a. From what South Asian country/ies does your family claim your heritage? (You may 

choose more than one response) 
____ Bangladesh 
____ Bhutan 
____ India 
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____ Nepal 
____ Maldives 
____ Pakistan 
____ Sri Lanka 
____ Other (please specify) ________________________________________________ 
 
b. Please describe the specific state or region that your family is from. 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 

10. What religious affiliation do you identify with? (You may choose more than one 
response) 
____ Christian 
____ Hindu 
____ Jain 
____ Muslim 
____ None 
____ Sikh 
____ Other (please specify) ________________________________________________ 
 

11. a. Do you speak any additional languages other than English at home with your family?  
____ Yes 
____ No 
 
c. If yes, please list all other languages _____________________________________   

 
 

Thank you for completing this demographic form.  
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APPENDIX G: Participant Mother Demographic Information  

 
The Impact of Intergenerational Issues on the Higher Education Experiences and Identity 

Development of South Asian American Female College Students 
 

 
Instructions: Please answer all questions to the best of your ability. This information will be kept 
confidential and your responses will be reported only in an aggregate form. Thank you! 
 

1. Do you currently have a daughter who attends The University of Texas at Austin?  
____ Yes 
____ No 

 
2. What city does your family currently reside in? _____________________________  

 
3. How many years have you lived in the United States?  _______________________ 

 
4. What year did you immigrate to the United States? __________________________ 

 
5. How old were you when you immigrated to the United States? ________________ 

 
6. a. Were you married at the time of your immigration to the United States?  

____ Yes 
____ No 

  
 b. If yes, how long had you been married before immigrating? _________________ 
 

d. How would you describe your marriage? (Please check all that apply) 
____ Arranged marriage 
____ Love marriage 
____ Interfaith marriage 
____ Interracial marriage 
____ Other (please specify) ____________________________________________ 

 
7. What were your reasons for immigration? (Please check all that apply)  

____ Career opportunities for myself 
____ Career opportunities for my husband 
____ Educational opportunities for myself 
____ Educational opportunities for my husband 
____ Family reunification 
____ Escaping religious and/or other persecution 
____ Other (please specify) ________________________________________________ 

 
8. a. What South Asian country/ies does your family claim your heritage? (You may choose 

more than one response) 
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____ Bangladesh 
____ Bhutan 
____ India 
____ Nepal 
____ Maldives 
____ Pakistan 
____ Sri Lanka 
____ Other (please specify) ________________________________________________ 
 
b. Please describe the specific state or region that your family is from. 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

9. What religious affiliation do you identify with? (You may choose more than one 
response) 
____ Christian 
____ Hindu 
____ Jain 
____ Muslim 
____ None 
____ Sikh 
____ Other (please specify) ________________________________________________ 
 

10. a. Do you speak any additional languages other than English at home with your family?  
____ Yes 
____ No 
 
b. If yes, please list all other languages _____________________________________   

 
11. How many children do you have? __________________________________________ 

 
12.  What is your highest educational degree? 

____ Less than high school 
____ High school diploma 
____ Bachelor’s degree 
____ Master’s degree 
____ Doctoral degree 
____ Other (please specify) ________________________________________________ 
 

13. a. Are you currently employed?  
____ Yes 
____ No 
 
b. If yes, please list your current occupation ___________________________________ 
  

Thank you for completing this demographic form.  
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